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INTEREST RATES
ON FARM LOANS
CUT 2 PER CENT

GEORGE HARVEY SAYS AMERICA

WILL NOT FORM UNIOM WITH

M

"THE

OF THE HOUR"

hMINE WORKERS
J

FIRST MOVE TO
STOP GAMBLING

GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE

v? ill life

loans were announced today by the
war finance corporation. The cor- Its
poratlon said it had reduced
j rates on advances to banks for ag.

'TUVZX

pPerPcean?
Ambassador to Court of St. James Attacks
all advances maturing In six
Communism and Socialism in Address at' on
months or less without the prlvl- of"
Alliance
Brands
Hope
Liverpool;
from 6 to
per cent.
Derby as Futile; Praises Washington's
Haling deduction.
Washington, Nov. 3. Reduction
in he rediscoynt rate in the Dallas
Policy.
bank from 6 per
t 0 reserve
5
cent was an-
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py me ieuerai re- louay
m m . ;ea
.
Liverpool, Nov. 3 (by the Asso- ueuiK buukui, auu wiiiv-i- i muni,
.j
ciated
Tress.) George
Harvey, 0
?
Boston llato Cut.
.u. .'
United States ambassador to Great ,
Nov.
,vV "h
SWashington,
a
an
the
told
audience
at
n? "discount
Britain,
befits our race. The first fur
,
e
federa reserve
Liverpool Chamber of Commerce mental principle that we
v retonight, that It was futile to hope oamizo Is that pconomic(.WwW, announced today by the federal
that America, as Lord Derby re- superior to legislative jenactnil
serve
board.
He declared supply' and (iMifA
Knglish Rate Lower.
cently had been suggesting, may constitute the basic laws
Nov. 3. The Bank of
some day be merged In a definite al- dustrv. and that a o rlod Q''7n'aat London, reduced
its rate of disEngland
liance with Great Britain, and normally would be terr
5
to
cent from 5 2 per
count
per
the
France.
production, should now .
reThis statement was made as a long period of under promotion. cent this morning. The laBt was
duction in the discount rate
digression from an address on Instead, however, he declared both made
21
on
when
was
it
last,
July
economics and the international in- England and America had been cut
per cent.
dustrial situation In which the am- persistent in under production.
bassador attacked communism and
socialism and defended IndividualIS
ism. He recalled Lord Derby' AERO CONGRESS
IS GIVEN
statement Jn an address in BirMADE RECEPTION TO
mingham, in which the latter
BELGIAN COMMANDER
voiced the conclusion that the
success of the Washington conference would mean peace and that
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 3. The openits failure would mean war in the ing business session of the aero
immediate future. He also recalled congress meeting here to form a
Lord Derby's suggestion to former national organization to aid aviaPresident Poincare of France that tion in America, was turned into a
IN
an
h
alliance would be reception today for Gene-a- l Baron
V-r&- a
desirable in the interests of peace, Jacques, commander of the Belgian
intimating the "strong hope" that armies during the world war. GenAmerica might eventually join the eral Jacques appeared before the
of St. Louis Is
combination.
meeting shortly after his arrival Hospitality
"Now it seems to have fallen to from Kansas City, and delivered a
Poured Forth on French
my unhappy lot, since I have been short address,
expressing thankr
General and American
in England," continued the ambas- for America's part in the war.
sador, "to dispel Illusions respect Other speakers included Governor
Chief of Staff.
ing the attitude of the 'United Samuel R McKelvio, of Nebraska.
States. I can conceive of no more
Sidney Walder, of Detroit, Mich.,
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 3 (by the
effective service on the part of an acted as chairman. Various com
...
envoy than to set forth franklv mittees on organization were ap Associated Press). Hailed as one
boys," officially honorany certainty which mav'hear nnlPlnted, and adjournment taken of our "old
me immediate luture, however dis until tomorrow to pe.mlt the- dele ed by two universities, welcomed
Marshal Ferdinand Foch.
gates to witness the annual Pulit- and feted by the citizens) of St. Till
appointing it may be to his hear zer
in
is a new picture of tho hero chaiacter of
his reception
ers. I feel impelled to say frankly
trophy speed race for high- Louis, Marshal Foch of France to
day was shown American hospital of France, taken since his arrival in America. Everywhere ho has been
mat me nope voiced by Lord Der- speed airplanes this morning.
Major Charles J. Glldden, of New lty as exemplified in the middle America. Marshal Foch has been tnthusiastlcally hulled by immense
by must be regarded as futile.
"Our first president fixed the Tork, submitted a resolution sug- west. Sharing these honors was pleased, but bewildered by the crowds as "the man of tho hour."
of Dean General Pershing, Introduced to his
foreign policy of the United State gesting appointment
Dunn, of Detroit uni- fellow "buddies" of the American
clearly and unequivocally, when he Thomas F.
Lestern
of Legion as "Black Jack."
Helnzhelmer,
adjured his countrymen never to versity;
From earlv morning until late
enter a permanent alliance with Sioux Falls, 8. D.; E. W. Porter, of
IS
S.
E. Heren, of Miles City. tonight the city poured forth its
any other power. This policy has Omaha;
and
W;
of
Cram,
Ralph
been reaffirmed by practically all Mont,
hospitality to the two warriors.
his successors. It was reiterated Davenport, as a committee on per- Both expressed keen delight at the
The matter reception.
General Pershing, dewith great posltlveness In our lat- manent organization.
est national campaign by our pres- was referred to the resolutions
viating from his usual serious vein. TOLD OP
ent president, and was confirmed
Indulged in numerous pleasantries
Prran.)
(B? The
as he addressed members of the
by n majority of the people.
New York, Nov. 3. All Liberty
hall
in
American
the
city
Legion
"In view of these circumstances NEW YORK AVIATOR
bondB and Victory loan issues tom I doing more than
late in the day. At the numerous
stating the
day reached new high records for
CONCEDED
occasions on which Marshal Foch
WINNER
wholly obvious and inescapable
the year, presumably the result of
was called on to speak, he always
fact when I pronounce the entrance
OF PULITZER TROPHY expressed his delight and apprethe federal reserve board's action
of the United States into any perIn .reducing
rates,
ciation of the honor bestowed on
manent alliance, however desirable
(By Tha Anniwlnlril rrcm.f
4,lii iiuirf Vhrtorv 'AH r"" to
Nov.- - 8.
Bert him and .the cordial welcome
that action may seem to be, an
OwalirNeb.,
3.
Nov.
in that
hand
First
extensive
durlner
Washington,,
trading
with
the
Acosta
affected
,pnr
New
shown.
of
Tork was unoffiVisibly
titter Impossibility? May It not be
degree of reports of conditions in Germany Issue, while substantial gains were
ins pari or wisdom to avoid cially conceded to be the winner bestowal of the honorary
i.icii,
a
in tne Ivinerty issues, noi- recorded
flfaAitttctf
h.i.n, n,
annual Pulitzer trophv doctor of laws on him by the m. hiu. K.nn
.. .
nn,.:na
Thn liltrllOat
Pven suggestion of a of therace
In an open quad- ican government
Louis.
heavier
for
university
than
speed
air
Carl
by
1,e,"
mupoeai wnicn, however
fn Vlrtnra iV.a wim J99.82.
praise.
today when H. E. Hartnev rangle before the student body and mann, former state secretary
wormy it may . be, could hardly craft
7n
joj
oiui,.
.
to land members of other Catholic schools,
otner than to of New Tork was forced
financial ministry,
By purpose
when attempt- the marshal declared it difficult to the Germany
reed enemies
and distress friends late tothis afternoon,
'
A few minutes Secretary Hoover said todny. He SOCIALISTS
beat A costa's time.
express himself.
PLAN TO
of both Great Britain and France, ing
Later it was learned that M. previously Archbishop J. J. Glen-no- n was a memner or the German rewho live in America?"
ANNIVERSARY
coma
OBSERVE
with
him
Is
had
who
Hartney,
presented
executive secreAmbassador Harvey, In dealing
medallion on behalf of parations commission, Mr. Hoover
with world economics, said
OF REVOLT IN RUSSIA
the tary of the Aero Club of America, memorative
of Co- said, but Is no longer connected
aftermath of the war was hardly was injured in landing, although the fourth degree, Knights
less disconcerting and devastating it was said his injuries were not lumbus. Twelve year old Elizabeth with the German government and
rtv The Aneoflatrrt rrM.
of a serious character. He will be Fusse received a kiss on both is in this country on private busithan was the war.
Chicago, Nov. 3. Tho socialist
cheeks from Marshal Foch when ness.
"At the expiration of the ensu- taken to an Omaha hospital.
committee
today anHerr
national
Bergmann has been Introshe presented him a large bouquet
ing week," he continued, "we shall
nounced that local branches hav
on behalf of the International Or- duced to government departments,
have reached the beginning of the
Mr. Hoover said, as one familiar been asked to hold meetings Noder of Catholic Alumni.
fourth year following the armistice.
of the
and financial vember 7 in celebration
At the St. Louis university the with the economic
Even then we shall only be apmarshal was hailed as one of our situation In Germany, and able to fourth anniversary of tho Russian
proaching what we hope may prove
"old boys" by Rev. M. J. O'Connor, give officials an accurate picture of revolution and on November 11
to be the first definite and endurHis visit, to voice their opposition to war
rector, speaking as a Jesuit teacher Germany's problems.
ing settlements looking toward the
to a former student of a Jesuit in- the secretary added, was unofficial and to armaments.
lifting of burdens and the estabIt was also announced that acstitution In conferring the honor- and not connected, with the reparalishment of International agree(ICIAl OISPATQN TO MOMNIN JOURNAL
tions question.
tion of tho socialist national conof the university.
ments and understandings foreary
degree
Santa Fe, Nov. 3. R. H.
He was understood
to have vention at Detroit last Juno in reA banquet tonight by the chamshadowing prosperity, which can
Hanna's statement as democoncluded St. brought word that production wns fusing to renew negotiations fo"
ber of commerce
be attained only through the
cratic candidate for United
liouls' welcome. The marshal and proceeding feverishly In Germany, affiliation with the third Internaof tranquil relations among
States senator, filed at the
his party, which included Hanford but because of the exchange situa tionale (Moscow) has been, enpowers."
of state's office,
secretary
MacNider of Mason City, la., .Jiew tion and the depreciation of tho dorsed by a party referendum. Tlw
"There was," he added, "politigives his total expenditures for
national commander of the Ameri- mark, prices were not keeping pace vote was 2.C17 for no affiliation to
cal peace in a broad sense, and It
the
as
$87.50
campaign
for
can Legion, was to leave for In- with the output.
was industrial peace that now was
postage and printing.
General Pershing left
dianapolis.
for Nashville.
CONWAY ANNOUNCES
A feature of the dny's entertainOF MOHOAN
ment was a review of the Sixth inCHIEF
AT
SPFAKERS
YORK HEALTH
fantry, just completing a
hike from Camp Jackson, South
TEACHER' MEETING
Barracks,
Carolina, to Jefferson
Mo. The regiment reached East St.
Santa Fe. Nov. 3. The principal
Lou la two days ago, but was held
WILL TAKE OVER
speakers at the New Mexico Eduthere to be given the opportunity cational
association's convention nt
of passing in review before its
L ARENA
French and American commanders. Albuquerque, which opens November
R. B. Wilson, PhiladelSpeaking at a banquet tonight, phia, are school
OF
ILK I
city
superintendent:
said:
General Pershing
"Tonight, with sorrow, I part W, P. Blair, Chicago, state school
(By The Amnrliitrd PrfM.)
from Marshal Foch. I wish I could superintendent of Illinois; W. S.
Locust Valley, N. Y., Nov. 3.
Washington, D. C: Mr,
tell you about the impressions I am McGIU,
Charl O. Williams, county school Frederick Trubee Davison, son of
carrying away with me.
county. Henry P. Davison, Morgan partsuperintendent.
Shelby
"This state was cut In two by Tennessee.
.
1
ner, prefers votes to dollars.
1171
w
Mason-Dixo- n
after
line
and
the
vvnen
School
State
He is going to follow his preferSuperintendent
Re- the war was over the reunion of John
ence by entering the political
the people brought about a loyalty names V. Conway announced these
today, after conferring with arena instead of the banking fraand patriotism tested by the fire
Albuquerque, secre- ternity of Wall street. His first
of war. In Missouri you will find John of Milne.association's
executive step comes November 8, when ho
the
a cross between the north and the tary
and added that the na- hopes to bo elected member of the
south and all the qualities from committee,
bureau at Wash- assembly from the Second district
the north and the south. Here we tional educational
BT THE ASSOCIATED PHFSHA
.
ington. T. C would have a repre of Nassau county and take the seat
have all the attributes of the south- sentative
r.ew ionc, rov. 3. Unless New , Various
on
who had formerly occupied by Theodore
the
program
women's
ern woman, combined with those not
i"K aistrioution is restored Luui, sieps toaay to organize a
ypt been made.
7'oosevelt, now assistant secretary
woman and where
of
northern
truck
the
to fifty per cent normal by Satur- driving corps should the crisis be- you find such a woman as we have
The New Mexico spenkers whose of the navy.
come
on
names
the
the
have
Placed
been
acute.
Davison hopes this election, if
day,
industry will be taken over
you will find men measure up to program Include
Mrs. Agnes L. It comes out his way, will provo
Four men charged with having that
by the department of health. This
standard."
attacked the driver of the milk
warning was given by Health
General Pershing then asked Voice, Mcntmore, McKlnley coun- tho first milestone in a lifelong
Copeland today after he wagon today were sentenced to Marshal Foch If that was right, and ty;. James I Blcklev, president of career in politics.
had failed again to induce heads of twenty days' imprisonment each.
"I havo always wanted to go
a wave of laughter greeted the the association, and State School
score of milk distributing companInto politics," said Davison in outBuro."
superintendent Uonway.
mashal's
suls,
reply,
"je
ies to arbitrate the differences In- DRIVERS OF MILK TRUCKS
"Back in
lining his ambitions.
"I would prefer to answer the
volved in the milk drivers' strike
ARE CLUBBED AXD STONED salute
lit 14, when I entered Yale, I begiven tonight by following WHEAT PRICE BACK
which for three days has brought
gan to pick out subjects I knew
of St. Louis and salutthe
inconvenience to the metropolitan
Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 3. Nego- ing example
would be good training for me.
with the sword. But in doing
AT NORMALCY. LOW
tiations for settlement of the strike so
ImI took up the study of law at
When
population.
a
I would be lacking in very
of approximately 800 milk wagon portant
of my duty by not exRECORD SINCE 1915 Columbia, I had no intention of
part
drivers of the Telling-Bell- e
Vernon pressing to you the gratitude I feel
practicing, but wanted to obtain
company were started late today, over
a groundwork for an experience in
my reception today.
(By The Atanelnfril PreiO
when, at a conference between rep
me
elven
"After the retention
Chicago, Nov. 3. What long ago politics."
resentatlvei of the company and
By way of a starter he went to
the legion In Kansas City and used to he considered normalcy
union men and city officials, the by
national convenSt. Louto I have felt everywhere a!wag reached todav on the Chicago the republican
.
affec-company agreed to arbitrate undeg pronounced
board of trade wheat at $1. The tion as secretary to Herbert Parcordiality and
FORECAST,
certain conditions.
lmsons
to
Charles D. Hilles.
and
later
been
tlon. I have particularly
December delivery fell to that price,
Jenver. Colo., Nov. 8. New
A meeting of the strikers was
Now he is getting acquainted with
the tremendous activity itne lowest since 1915.
pressed
by
Fair
to
called
warmer
consider
.jjclco:
the proposition, I see everywhere and which Is such
Friday,
Absence of demand rather than district leaders and asserts that,
theast portion; Saturday fair. which calls for arbitration
of the
augury for the development ianv unusual selling pressure char if ho is elected to the assembly,
Fair Friday and Satur- - wage scale offered by the company aof true
direc
terlzed today's market. The dollar he hopes to stay there for several
these activities in every
) not much
change In tempera- - on November 1. A proposal for an tlon."
a bushel price led to comparisons terms, "to get right close to the
open shop as outlined by the comwith more than double that figure people." He disclaims any desire
pany, la not one of arbitration. The
realized during the great war and for a senatorial toga.
LOCAL REPORT.
conference followed the granting ot
also was a reminder that the mark
According to tradition, the senConditions for the twenty-fou- r
a temporary Injunction restrainEXILED TO MADEIRA
et for May delivery was down fn ior Mr. Davison should violently
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, ing strikers or their sympathizers
oppose his son's political ambitions
Lisbon, Nov. S (by the As;s4H s. bushel in 1914, and to 83
recorded by the university:
from interfering with milk deliv
sociated
Press.)
in 1911.,
Arrange
and seek to chase him along the
68 ery. This was prompted by numerHighest temperature
to
Before!
De
ments
been
of the elusive dollar. But he
trail
have
completed
trading was ended,
Lowest . ,
82 ous outbreaks of violence which rereceive
former
cember wheat declined a full rent is doing nothing of that kind, and
Emperor
.
in
sulted
36
,.
the
Range
probable fatal injury
Zita
Charles and
.more, and closed at the bottom is sympathetically following his
Mean ,
60 to a guard on a truck and the less
of Austria-Hungar- y
as exiles
figures of the session, 99 cents n son's candidacy.
64 serious injury to several others.
Humidity at I i. in.,,,
on the island of Madeira, ao- bushel t 09 '4 cents, a loss of 2
Another
of young Davison's
22
Drivers of milk trucks were
Humidity at 6 p. m
re4
to
3H cents compared with twenty-fou- r supporters Is his wife, who was
to
a
telegram
cording
botclubbed
None
and
milk
and stoned
Precipitation
before. December corn Miss Dorothy Pcabody, daughter
celved here today from Fun- hour
JO tles were
Maximum wind velocity
taken from persons
closed at 44 - to 44
chal, chief city of the Island.
cents, the of Itev. Endlcott Peabody. headDirection of wind...
Fvit .s t"vy emerged from the com- lowest level touched in the last master of Uroton, whero Davison
...... iiarlpan,
Character p flay..
eleven years.
plants and broken.
went to school,
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Santa Fe, Nov. 3. County Assessor Marcelino A.Ortiz, N. B.
Laiighlin, A. W. Lec, II. K. Rich,
and L. K. Elliott are named in an
order issued by Judge Reed Hollo-madistrict court under the
passed by the fifth
CHECK OFF PLAN legislature acttoday.
The order cites
the five to show caune why part
of the rooms behind the Montezuma
formerly tho MonWill Enter Circuit Court of tezuma pastime,
hotel bar, should not b?
closed
after
the court has
Appeals at Chicago in been informedreciting
the premises have
used for gambling.
Legal Effort to Suspend been
Assistant District Attorney A, M.
Writ,
Edwards
said none of tho five was
Temporary
charged with gambling, but wero
cited as the owners, lessees or subWILL ALS0APPLY FOR
lessees of the premises.
APPEAL
GRANTING OF
Judge Colin Ncblctt of the T'nlt-eStates district court decided
the suit
by Frank M. Klnq
Union Officials Think Future against brought
Mrs. Anna Hopewell,
ns
of tho will
Strike Moves Hinge on of the Into W. executrix
S. Hopewell, in Mr.
Actions of Operators in Hopewell's favor. King sued for
J 12,500 which he alleged was due
as a commission for tho sale of a
Ending Check Off,
ranch in Siena county.
Aftunrtiitt

II JUNCTION

d

(By The

Tram.)

Indianapolis, Iml., Nov. 3. Suspension ot Federal Judge Ander
son's temporary injunction prohib
iting the check off of union dues
by operators and directing cessation ot union efforts to organize
West Virginia coal fields, will be
asked tomorrow of the circuit
court of anneals at Chicago by
tli Tnltn,l Minn Wni'U- nminwl
ers of America, it was learned to
night.
Counsel for the Indiana opera- fni'a whn
the Inilinr- rilnuKt
tion suit will not loin in the appeal
because of the walkouts ot 21,iiuii

rttfnnro Tinvlncr frtren.l a nh 11 Mnivn
of practically all Indiana mines and
tho attitude of the operators was to
lor tne union nent out tne case.

for
the
Formal
application
granting of an appeal also will be
made at Chicago by the union, but

tills wns snht hv counsel to be a
tievfiinrtorv nroeeed inir Hint mieht
either be brought before Judge An
derson or any judge ot tno circuit
court.
T.'nilnro tn pet cnmnlele snsnen- slon of the lniunetion. the union's
counsel Was said to be prepared to
press for a ruling that only Indiana
operators were affected.
A.side from favorable court action, union officials regarded fur.
thee MtHk .levelonments as hing
ing on tho aetion of operators in
discontinuing the cneck otr. President John L. Iwls was advised
Hint tho ovppiitlvA
board of the
Pittsburgh district would meet tomorrow to act on District President
It. It. Gibbons' decision to can a
Approximately
strike Monday.
40.000 miners would be affected,
in coalj
Elsewhere
officials fold.
HtMes the miners werel
said to be awaiting tho decision of
operators whether to stop tne
check off.
Doubt as to the Interpretation of
the oriclnal strike telegram ex- titwfle.l bv Frank" Farrlngton, president of the Illinois miners, was not
removed hv Mr. Lewis' answer sent
todav to tho Illinois leader. Farrlngton. who was
tion leader ot tho miners' convention, accused I,ewi8 of trying to
nnra tho hnek" In calling the
strike and Lewis' reply was that
instructions" would be
"detailed
Illinois operators
sent whenever
declare their stand or stopping
check off. The answer did not disclose the nature of the instructions,
but it was said authoritatively that
they would Include a strike order.
OHIO M1NF.BS OBDI RKD
TO KF.Hl'ME OPKHATIONS
Columbus, O., Nov. 3. Ohio
miners who have ceased work In
protest against the federal injunction abolishing the check off system were ordered to return to
work bv the executive board of
district No. 6, United Mine Workers of America, after a meeting today.
Lee Hall, president of the district, was instructed to notify all
coal operators that compliance
with their contract, which includes
provisions of the check off system of collection of union dues, Is
expected and thnt violation ot it
will result in strikes.
Strikes, should they be called,
would not be general, It was said,
but only against such companies
off.
nn had discontinued
Tho officials took the position,
they announced, that the injunction was effective only within
Judge Anderson's district and not
throughout the country. This conforms with an opinion expressed
by miners at Indianapolis.
The order for the return to tho
mines of miners who have gone on
"unofficial" strikes will affect between three and four thousand
men In Ohio. Three thousand or
more miners In the Hocking field
were reported to havo quit worn
and one mine in the eastern part
of the state was said lo have been
idle today.
the-chec-k

IIOWAT SFKS BLOW AT
MINF.HS' OKC.AXIZATION

Pittsburgh, Kans.. Nov. S.
From his cell in the Cherokee
county Jail, where lie is serving a
six months' sentence for violating
the industrial court law, Alexander M. Howat, suspended president
of the Kansas mine workers'
union, declared today that the injunction of Federal Judge Anderson nt Indianapolis abolishing the
check off system for tha collection
of mine dues. Is another step toward destruction of the Unltel
Mine Workers' organization.
STAYF.U WAS 1XSAXF.
Warsaw, Tnd.. Nov. 3. ITarrv
Long, 17, who killed his brothers,
Kenneth, 3 and Russell, 5, by beat-theover the head with a piece
of pipe, was ordered to the colonv
for the Insane at the Indiana stat?
prison yesterday.

CAN'T STOP MILK WAGONS
Cleveland, O., Nov. 3.
Common Pleas Judge Maurice
Bernon this morning granted
a temporary Injunction restraining milk wagon drivers
from interfering in any way
with the delivery of milk
hereafter. Several outbreaks
of violence had marked the
start of the second day of the
strike of the 800 milk wagon
drivers.

Month
!!( Bo

SEiTE REJECT

IN CAPITAL CITY
rPlC!Al

Washington, Nov. 3. Reduction
In Interest rates on two classes of

EDITION

Dally by Carrier or Mull, 85c
Single

SEEK TO DEFEAT

1--

.CITY

IflflTPOPOl
SALES TAX

FOR

OF ONE PEB CEIIT
Democrats
Vote
Solidly
Against Levy and Are
Joined Joy 17 Republicans
on Roll CalL

SENATORS
SUPPORT AMENDMENT

TWENTY-FIV-

E

Bursum of New Mexico
Favors Change as Does
Cameron
of
Arizona;
Jones Casts Vote Against
fBy The AftntHmtea

rrn.)

Washington, Nov. 3. The sales
tax was rejected tonight bv the sen- DRY
late. Tho democrats voted solidly
ASK
against the sales tax and were
Joined by seventeen republicans.
Tho voto was 43 against, to 25
for. was on a nronosal hv Senntor
jSmoot, republican, Utah, for a one
per cent levy, wltn exemptions provided in the case of sales by farmIN LIQUOR FIGH ers
of the profits of their farms and
sales by public utilities and those
by the United States or ony foreign
Petitioners
Suggest That government or any state or terri
tory, the army and navy and hosParty in Power Will Be pitals.
The roll call:
Held for Any Failure to
For the amendment, 25:
Enforce Dry Laws.
Bursum, Cameron,
Republicans:
Kdge, Ernst, Farnald, France,
(By Tile Aimti'lntrd Pre.)
Jones, of
Gooding,
WdEhinirton. NTnv i
nida
Keyes,
Washington;
McKlnley,
1Tr...Vlflt.nl.rtn
Katt,l,u,.,tions interested in enforcement of
I'hipps. Poindexter, Short- prohibition nent a petition today to Odilie, smoor,
spencrr, vvausworin.
ridge,
rrcHaent Harding, asking that he Warren, Watson, ot Indiana, end
"demand executive
25.
Weller
officers and
rOOnmrtieilrl InciaTntlt.A nffla...
Against. 43:
Rorah,
Capper,
Republicans:
speed lit) and intensifv nirencleH of
t.
Curtis, Kenyon, LaFollette,
enforcement."
Mc- McCumber.
MeCormiek.
Declaring a tour of the northern
states had not shown a reaction Nary. Nelson, Norbeck, Penrose,
Sutherland,
Sterling,
than three- - Stnnfield,
"among the more
Townsend and Willis 17.
Democrats:
Ashurst, Rroussard,
who had approved prohibition, the
Carroway, Fletcher, Gerry, Glass
petition continued:
"We respectfully suggest that the Harris. Heflln, Jor.es, of New Mex-1eHendrlck.
King. McKellsr,
party in power, having made prohibition enforcement
a matter Myers, Overman, Pittman, Pome- Idrcelv nt nnptv rifi rnnn fo will rene, Reed,
Hheppard, Simmons,
Trammell.
naturally be held responsible for cjtnnlovof
any failure on the executive side Walsh.of Massachusetts; Walsh,and
of
Georgia,
ot enforcement, and elso for the Montana; Watson,
tragic delay of pending enforce- Williams 28.
ment legislation.
This vote was regarded generally
"Wo noto wltn gratification your as decisive of the question of a
immediIndignation that prominent mem- sales tax at present, but
bers of republican committee have ately after it had been announced.
Smoot offered another
extorted large sums as pay for Senator
their influence in getting permits s. amendment, embodying a business
ijoutuva-gerper. cent on
sales tax of Vj of
for wnoiesais yripfiiiei-ioWe believe a mandate grops ales in excess of 16,000 a
from vou that this trifling with tne year.
must
constitution
This went over until tomorrow.
stop would
In the debate on the defeated
quickly enthrone law and order in
whole
field of prohibition
the
manufacturers sales tax plan, some
republican leaders Indicated a sales
tax might have to be provided for
with the soldiers
in connection
TWO CHILDREN BURN
bonus bill, which they predicted
TO DEATH WHEN FIRE would be passed at the next session.
Discussion of the sales tax was
SWEEPS PLAYHOUSE comparatively brief. Senator Smoet
was the chief speaker for the plan,
(By The AMorMrd TreM.)
which was opposed among others
3.
Scotts Kluffs, Neb., Nov.
by Senator Jones of New Mexico,
t3
Two
children wore burned
democrat.
critical
a
In
Is
nnother
death and
Before taking up the sales tax,
condition in a hospital from burns the senate perfected the committee
received yesterday, when a chick- bill with tho adoption of some aden house in which they were playditional amendments offered by Ining was destroyed by fire. The dividual senators.
dead are:
LAWRF.NCF. DAY, 5 years old.
FIRK LOSS LIGHTER. reWALTER HUFFMAN, 4 yean
Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 3. A secold.
port that the entire business
The Huffman boy's younger tion of Portland, Ark., had been
brother was seriously burned when destroyed by fire last night proved
he was rescued from the flames, unfounded and although several
were threatwhich are believed to have origi- business buildings
nated when one of the boys ignit ened, only two wen destroyed. It
was estimated that the loss will
ed gasoline with a match.
be about J50,000.
The parents are
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UNITED STATES MAY LAY BARE
'
TO CONFERENCE

KQW FAR SHE

ARMS LIMITATION

WILL GO IN

Plan of This Government May Require Long
Study by Foreign Nations; Japan Likely to
Insist Upon Having Navy Equal to Any
Which Might Enter Her Sphere in Far East
(BY THE ASSCM1ATKD PRESS.)
Elg
Washington, Nov. 3 thy the As conference of the American
sociated Press.) The policies and Four with their naval advisers
program of tho American delega- have pointed to a set of maximum
tion to the armament conference reduction figures in the plan to
are beginning to assume definite bo presented by this government.
outline, and If the expectations of No official has been willing to
official Washington are realized, rovcal details, but there has been
tho opening day will see a sequence apparent a desire to lay bare at
like the outset of the negotiations, tho
of development something
this:
full extent to which the United
concrete States would be willing to go in
of
a
Presentation
American plan for
limitation of armament.
The Impression that such a
reduction of naval armament.
Consideration of such troublemethod may not lead to an immesome problems as the far east a diate agreement has been given
may naturally project themsclvau color by the apparent Intention of
In the picture.
some of the other powers to purMeantime, an effort by the I'nit-e- sue an opposite course and enter
to
States
keep the negotiations the conference setting a high figIn the open so that public opinion ure of the naval armament they
may exert its pressure toward consider requisite to their national
practical accomplishment.
safety. Japan has Indicated she
Salient features of the American would suggest the necessity
ot
naval armaments proposals
havj maintaining a navy equal to any
been established, and although de- which might enter her sphere in
tails remain to be fixed, there Is tho far east, a proportion which
reason to believe the reductions naval experts say is well in excess
suggested will be sweeping enoug.i of her present power.
to convince the world that the
The naval armament question Is
United States meant business TVhen considered certain to be the .rjt
to occupy attention of tho coj
it called tho conference.
but It Is not the expectatio n
It would cause no surprise if
necof
officials that the live prober i.s
naval
found
it
leading
powers
essary to submit the plan of this of far eastern diplomacy will iegovernment to long study before main long m the background. - 8
they determine on their course. tho conference Is vl'tu I In lie
Should the reductions proposed pect, it Is
tlv cliplona;
prove unacceptable, it is believed and armameri: ni.'x I'lin may d
Instea.t f
likely that the American delega- velop slmull i
m of omsecuM
tions, having once undertaken the having a p
tho
ri 'fater will f
Initiative, would invite
powers subjects, th
to present some concrete counter Into the pri UCV i
c Jnslde. i:
this or that prohl. i.i a occa.A'
proposal.
All evidences surrounding tha may bring
19 the ftvui
d

fr-enc- e,

b)'vil
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PEASANTS

Ml

FARED BEST III

1IEJ

I
IRTQM

They Have Managed to Eat
More Regularly Than the
City Residents, Except in
"
the Famine Areas.
(By Staff Correspondent.)
Nov. 8. The ltuwsian
peasants have fared best under
soviet rule, despite the fuct that
the government laid Btreaa on the
betterment of the condition of the
city workmen and communists,
who are mostly city and town
workers.
Except In the famine arena
where over i!0, 000, 001) are necesBi-tiou- s
populapeasants, the
tion has kept the pot boiling and
more
eat
regularly
to
managed
mathan the city men. The greatpopujority of the metropolitan land.
the
to
lation has returned
The bolshevik prevention of free
Interior trade has starved the cities
whose people had to go to the
country for food carrying with
them their personal belongings
which they traded for potatoes and
flour. As a consequence the thlrfty
farmers have become wealthy.
As wealth poes in the villages
rubles, housethey have hoarded
hold articles and wearing apparel
which the city folk have brought
in for exchange for bread.
The peasant women also have
taken on the fashions of their city
sisters, struggling in vain to make
themselves
grand dames. With
three oows, a litter of pigs, a flock
of chickens and .a. potato patch,
the peasant woman had the most
' desired commodities in Russia and
she exchanged flour, vegetables
and meat for the trappings of city
life. Humble cabins are filled with
gilt furniture,
gaudy tapestries,
Drespianos, musical Instruments, bronze
den china, hideous marble
silver dishes, opera
ornaments,
coats and shoes.
The rugged peasant girls with
broad shoulders, muscular arms
and large feet, which la the result
of years of ploughing" and hoeing
and woodchopping, present strange
appearance in their tiny algretted
hats, short skirts and slippers
shoemakers
which the village
liave fashioned after the Parisian
models for feet only accustomed
to the boulevards.
Investigation seems to Bhow that
the peasants are generally pleased
with the government's new system of taxation whereby ..ic farm-er- a
must surrender a fixed per
centage of their crops in taxes, for
they are finding it far more preferable to the old requisition system. Thev are not resisting It to
seem
any considerable extent andamount
confident that only a fixed
will be taken.
The present system of free trade
reminds tnem or out times anu
satisthey are generally showing
faction. The government seems to
be gradually winning them over In
d
way.
a
Meantime the government finds
lta pet proteges the city workmen
are faring worse and worse and
disgruntled. Free
they seem much
trade is of no assistance as the
people are lacking the money to
In addition the government
ouy.
J
unloading the responsibility for
the feeding of the workman.
The outcome of the complete
monopolization of trade Is probably wholly different than the party
leadership Intended and the party
are now finding it difficult to explain their good Intentions to the
Industrialists whose families lack
food and clothing.
Moscow,

.

TO FINAL PEACE

E

to The Journal I
ov, a. -- Jose
At.,

(Sperlal Cnrrrsiionrti'nre.

Lrfis Cruces,
of Bona Ana
I.ucero, sheriff
county, is still active in the work
of running down the murdeiers of
Merten, merenant
Georges Henry
and postmaster, who was slain in
his backyard at Hodey last Thursday night. Kstoban Lobato, Ha- mon JJiirnn ana Aiuina jiamos are
n Jail lure awaiting tna action or
the February grand Jury. According to the sheriff's office there are
strong Indications connecting, the
prisoners with the crime.
In discussing the matter, W, A,
Sutherland, who was temporarily
placed In charge of the estate In
the absence of any known heirs,
says the cause 'of the murder was
undoubtedly rouoery. out mat mo
murderers were doubtless frighten- -'
ed away, while attempting to open
the safe, by the mail carrier, who
waj trying to rouse Air. jucrion w
deliver the mail pouch.
Ilnon receipt of the news or me
killiiiK. Mr. Sutherland, whose law
firm, Holt and Sutherland, had rep.
resented Mr. Morten tor many
years, was immediately called to
Kodev bv Sheriff .uucero ana inuau
in charge of Mr. Merten's affairs,
and he was asked to look after
Mr. Hutherland went to
matters.
Hodey and brought .Mr. Mortens
Cruces, After an
body to
autopsy by l)rs. Gerber and Sexton,
Interment was made in Masonic
cemetery here. Henry Stoes, V. H,
Murphy, Frank M. Hayner, jesus
F. Isevarez, H. IS. Holt and Hunter Lewis, old friends of the de
ceased, were pallbearors.
"X was appointed
administrator
the next day," said Mr. Sutherland,
"as it was necessary under the law
to name some one immediately to
It being untake charge of affairs,
e
amount of
derstood that a
money and other Valuable property
was in jeopardy.
"At the time of the appointment
it was not known that there were
any heirs this side of Germany.
telegraphed at once, however, to a
Martin Hode, who it was thought
olainud to be a nephew and who
was living somewhere in Hlo Arriba county in this state, his ex
act address not being known. Twen
hours later we learned that
Hode was on his way here. Upon
his arrival two days later, I advised him that I would gladly turn
ovor the administration to him If
he was qualified to accept it, he being as yet not a citizen of the
United
Any intimation
from any source to the effect that
there whs any effort improperly to
deprive Mr. Bode of the administration of his uncle's estate, la entirely unwarranted.
Mr. Hode left Has Cruees Wednesday night for his home in Hlo
Arriba to arrange bis affairs and
to make his bond as administrator.
When that is done he will probably
return to I.aa Cruces and take
Meanwile,
charge of the estate.
I am looking after the estate under
the
appointment by
probate court
of Dona Ana county.
"The estate will probably reach
a total valuation of not to exceed 100,000, including realty and
In my opinion Ub
personality.
value baa been greatly exaggerated
I understand there are between
fifteen and twenty heirs."
JM.
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The highest steam - navigated
lake in the world Is Lake
Tlticara, which lies at an altitude
of 3 2,645 feet, partly In Teru and
partly in Bolivia.
SAXD STORM JAZZ TONIGHT,

COLLEGE IXX.

Mine Workers.

of War Still Exist.

Aotlafl

rress.)
Th calamities
ot war will not be removed entirely
Inequalities
the existing
until
among nations are removed, wrote
'
Premier Hara in tna intern.
her of the "Dlplomatlo Review,
The prime minister was dlacusain?
what he caliea japan s jieeo
created interest
Icy. Hia remark
because of the approaching Washconference.
ington
So long as ono race or people,
the premier continued, sticks to its
traditional conceit, looKa down
upon other races or peoples, sets
up unwarrantable barrierstreat-or
metes out discriminatory
ment it can hardly be said that
tho causes of war have ceased to
exist.
Ha believed the essential conditions to world peace to Include
that no race shall adopt measures
calculated to compel the suicide of
another race, that perfect equality
and
la essential to their existence
elevation and that the supply of
cloth-Inmaterials necessary for the
feeding and residence of mankind be distributed among th
nations as equally as possible. Ha
added: "In other words, the unequal distribution of the necesBary
supplies of life among the nations
owinff to the selfish desires of one
nation, or nations, will constitute
a. serious menace to peace."
Mr. Hara went on; "It is true
that there are differences among
all races of the world In the color
of their skin, their physique, their
customs and manners, their languages, their religious bollefs, etc.,
hut those differences do rot constitute a danger to peace. What
really tends to discord is the discriminatory treatment or the unnecessary barriers adopted on the
plea of these differences.
"When Japan was aroused from
her exclusion extending over several centuries, some pf the great
been compowers had already
fortably esconced In different parts
of the world, and they were beginning to bring their Irresistible
Influence to hear on the cpuntrlcn
of the Far Kast. If Japan had
failed to hold her position firmly,
It is not at all improbable that she
might have lost her existence. As
it was. however, Japan endeavored
to maintain her position in the
face of great difficulties and at
last she has been enabled to develop as a great power In the
East."
After referring to the world's
admission that Japan Is one of the
five great powers, and pointing oul
that as one of the leading members of the league of nations she
has been entrusted with the maintenance of the peace of the Far
Kast, Mr. Hara affirmed that It
should be homo In mind that "the
real position of Japan in International politics Is far behind that
of the other powers and It would
he a great mistake to think that
she really deserves tho position assigned to her."
Japan's goal should be ta
International inequalities, he
said. Japans population Is steadily Increasing and the country Is
suffering more and more from tho
ncarrity of her food supply.
He rontinued: "If the whole efforts of a nation must be devoted
to the nbtninlng of food and If
no surplus energies are left for the
advancement
of civilization, the
future of that nation Is gloomy
The Japanese nation is fac
to fafe with such a situation. It ts,
therefore, necessary that the nation entrusted with the tnslt of
maintaining the peace of the Far
Knnf should be immune from such
troubles.
For this reason the
throwing open of the world to all
corner In one of tho essential
of permanent peace. I do
not necessarily insist on an unconditional throwing open of tho
world, hut it should at least be
thrown open so that the free,
transportation of all
supplies may hn facilitated by the
removal of all artificial economic
harriers and the security of living
may be guaranteed.
In other
words, the security of food supply,
clothing and dwelling should be
guaranteed to all the nations of
the world, weak and strong alike,
so that equal opportunity may be
given them for the enjoyment
of happiness Incidental to the existence of mankind."
"Japan," tha premier wrote,
was ever ready to enter Into a
perfect understanding with the
United States "without whom no
work of International Import can
be accomplished. It Is clear that
a reapproachment between the
United States, Great Britain and
Japan will have the effect of
tho causes of unrest in the
world and of guaranteeing its permanent peace."
After Insisting that Japan wanted to see a reconstructed and solid
China and that Japan's only ambition in Siberia was the restoration
of her economic activities.
Mr.
Hara said that Japan's foreign
policy is based on International
justice and friendly
with the powers.
He concluded: "At th
n
conference, wo are prepared to discuss such fundamental theories as are necessary to secure the opening of tho world to
all the races, the removal of artificial barriers and the security of
me iur manaina anu to work for
the realisation of these alms with
tho
ot the powers."
(By The

Japan,
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(11? Tht Assnelnled I'reeg.i
Pueblo, Colo., Nov. S.- - Opinion
that the recent injunction Issued
by Judge A. B. Anderson at Indianapolis proscribing the checkoff system, is without effect out.
side the state of Indiana, was. expressed In a telegram today from
John ti. Lewis, president of the
United Mine A'orkers of America,
to John P. McLennan, president ot
district 18 of the mine workers' organisation.
No suggestion Is made In the tel.
egram recommending definite action to be taken by the miners of
Colorado, in event operators attempt to abrogate the check-of- f
system.
The text of the telegram follows:
"John P. McLennan, president
United Mine Workers, District
IS.
"It Is to be hoped that no attempt will be made by the coal operators under contract in dlstrtot
15 to abrogate any part of existing
agreements by abandonment of the
Check off system. It is the opinion
of our attorneys and several attorneys for operators that the Injunction granted by Judge Anderson Is
not binding outside Indiana, th
limit of his jurisdiction. Operators
of Iowa have.announced that thev
will not suspend the check of!.
Oklahoma has taken similar action
and several other districts are
planning similar announcements,
"JOHN L. LEWIS."
(Signed)
President McLennan
estimates
that only about 2.B00 coal miners
In the Colorado district are now
affected by the check off system.
They comprise the men working at
mines which are fully unionized
and working under agreements between' the union and the mining
companies.

DEMOCRATS TO

(Tly The Assnrtntefl rresa.J
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. S.

The

shipping warehouse of the Los
Sugar company was destroyed by fire of unknown origin
today, the loss being estimated at
$1,600,000 by Ma: ige. K. C. Hamilton.
The manager said 175,000
sacks of sugar valued at $6 a sack
were burned.
The refinery and other buildings
of the plant were saved by the com
pany s tire department assisiea oy
from
the Long
two companies
Beach department. The blaze was
The
discovered about 7 o'clock.
fought it for h Q o nairnis lrtiM
company firemen
11
r
i
u
It
more than an hour, when
appearV
et!"aiieai ior tne
weaKness of women.
ed to be getting beyond control and Many women in every hamlet, town or
city will gladly
a request for assistance was sent to
PrescriPtion did them
$
Long Beach. The blaze was checka'world
ot good
o'clock with
ed shortly before
the warehouse a heap of ruins.
The greater part or the Beet
successful
is
sugar produced in Orange county irnnntiSrn-Is refined at this place.
f . Pferce s Golden Medical Discoveryremedies
like
and,
f
m k
the Prescrintion."
Ali-mlt-

Famite

PROBE

(By Tht AMrlit1fli1 Tress.)
Washington, Nov. S. A motion
Is to be made In the senate tomorrow, democratc senators announced tonight, to drop the Investigation by the rpeclal senate committee into the charges of Senator
that
Watson, democrat, Georgia,
American Roldiers were hanged In
France without trial.
Whether a partisan Issue would
develop out of the case was uncertain tonight, but several republicans declared they were ready to
reHist the democratic motion, which
Senator Simmons, democrat, North
Carolina, said he planned to offer.
He is to move discharge or dissolution of the special investigating
committee,
The Simmons motion was agreed
on after conferences between releaders
publican and democratic
and Senator Watson and after presentation by Mr. Watson of letters,
telegrams and newspaper clippings
as substantiating his charges. Democratic senators claimed that they
had nwMiranres from some republican leailprs that thfy would not object to the resolution of the committee, but other republicans declared they would oppose the Sim
mons motion.

In

a,

statement today

Gentlemen

Commls-slon- er

J. E. Wilson of the polioe
department said that the Kansas
City p 'Ice department desired to
correct an impression
that the
leglonnalrea had been responsible
for disorder and for boisterous
conduct.
The only death which occurred
in connection with the convention
according to city authorities, was
one suicide case.

if JSeW

:

am writing this letter in appreciation of the
plendid service, and quality of work that your
cleaning and pressing department is giving to the
people of Albuquerque.
Mrs.
the other day sent my winter
suit and overcoat, her coat, and three dresses to
you, and as she says, they came back like new
garments. She tells me that no such work was
ever done in Albuquerque before. Therefore, as
you deserve it, I am writing this letter.
I

,

The original of the above letter may be seen
at our office.
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REFRACTION
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PIiodo 1057--

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
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2100 S. Second St.

.
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Tel. 1U47--
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This school offers superior advantages In DAY AND NIGHT
SESSIONS.
Special Speed Classes
Private instruction to backward
students In all grades of public
school work.

Gallup Egg
Phone 251

Albright

Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds

Headache

Rheumatism

Toothache
Earache

Neuralgia

Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Lumbago

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets Bottles of 24 and 100 All drunriists.
Aiytrla Is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaci'Iicacldealc-- r ot Saliejllcadl

Wash-Ingto-

row
Spell it backwards

tr"T

in

ni

lift
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FRESH MILK POWDERED
Milk minus water

is Klim
Klim plus water
is Milk

DRAWS IJFE TERM.
LaPere, Mich., Nov. 3. Henry
W. Gates, 69, of Huntington, Ind.,
who confessed Monday that he
wrecked a fast Grand Trunk train
near here last Friday night, pleaded guilty in circuit court here to.,
day and was sentenced to life Imprisonment In the Michigan penitentiary at Jackson.
PARSON 8T.AY3 REAR.
Mobile, Ala., Nov. S. A black
bear weighing 420 pounds was
killed In the swamps
seventeen
miles north of this city yesterday
W.
Q. Johnson, a local
by Rev.
minister. The bear was shot flvu
times before it fell.
Buck Crouse denies
fought Mike McTigue in
the other night, which
appear that some boxer
the Pittsburgher'a name.

that he
Montreal
makes it
Is using

RAND STORM JAZZ TONIGHT.
COLLEGE INN,
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West Gold Ave

Calomel salivation is horrible. Ii
swel's thi tongue loouri the teeth
and starts rheumatism. There's n'
reason why a nerson should take
Bickenirt,, salivating calomel A' hen
a few cents buys a large bott'e of
DodsonV Liver Tone a perfect
eubst ite or calomel. It Is a I eat
ant vegetable
Iqu'd which will
sti.. . your liver Just r.s surely as
but
it
doesn't make you
calomel,
sick and can not salivate.
Calomel is a dangerour. drug, be.
sides it may make you f
weak,
Ick and nauseated tomorrow. Doi
loae p day's work. T ke a spoonful of Dodson's Llvr Tor e ins ead
and you will wake up feeling great,
No salt? necessary.
Your rruggiat
says if yor don't find Dodson's
I.Ivor Tone acts better than treach.
erou- - calomel ycur mon
la waiting for you.

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

423 NORTH FIRST

STREET.

SPECIAL VALUES
For f riday 's Selling

BLANKETS

.

It from overwork, worry,

1st

houri.
cnnititnt nervous strain, or excesses of
any kind, your nervs force tiai become
depleted and you are suffering from the
awful tourtures and great devitalising
weakneas rau.ed by exhauitlon of the
nervo-vitfluid, you will find that Nu
ated Iron will often moat surprisingly
Increase your strength, energy and endurance In two week's time. It not only
enriches the bluod so that It can furnish
Incraaaed nutrition to tho starving nerve
cells, but Nuxated Iron alao contain! the
principal chemical constituent of active
living nerve force and Is therefore a true
nerve and blood food, tiatlsfactory results guaranteed to every purchaser or
will refund your
the manufacturers
Fur sale at all druggists.
money.

for Red Blood.

Strewih

Wind Shield
BA1.DK1.
i. O,Boulb.
t

Glass-Lumb-

84.75

Satin Charmeuse, $1.98

Shirting Cheviot,

h

di

tpJLiO

XtC

Silk Hose, $1.49 Pair

17c
in
Outing Flannel,
pink 1171
and blue stripes. Our price, yd. X I C
Handkerchief Linen, $1.25 Yard
36 inches wide, sheer white Handker-

Outing Flannel,

Lady Jane Silk Stockings, pure thread
silk, fashioned leg with seamless foot:
seal brown and black.
(J1 A(
tpJLtfjbt
Friday Special

27-i-

Silence Cloth, 50c

Silence Cloth
pads. Friday Special,

54-i- n.

for-tab-

le

yard. . .

.

19c

Shirting Cheviot, 19c yard, in stripes,
checks and plain colors, suitable for
boys' shirts, and house dresses. "I
Friday Special, yard....

Charmeuse, in dark colors. Our
AO
regular $2.50 quality.
Friday Special
36-inc-

n.

chief Linen.

Kfl
tlli

at,

J"

Special

Op?

ipX.t!

yard.....

The Growing
er

rett

Company

the

worldwide friendship
of two generations of
master machinists.

levels. Pie has used
them his father has
used them before him.
His Atkins saws, Yankee drills, Miller Falls
braces, Vanadian and
Maydole hammers
have helped him maintain his high standard
of workmanship. A
good craftsman uses
good tools. A good
craftsman with good
tools does a much better job than a good
craftsman with poor
tools.
The brands mentioned
in the above paragraphs every carpenter knows, are the
leaders in their lines.
But they are only the
brands of a few tools.
Space does not permit
the enumeratipn of all
the makes of tools we
carry but you can
bank on their being
the best we know of.

Vacuum Bottles and
Lunch Boxes
We would like to call your
attention to our complete
stock of Vacuum Bottles and
Lunch Sets. About now is
the time to drop those hints
for Christmas. You'll own
a vacuum lunch box some
day; get it now and benefit
by it, instead of wishing for
A size to fit every
it.
appetite; a price for every
purse.
,

,

d Endurance

UE M'MBKH CO.
I'uone 40

Ilrst Street.

S4.75

70x80 Wool Finish Plaid Blankets. These Blankets would be a
good value at the regular price, $6.75. For a quick
turnover we are selling them at this very-lo-

price, pair

Exhausted
Nerve Force

comes.

The machinist knows
Starrett quality and
the Starrett ideal of
service. He knows that
it has been steadfastly
maintained for more
than 40 years, and

The Carpenter
The carpenter knows
his Stanley planes and

Aztec Fuel Company

MIMKOGRAPn
I'VI'KWRITKH
CARBON PAPERS

The Machinist
As the Santa Fe shons
are gradually increas
ing their force it might
be a good idea for the
idle machinist to 'look
over his tools and be
ready when the call

held for the L. S. Star-

Journal want ads get results

It is Mercury,

Quicksilver,
Shocks Liver and Attacks
Your Bones

our endeavor to stock

S

NEXT DOSE
SALIVATL

hi e c h a ni c anything '
but exactly what he
wants so it has been

?S

con-ditln-

J

Most mechanics have
their favorite makes of
tools, just as they have
their favorite smoking
tobaccos, brands of
overalls, etc. It is folly
to try to sell a good

-- -.

CALOMEL GOO

BUI

To the
Mechanic

those tools which we
have learned most mefr'cian's
chanics demand. Menn,
j
chanics KNOW that
LEGION VISITORS
wno nave successful y used it for our
uuvn
prices, are right,
v '., ,
indieestion and hq n m
Uivu iuhh; aimj ssyaiem waer, and
makes and amazing total
of thousands.
they KNOW the
HAVE CONE ROM E
brands we stock. Becopy of a new edition of
fh?MLfeSra .cloound
:
sides this we back-uhw n. D;
I...
j
8
FROAA THE MEET t'Jml1
SoW.Bffal. N. y. It is a book of 1000 everything sold in our
reafdy .refe,rencJe- - For those not within easy store with an uncondiPress,onaI a,d at criMcaI times, and in cases
(By The Aasorlnted Trent.)
tional guarantee as to
uangerou8 accidents, it is invaluable.
iswm
"
AmerKansas City, Mo., Nov.
ican Legion visitors have for the
materials ' and workmost part gone home, the confetti
has been swept from the streets,
manship, A good meTh Imperial Laundry Co..
and
hotel lobbies are passable
Kansas City after three days of enchanic appreciates this
City.
tertaining is back to normal.

1

PROPOSEE
SOLDIER

Among; the notable professional
men of this country who achieved
great success along strictly legitimate
lines was Dr. R. V. Pierce. Devoting
his attention to the specialty of women's diseases, he became a recognized
'authority in that line. His work,
The Common Sense
Medical Adviser," is
now in three million
homes in this country
and Europe. At one
time Pr, Pierce represented his home district
in congress.
Fifty years ago last
winter, this noted physician gave to the world

REFINER!

AT LOS ANGELES

ONLipOIANA

ExJapanese Premier Declares Opinion to That Effect
LewL.
John
pressed by
That When One Nation
is, President of United
Sets Up Barriers Causes

Successful Man

A

FIRE WIPES OUT
S Cfl

itm
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Nov. ".The call
tingle, the chime of bells and
tlie voieu of mini were swept 3,000
of

whatever."

Facing the republicans and shoving out his chin, Senator Watson
said:
"You make a fight on me if you
can, if you dare. You said you'd
put my head against a wall. Come
on, do it!"
Senator Watson said that three
million privates of the war were
"enlisted" with his side and that
negroes seeing the photograph he
presented would resent it.
"Hereafter, the man who lm
pugns my honor," said Mr. Watson,
in conclusion, "will answer to me
not only here but somewhere else."
Senator Edge, republican, New
Jersey, read from a New Jersey
newspaper presented by Mr. Watson, that the soldier whose execution was there pictured, had been
found guilty of attacking a
French girl, who had died.

Crussol and the duchess, nee Miss Evjlyn Gordon,
photographed leaving the cathedral at Uzea, Gard, France.
The latest American girl to acquire a title is Mia Evelyn Gordon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Gordon of New York. She recently became the bride of Duke Gerault de Crussol, heir to the name of the
Dues d' Uzes of France. The duke is known as the "Ruby Duke" because of the famous collection of jewels he possesses.
Duke Uerault d

BALLOONIST KILLED
JUMP
IN PARACHUTE

11

PL AUTO

(Ilj The Amotliiled rrp.)
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 3. Harry
EXTEND ISLAND
Elbe, employed by a Chicago parin
was
drowned
achute company,
the Missouri river late today, whei
he landed in the stream after makYORK
feet
ing a parachute jump of 2,000 conduring the International aero
gress being held here today. ChiEibe, whoso home was in
Mammoth
cago, had been flying with Clyde Building
Horchem of Hansom, Kans. After
Walls
and
Filling in the
his leap he evidently realized thai
he was going to drop into the river
Intervening Space With
unless he changed his course, and
Earth is Contemplated.
he frantically maneuvered in an
attempt to save himself.

ld

FUNERAL SERVICES
OF DAN R. HANNA TO
BE HELD SATURDAY

STIRS

H

Sea

Cleveland, O., Nov. 3. Funeral
services for Dan It. Hanna, who
died todav of heart disease at his
home in Ossinlng, N. Y.. will be
held at 11 a. m. Saturday in the
home of his son. Dan H. Hanna,
Jr.. in Cleveland Heights.
Mr. Hanna said tonight the body

r

JMMIMl

(By The AMoclnled I'rem.)
New York, Nov. 3. New Yorkers who often pretend to be indifferent to the city's wonders have
had their imagination stirred by

II

3

oS3

2

anthe daring plan, recently
nounced, to extend Manhattan Iain nd six miles down the bay by
building mammoth sea walls from
both sides of the Battery and filling in the intervening space with
A company has been Ineorpor-n!e- d
to carry out the projoet and
T. Kennard Thompson, a proml-nt engineer of the city, has preplans. The
pared the detailed
lii oaihvay association, composed of
famous
the
merchants
along
has endorsed the
thoroughfare,
n'

Ul"a.

a:

THE FOLLOWING ARE PACKED UNDER
JAR LABEL
IN NO.

L
.

2.

21-- 2

AND 10

THE GLASS

TINS-FR- UITS

VEGETABLES, ETC.

Sweet Pickles
Spinach
Sour Pickles
Asparagus
Grapes
Pears
Asparagus TipsDill Pickles
Pineapple
Strawberries Beets
Catsup
Cherries
Preserves
Kraut
Blackberries Peas
Jelly
Hominy
LoganberriesTomatoes
Marmalade
Gooseberries Sweet PotatoesPimentos
Dried Fruits of all
Salmon
Green Chili Pumpkin
Kinds
Pork and Beans
Glass Jar Brand is the cheapest in the long run 100 per cent
and take no other
quality ask for GLASS JAR BRAND

Plums

Peaches
Apricots

out,
If the plan Is ever can-leits proponents say that six square
mlle'ti would be tacked on the most
on
land
of
valuable
piece
earth; that twelve miles of needed
dorks would be added to the port's
facilities; that transit would ha
greatly improved and that the tax
bo reon all real estate might
duced 1 per cent.
outbeen
The plan has already
lined to the war department, Mr.
Thompson says, and no objections
have been raised, since the prowould
extension
posed built-u- p
still leave on either side of the island the same clearance for navigation that now exists on the Hudson and East river sides.
The work could be completed In
five years, in Mr. Thompson's belief. "It is a
fact," he
said "that the business center of
Manhattan is moving away from
hall, and if it Is not prevented the lower end of the island will
disagain become a residential
trict, with the result of tremendous decrease in values."
The only way to remedy this,
be added, was to make city hall
the geographical center by extending Broadway some six miles down
tuo bay.
n

.
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WE WILL GIVE
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With Each Purchase Made at Our Store Amounting to $1.00
i

Every Friday and Saturday
Five Certificates represent $2.50 worth of merchandise
and in giving them we are sharing our profits with you.
It is to your interest to, save them. So

COME IN AND GET YOUR WEEK'S SUPPLY

H. S. FARLEY
UNITED

m

t

5--CERTIHCA-

CIGAR

STORE

Sales Agency
207 West Central Ave.

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

RAILROADS

I'i I!

it

SPIRl
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Washington,

a

miles across the continent from
Kan Francisco today to lie hurled
out over a wide stretch of ground
about Arlington National cemetery
with every note, every vibration of
the bells, and every spoken syllable, as distinct as though sounded
Yet the
a hundred feet away.
sounds originated in San Francison
the roof
stood
co, the speaker
of the civic auditorium there and
the music came from phonograph
records played in the building on
which he slood.
It was the dress rehearsal of th"
mechanism by which President
Harding's voice, as he speaks the
nation's homage on Armistice day
over the casket of America's unknown dead from France, will he
carried to an audience waiting
the amplifiers in New York
and to another gathering in Snn
Francisco. Telephone wires by tha
thousands of miles, linemen by the
hundreds, telegraph operators by
the score, were needed for the test
as they will be needed on Armistice day. High officers of the army
and officials of the American Telephone and Telegraph company,
which is making this contribution
to the memory of the dead soldier,
had no doubts of success after
the first sentence spoken at San
Francisco was clearly audible to
them at n half mile distant from
the amplifiers at Arlington.
Similarly, there was a long read
Ing of speeches) from the stage of
the Amphitheater here to be carried out over the wires to San
Francisco. The voice of the reader
went on and on, and the few who
witnessed the test, first listened to
this from every point about th"
great marble structure to a distance of mere than half a mile.
Every syllable penetrated clearly
to every nook and hollow.
Then the voice announced that
the next words would be spoken
in San Francisco. The faint whir
of the mechanism rose to a higher
hum and a
deeper toned voice
announced that chimes played on
a. phonograph
record in San Francisco would enme next. As clearly
as If it were not a dozen feet away,
the click of the phonograpo
mechanism camo as the needlo
dropped on the whirring record.
3.001) miles away; the familiar Introductory scrape began, then the
hells boomed out. waking echoes
in the c"mi-iry- ,
pealing over the
thousands of graves.
The deep voice took up the task
again with the announcement;
"Spoken from the roof of the
civic auditorium in San Francisco." It read out the words of
President. Harding's innuitural address, then announced the bug'e
call records and the clear note of
a trumpet in s'irring armv calls
swept over the field more distinctly heard, than the notes of the bugle at Fort Meyer, across the road
where tho garrison was at retreat
parade.

TO LEAVE PAPER
FOR CHURCH JOB

y

QUEEN MOTHER AND
MRS. LEEDS' MATE
SEE BIG WEDDING

1

rnaay in ovemoer
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Imported Beaded Necklaces
Imported Bead Necklaces in all colors. The beads are
either graduated or even and come in assorted lengths
from 12 to 24 inches. There is no other bit of jewelry
or ornamental dress accessory that is in quite such
general favor as the Bead Necklace, and these
featured Friday at $1.00 are especially charming
and a really wonderful value at the price.

25c Ginghams, 5 Yds. for $1.00
2,000 yards new fall Ginghams, in
plaids, checks and plain colors.

CHICKEN SALAD
WIC1IES. COLLlXiE INN.
,

Journal want ads get results

$10.00 Silk Skirts, $1.00 Each
Foulards, Fantasi Crepe de
Chine, Poplin, Tricolette and Georgette.
Limit one to a customer.
Printed

VALUES TO $2.75 WOOL GOODS, $1.00 YARD
200 yards of Woolen Goods, plain colors, widths to 50 inches; Granite Cloth,
Serge, Tricotines, Nuns' Veiling, Mohair and Poplin. Several colors to select from

$1.25 Figured Repp, $1.00 Yard

I2V2C Shirting Prints
12 Yards for $1.00
Light grounds, fancy
red, blue and black.

figures

and

stripes,

in

5

5

Yards, $1.00

Light and dark fancy plaids;
pink and white.

also plain blue,

cotton;

size

"2x00;

Women's Buster Brown Silk
Hose, $1.00 Pair
RIack, white and cordovan;

for

$1.00

finality bleached bath towels; size 24x43.
Limit 5 to a customer.
Good

$1.25 Cotton Bats, $1.00

New shipment, clear white
weight 2'i lbs.

Heaiitiful color combinations of rose and grey,
gold and grey, navy brown and gold, etc.; 36
inches wide.

35c Bleached Bath Towels

Outing Flannel

ch

300 Yards Silks

Women's Cotton Hose
3 Pair, $1.00
Seamless; black only; all sizes
$1.25 Mercerized Lisle Hose
2 Pair, $1.00
Burlington

new fashioned

hose in white only;
All sizes.

a fashioned hose without a seam.

all sizes.

Yd.

$f

Georgette, Wash Satin and Messaline in
Colors and Plenty of Black.
75c Belding Bros. Knitting Silk
2 for $1.00
Full rango of colors;

spools.

$1.25 Men's Silk Ties, $1.00
Men's
assorted

ties, brocaded
colors and patterns.

four-ln-ha-

silk and knit,

ml

Combinations,

$1.00

Made up ready for embroidering.

$1.50 Infants' Crochet Sacques
$1.00 Each
Ture

wool sacques, white with

trimmings of blue

$1.50 Women's Fleeced Union

Angora trimming, white, buff, Harding
blue, navy, brown and black.

Regular and extra sizes, low neck, no sleeves,
Dutch neck, elbow sleeves, ankle length.

NO REFUNDS

NO EXCHANGES
FORMER KING CHARLES
WOULD BE DETHRONED
BY NEW RESOLUTION
Budapest, Nov. 3 (by the
When
Premier
Press.)
Bethlen today Introduced the bill
in the assembly calling for the dethroning of former King Charles
and the ousting of the Hapsburg
dynasty from Hungary, there were
cheers for Charles by the
'

Queen Mother Olga and Princs
Christopher, monocle and alL
These photos of Greece's queen
mother and Prince Christopher ot
that country were taken at the recent wedding of Princess Xenia of
Greece and William B. Leeds, son
of Princess Anastasia of Greece
Princess Anastasia was the widow
of the late tin plate king. William
B. Leeds. She
married
Prince
Christopher several months ago.

Stamped Gowns and

and pink.

4',3-lno- h

fcP

$1.50

$1.25 Angora Trimming
$1.00 Yard

Asso1-elate-

AXI) SAM:

"

Plain and Fancy Taffeta, Crepe de Chine,

INGROWN TOE NAIL
TURNS0UT ITSELF
A noted authority says that a few
drops of "Outgro" upon the skin
surrounding the Ingrowing nail re-- j
duces Inflammation and pain and
so toughens the tender, sensitive
skin underneath the toe hall, that
It can not penetrate the flesh, and
the nail turns naturally outward
almost over night.
"Outgro" Is a harmless, nntisep
tic manufactured for chiropodist
However, anyone can buy from th
drug store a tiny bottle containin
directions. Adv.

AA

1

TV T

Values to $3.75

New York, Nov. 3. Chief operating officials of railroads In the
eastern territory planned at a conference today to give the required
thirty daya notice of the proposed
wage cut to representatives of each
class of employes the latter part of
next week. A statement issued
J. G. Walber, who acted as chair-by
man, said It would be impossible
to comnlete rlelnlU
tv,
ration of such notice
prior to that

MUSICIAN DROPS DEAD.
Houston. Texas, Nov.
3.
Giovanni Scottl, conducting the orchestra in the presentation of the
opera "La
Foza
del Destlno,"
dropped dead back of the curtain
after the close of the first act

-1

27-in-

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 3. In a
statement today, Rev. Burris A.
Jenkins, who for several years had
been acting editor of the Kansas
City Post, an afternoon daily, announced his retirement from newspaper work. In his statement. Rev.
Jenkins, who is pastor of a church
here, said that "a choice was
between the church on the
one hand and tho newspaper ou
tho other."

HIE

The meeting was unanimous,"
the statement said, "in
the view
that the present condition necessitates tho earliest possible reduction
in the wage scale. This cannot be
.started without serving thirty davs
notice upon the representatives of
the railroad employes,
after which
conferences are necessary to develop whether or not it Is possible
to reach an
In the
agreement.
event that it Is not possible to
reach an agreement, then it will
become necessary for the dispute to
be submitted to the United States
labor board."

T-

WRRIS JENKINS

NOTIFY WORKERS
OF CUT IN

New Mexico

Albuquerque,

mm

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.
STORE WITH A NEW

AN OLD

TEST;

SVore- -

Human Voice, Call of Bugle
and Chime of Bells Sent!
Across Continent as;
Harding's Talk Will Be.

porting alleged cruelties to, or mis- ;treatment ot soldiers.
"I would be glad to disbelieve
these charges," said Mr. Watson.
"If proof is submitted that they
are not true, I would be glad to
know they are not true."
Ho then added:
"I can show and will show that
officers hud men shot with no trial

seven-year-o-

jiule

olcleix

AT ARLINGTON

Continues Fight in Con the South Dakota district, and
N. M.,
Henry E. Errett of Clayton,office
at
gress to prone; iviany to
be register of the land
Clayton.
Willing to Aid.
Washington, Nov. 3. Letters and
telegrams from persons offering to
submit proof of charges that American soldiers oversea., were hanged
without trial were presented in the
senate today by Senator Watson,
democrat, Georgia, whose presentation of the original charges in the
senate several days ago resulted in
appointment of a special committee
of investigation.
Senator
One of the telegrams-Watson said, was from a forniei
major in the army and said he
could "assirt in substantiating th
charges." .'.nother, from i. resident
of Philadelphia, offered to give two
photographs similar to thrt presented by Senator Watson as showing a gallows. Tha Philadelphian
whose name was not made public
by the Georgia senator, said he ofsaw'
one hanging on the Meuse,
negro in uniform and could supplj
"positive i roof" of the hanging.
did not say
The correspondent
whether the hanging was after u
court martial or not.
In presenting his documents Senator Watson, with much show of
feeling, clashed with several senators and was reminded by Vice
President Coolidge that he should
"proceed in order" and observe
senate rules.
Mr. Watson said that a former
Georgia soldier was en routo here
1o furnish proof of the hangim?
charges and that he might appoint
him as his secretary so that he
might stand by the senator's side
in the chamher to aid in proof.
Senator Watson then had senate
clerks read a large number of letand newspaper
ters, telegrams
clippings into the record, oil re-

Threo

AMPHITHEATER

YORK GIRL WEDS "RUBY" DUKE

Washington, Nov. 3. Nomina- (ions sent to the senate today by
President Harding included Robert K. Lewis of Denver, to ha
United States circuit judge for the
Eighth circuit: Leslie Jensen of

Senator Watson of Georgia.?

Paare

CltlCKEX

SALAD

AXI

COLLEGE INN.

Ladies Let Cuticura

Keep Your Skin
Fresh and Yonnd

ForMnrntn
SoBp.Olntmfnt.Talrnm.Kc
addrM: C.Mcnr.IiwtrlM,D.pl.I. Utldta. Uih.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed proposals for constructing
the
section
national forest road project, located in the Datil national forest. Cat.
ron county, New Mexico, will be received by the district engineer, bureau of public roads, U. S. department of agriculture, at Albuquerque, New Mexico, until two o'clock
p. m., on the 22nd day of November, 1921, at which time and place
they will be publicly opened and
read. The right is reserved to reject any and all bids, and none will
be considered
except those from
contractors ascertained to be exThe
perienced and responsible.
length of the project to be con7.98
structed Is approximately
miles, and the principal items of
work are approximately as follows:
Necessary clearing and grubbing,
44.193 cubic yards of excavntion.
1.66U lineal feet of culverts, 27 M.
Ft. B. M. trestle bridge material,
40 lineal feet log bridges, and Incidental Items. The bureau of public
roads will furnish to the successful bidder for use In constructing
Alpine-Reserv-

Suits, $1.00

NO C. O.

D.'S

this project available equipment
and TNT explosives at the prices
and on the terms set forth, in the
proposal form. The funds for this
project being limited, the limits of
this contract are indefinite, and the
attention of contractors is called to
the special provision on page 7 of
the specifications entitled "Length
of project indefinite."
The work
embraced In this contract shall be
within
175
completed
weather
working days following the execution of the contract by the secreThe contract
tary of agriculture.

form and the maps, plans, specifications and estimates of quantities
may be examined
by responsible
contractors at room 218, Luna- bllildlnir
Strlckler
Alhuniiornnp.
New Mexico. All proposals must be
maoe on rorms ana in accordance
with instructions, forming a part
of the specifications above referred
to, and must be accompanied by a
proposal guarantee In an amount
',t IahcI AMiml , j fit'A R ,a renl
of the total amount of the proposal.
rj. s. w HUULfUK, District en
gineer.

SYRACUSE. VICTIM OF
HOPES TO BEAT COLGATE, ANCIENT RIVAL
OVER-CONFIDENC-

LOOKS

HALF

FOR
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1.146 AUT0ISTS PASS
THROUGH CITY GOING
WEST DURING 6 DAYS
Auto tourist travel west has decreased slightly during the past few
days although 374
I.unas gocars passed through
ing west during six days of last
of
the cars
week. The occupants
were counted by an agent at Ixis
reported last night
Iuna, who
that the cars carried 1,146 persons.
All of these persons reached Los
Luna by way of Albuquerque.
Both the north and south routes
out of the rtate west ore In fair
condition for nuto travel and of the
374 cars, 266 took the Gallup route
to Arizona while the rest of the
cam took the south routes to El
Paso, Phoenix and Springervllle.

MANY RIDERS ENTER
MOTORCYCLE PARADE
Many motorcyclists are signing
up for the "dress" parade to be
held on the evening of November 9.
The motorcyclists will meet at the
freight depot at the Santa Fe station at 7:30 o'clock and the parade
will be made through the business
nection of tho city. Prizes will be
awarded for the best decorated
machines.
Motorcyclists are eligible to enter
the parade competition regardless
of whether they are members of
the local motorcycle club, according to a statement issued yesterday
by V. Johnson, president of the
club. A list of the prizes can be
obtained
from Mr. Johnson, J.
fieth, the Albuquerque
Novelty
Works or the Ideal theater.
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lessness check it with teispoonlul
oi Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepaia.

DR. CALDWELL'S

SYRUP PEPSIN
THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Peptin Is
eorapeund of Egyptian Senna and
other simple laxative herbs with pepsin. It works gently, it Ires from
griping, and contains no narcotics.
Bottles can be had at any drug store,
and the coat ia only about s cent
dose. Juattryitl
HALF-OUNBOTTLE FREE
''
few ncatx emattttkm, is cum if you ia
not feature a laxative at tKis moment let me
e
Trial Bottle of my
tmi ?ow a
tKat
Syrup Prtiti FREE OF CHARQK
uhen
nudtd. Simply
ft
will
have
you
handy
tend your name and addren to Dr. w. B.
Calduetl, 514 Waihtnitan Si., MmtkcUo,
Jll. Write me tula).
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Souvenirs of Armistice Day
Will Be Sold to Defray
Expenses of Big Celebration to Be Staged Here.

$4,940,000.

Br Tba AM'lalc4 I'rcM.)
Nov. S. The adWashington,
ministration expects to effect an
aggregate reduction In government
expenditures for the fiscal year of
1921 of JIM, OUU, 000 instead of its
reduction of
estimated
previous
$360,000,000, President Harding
congress through a letter to
Speaker Gillutt made public today.
On the basis of this latest estimates received, the president said,
total expenditures for the next fiscal year stand at $3,940,000,000,
H. reduction
of $94,000,000 from the
estimate of $4,034,000,000 submitto
ted
congress August 10.
The president's estimates were
submitted in connection with transmission of supplemental and deficiency estimates of appropriations
amounting to nearly $188,000,000,
which he said were taken into consideration in urriving at the exyear.
penditures total for next said:
The president's letter
"I have the honor to transmit
herewith for the consideration of
congress supplemental and deficiency estimates of appropriations
In the sum of $187,92,576.74.
"As a factor in their consideration
It ia to be noted that on August 4,
the secretary of the treasury stated
on ways and
to the committee
means that, 'according to the latest
the spending
from
received
advices
taking into
departments and after reduction
in
account all estimated
expenditure, the treasury estimates
that tho total expenditure for the
fiscal year 192'.!, for which provision should be made out of the current revenues of the government
This
will be about $4.5!)0,000,00(.
In itself would mean a substantial
reduction in current revenues and
expenditures below the fiscal year
1921.'
"At the time this statement was
made by the secretary, the results
of the imposition of executive pressure upon the spending departments, inaugurated at the meeting
called bv the president, of the body
oi
organisation
of the business
government, had not been fully
On August 10,
developed.
after a conference, announcementof
was made through the secretary
the treasury that the administration
with the committee
in
on ways and means, had determined
to reduce the ordinary expenditures
of the government for the fiscal
$350,000,000
year 1922 bv at least
below the revised estimates pre-4.
sented bv the treasury August
the
It was also announced that
for two
treasury would provide debt
exitems of estimated public
19
fiscal
year
the
for
penditure
out of other public debt receiptsof
extent
during the year to the
Thus the expended
$170 000,000.
aggregate reduction inon endUure
the above
for the fiscal year
basis was announced as $520,000,-00-extotal
estimated
the
leaving
year 1922
penditure for the fiscal
as of date. August 10, 1921, about
$4,034,000,000."

ITS'

ARMISTICE F

SAVING

Letter of Harding Tells
Congress Total Expenses
of Next Fiscal Year Will
Be

November 4, 1921.
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of the
post
Wars will
Veterans of Foreign
stage a tag day Saturday to raise
funds to defray the expenses of the
Armistice day celebration. A small
amount of money is needed for
the general expenses of the celebration, including some special decorations and the building of some of
the floats which will take part in
the parade to Old Albuquerque
where the tablet in the court house1
yard will be dedicated.
Girls from the A. B. C. and Western school will assist the mothers,
sisters, wives and girl friends of the
boys in selling the tags, which are
in the form of little Armistice day
souvenirs.
Attractive window display cards
have been prepared for the merchants. These are of similar design
to the tags.
"The post asks the support of the
people in
Albuquerque
patriotic venture
which will prothe little
vide the funds for the celebration,"
one of the post officials stated last
from beTvo stars of the Syracuse eleven. Captain Gulick. right tackle, ready night. "The budge, aside
in
ing a tag representing assistance
for action, and (inset) Willard Anderson, right halfback.
over the
putting the celebration
hard hit by its overwhelming defeat at the hands of top, will also be a ninmento to
Syracuse,
,
who gave
Pittsburg-- 35-recently, has its heart set now on licking Its ancient reverence of the boys
rival. Colgate, in their annual clash at Syracuse Nov. 12. Armistica their all to defend. their country."
Day being the lull before the battle for these husky elevens. Captain
Gulick, VVillard Anderson and Frank Culver are three of the men
counted on by Syracuse in that big battle.
Turner-Adai-

R1CHAHD

401

A regular good time is promised
to a large crowd of dancers who
will spend this evening with the
Business and Professional Women's club for the benefit of the
club's building fund. The affair
will begin at 9 o'clock at the Elks
club, where the fine big ballroom
and the lobby will be at the disposal of the guests.
Members of the club will act as
hostesses during the evening, receiving and introducing the guests
and eoelng that the evening is
present.
enjoyed by everyone
Punch will be served throughout
the evening and refreshments will
be served at a late hour by the
club members. One of the features
of the "eats" will be home baked
cakes made by the busy women
who compose the club.
Excellent musie has been obtained and feature dances have
been planned for tho program.
Tho opportunity to attend a formal
iv. th
lnrirpRt and finest ball
rooms In the southwest will be wel
comed by persons wno nave
It is understood
tickets.
that no admissions will be sold at
tickets may be
but
that
the door,
obtained from Mrs. E. J. Stron?
at her book store today.
The dance is the first of Its kind
to be given by the club. The money will be placed in a building
fund with which the club expects
to build itslf a home. The building will be used as a meetlne
place for the club and for organizations and as a residence for business women in the city.

fishermen
Gloucester
already
plan to build a new schooner for
the International fishing boat races
which will be held off Gloucester
next year.

OF

EX-OFFICI- AL

FORMER
HERE
ON

MEXICO NABBED
OH

THEFT CASE

MAN
TAXI
ARRESTED
IS
MURDER CHARGE

R. E. McDanlels,
formerly a
driver for the Nicholson taxi line
here, is under arrest at Duncan,
Okla., charged with highjacking
and killing Ben Coleman, a
September 13,
boy, on
McDanlels gave his name as
Earl Mason when arrested at Duncan.
Two photographs of McDanlels,
together with a short history of the
1821.

(Br The AMociated FreM.)

Nogales, Aril., Nov. 3. Augustine Anteunez. formerly Mexican
collector of customs at Tiajuana,
and Romero Breton, formerly ar-a
clerk in Anteunez's office, were
rested In Nogales, Sonora, today
charged with the theft of $58,000
from the Tiajuana customs house
on September 1. Their arrest immediately followed their deportaStaUs
tion from the United
through this port.
When arrested, Anteunet an1
Breton had $30,000 in their possession, according to Mexican officials. Joaquin Terrazas, Mexican
consul here, said the two men told
him that if they were allowed
their freedom they would recover
the other $28,000 of the amount
they are alleged to have stolen.
Anteunez and Breton first were
arrested in Los Angeles several
weeks ago. They were brought
here from l.os Angeles by an official of the United States immigration service.
The Mexican federal Judge at
Tiajuana today notified the federal
Judge at Nogales, Ronora, that he
was mailing an official order for
the return of the two prisoners to
Tiajuana for trial.
Cats, owls and tigers see In the
dark because they have the power
of enlarging at will the pupils of
their eyes, and thus collect all the
scattered rays of light there are,
are
which
present even in
"darkness."

case, were received by the police
yesterday from Duncan authorities
who are seeking to obtain all the
Information possible regarding McDanlels. He was well known here
and a complete history of his ca-to
reer in the city was forwarded
the Duncan authorities.
Measurements given on the identification caMs could not be checked by the local polioe as McDanlels
never came into oontact with the
police authorities in a criminal
way here, although he appeared In
a.
police court once asking that
peace bond be issued against a man
he claimed was threatening him.

RESULTS FROM
NEW PRODUCT E XPLRINED
No Reason Why it Should Fail to Give
VitalityEndurance and Attractiveness
to Run Down Folks.
's
The minute you start taking
Tonic. :t begins to put your
Stomach In good shape so the food
you eat digests properly and assimilates iron and vitamlnes to your
blood. Rich, red blood Is what
builds healthy tiFue. strengthens
your nerves and makes your ekln
clear and rosy.
That's why you hear and read
about so many people saying they
get relief from nervousness, indi.
gestlon, lack of energy and lo?n of
weight almost from the first dose.
It Is not a "miracle" for
Tonic to' bring relief to people
who have tried many remedies to
regain their health, strength and
fcood looks. Garren's Tonic simply
Gar-ren-

'

Gar-ren-

's

does what Nature Intended for your
stomach to do. And it does It be.
cause it Is made from a combination of the most health giving and
heretofore practically unrecognized
herbs, roots and barks.
Garren's Tonic Is mild and pleas,
ant to take. It will not upset you
or inconvenience you i any way.
But once It reaches the stomach it
does the work thoroughly and positive. This is proven Iv the many
endorsements weak, thin and run
down people are giving it, and th
big sales figures which arc piling
up day 'tor day on this remarkable mpdicine.
Garren's Tonic Is sold in Albuquerque by the Alvarado PharAdv.
macy

BOMELLllDOYS ARE READY
TD ENLIST

BARITONE

FAMED

r

BENEFIT DAME
OF CLVB WOMEN
AT ELKSTpmGHT

III CONCERT RERE
Second Artist of Fortnightly Series Will Sing at H.
S. on the 8th: Is Talent
ed American Singer.

IN
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TRANSPOf IT UNIT
With six boys already anxious to
enroll in the proposed new national
guard
companies which may be
awarded to Albuquerque, chamber
of commerce officials feel that, if
tho proposition receives the backing of the business men of the city
there will be no difficulty In obtaining a full quota for either the
motor transport company or the
construction company.
Thesn two new units are to be
added to the state guard and the
city which shows it can best support them will be awarded one or
possibly both. The transport company will need a quota of forty-fiv- e
men r.nd the construction company about seventy.
Adjutant
General H. R. Brown, In a letter
to the chamber of commerce stated
yesterday that he believed Albuquerque was the logical place for at
least one of tho units. It is believed that if the merchants
erate at least one of the new com- panics will be awarded the city.
especially as there seems to be no
doubt but that the troop could
easny oe enlisted.

j

The second concert of the series
of four sponsored
by the Fortnightly club will be given by Richard Honclll, baritone, at the high
Tuesday, Noschool auditorium,
vember 8.
Mr. Honclll was born in New
York state of musical parents, hia
n
sinKtr
father being a
and choir leader, while his mother
was an organist. After a complete
scientific education, (for he was
preparing to be a mechanical enKi
neer, tho young Konciil discovered
his voice, and he immediately began his vocal training.
The greater part of his study
was conducted In Paris, under ttr
direction first, of Arthur Alexandn
er, a
pedagogue, and
later under tho celebrated .lean do
Reszke. His present perfect vocal
mechanism is sufficient proof of the
thoroughness of his preparation
Journal Want Ads bring results.
and operatic
for the concert
realms.
Honclll was to have made hi
debut in opera in Italy in IMS. but
HOMES
the war made that impoMsibie. Hi
first appearanco in opera, there
fore, was as Valentino in "Faust."
at the Brooklyn Academy of Music.
Since his first role in grand opera,
WHS
he has sung in fifteen leading bariUST9
tone roles in the United States and
iJy. luni has at.suiute proof that lubcrrtiToftia can be healed in all cllmatea
Cuba.
In the concert field, he Is equally I, v TIIR INHALANT METHOD. Reeulta
For further partlculara
at home. His splendid nppearanc
THE INHALANT METHOD CO..
and personality, his clearness of lacl.lrefa
io:i
Leairue
Union
suite
Bidg., Key No.
articulation and feeling Interpreta
l.os Angclea, caiir.
tions of songs, combine to malt 3
him a consummate artist, and es
tablish him as one of America'"!
six leading baritones.
well-know-
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Both Jlenaul and Albuquerque
Hlch school are in readiness for
their fracas at the Washington
park .Saturday w,hcn they will
meet for the lust time this season. Tho two teams are In good
shape but several of tho Albuquerque men are nursing minor injuries and Glassinan will be unable to enter the name on account
of the strained side that he received in the Koswell fjumo,
The average weight of the High
school team Iff 150 pounds and the
lino averages heavier. Jlenaul averages 139 pounds, their line 141
131 pounds. Neverand back-fieltheless the teams me very evenly
matched.
Tho Albuquerqno
High school
lineup is as follows: Holconib, le;
Coen, It; Uinelll, lg; Forakcr,
c;
Venable, rg; Wilson, it; Benjamin,
or
re; Deering
Long, qb; P.enfro,
lhb; Hammond, fb; Ooordich, rhb.
Ooach Donaldson of Menaul announces their lineup: E. Vasquez,
le; Esquivel, It; B. Vasquez, lg;
A. Martinez, c; Lucero, rg;
rt; Fuentcs, re; Prieto,
qb; Lash, lhb; Cruz, fb; A. Martin
ez, rhb.
The headquarters troop Bov
Scouts football team will play p
preliminary game with the Menaul
105 pound team.
Headanartetroop has defeated the Santa I"
Scout team,
and this game will
be of Interest to many people r.;
the town.

How hot does your
tractor getr
Hauling heavy loads hour
after hour, your tractor
engine develops tremendous
heat. Ordinary motor oil
has only temporary lubricating value. It causes all
kinds of engine troubles.
We have found that
Veedol, the lubricant that
resists heat, prevents these
troubles to a remarkable
degree. Excess carbon is
prevented, overheating is
stopped.
Let us deliver you a drum
of Veedol special tractor oil.
You'll notice the difference.
BOND-DILLO-

One for mildness,V IRGIMIA
One formellcwness,BIJFXEY
One for aroma, TURKISH
The finest tobaccos perfectly

aged and Blended

CO.

N

Distributors
Albuquerque, X.

Hex,

Then't

m

correct

grade of Jk'ttM
oil or greaie) for
every perl of any
automobile,
trudr,
01 tractor.

BOY'S NAVAL RECORD
TO BE INVESTIGATED
Lewis Miller, eged 17, was arrested by Santa Fe detectives yesterday and is being held in the
county jail pending investigation of
charges that he has deserted from
the navsl academy at Geneva Lake.
Wisconsin.
It is also alleged that Miller took
a revolver from his roommate, K.
C. Moore, of Magdalena.
When arrested, Miller had a weapon similar
to the one stolen. Mr. Moore,
learning of the other charge egainst
the boy, decided not to prosecute
him on the theft charge,

Three Inseparables

1

fi Guaranteed by
G. E. Fletcher
INQOORTIO

Monument Works
Albuquerque. N. M.
Memorials of the Better
Kind
We pay the freight to you

FIFTH AVE.
VVlll
Nil NEW YORK CITY

Pajre Five
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For over 30 years

By LACRA A. KIR&MAN.

By Edna Kent Forbes.
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Friday.

THE ANKLE. der the Instep. This gives the Ideal
support to the foot. Then masMost of us at this tea son of the sage to strengthen the ankles still
year are regretfully laying aside more.
The massage Is only a kneading
our low summer shoes and purchasing high shoes for winter and rubbing motion with both
wear. If your ankles are weak I hands, over the foot and up the
would advise you, instead of wear- ankle to the calf of the leg. It
ing high shoes, to purchase your- exercises and strengthens the littlo
self soma woolen stockings which muscles and it stimulates the cirWill keep the ankles and legs warm culation of the blood.
Besides the massage there la one
and to go on wearing Oxfords until
the weather becomes so cold that special little exercise which you
should practice. Sit on a chair or
Kven this is not sufficient protecBut for most of us the stool with the shoes off, point the
tion.
toes out, stretching the foot and
leg as far as you can and tensing
all the muscles of the foot, ankle
and calf of the leg. If you stretch
out as far aa possible, you cannot
fall to make these muscles tense;
at the same time the toes will curl
Then relax the foot
downwards.
and draw It back so that you
out
heel and not the
2
the
stretch
nasi 9
i 11)1 toe. This brings the foot into position it normally occupies when
you are standing. Relax again and
repeat 20 or SO times.
J. A. K.: Senna paste Is made by
mixing a half of a pound each of
raisins and figs and one ounce of
senna leaves. Chop them very fine
V" '111' and put In a stew
i . s
t
pan with a ha'f
of a pound of sugar and a half of
a pint of boiling water. Simmer
slowly for 20 minutes, then pour
out on oiled paper In a long baking tin to cool. Take a piece about
an inch square at bedtime and
afterwards regulate the amount by
tnn erred.
W. W. W.:- The ends of bobbed
hair may be kept fluffed out by
using the soft kid curlers. Do not
roll any more of the hair than is
necessary to hold It on the curlers,
V. S.: For your coated tongue,
try the "senna pante'' described
above in advice to "J. A. K." It
e
Is an
remedy for stimulating the action of the liver and
regulating the system.
Young Mother: Consult your
doctor about this condition.
If
sWtfeiimrtOTaWlii.,w.,-Myou had sent an address, I should
Massugn Helps to Strengthen and have been pleased to have mailed
you a reply, but there is not space
Induce tho Ankles.
In this column to do Justice to such
woather is sufficiently mild to an Inquiry.
make low shoes and wool stocking3
B. B. E.: Bobbed hair Is still
practical for many weeks to come. worn very much, so you would not
If you want to reduce tho ankles be out of style if you chose it, but
and to strenKthen them, wear low It Is not chosen as often now as
heeled Oxfords that fit snugly un It was a year ago.
STRENGTHENING

Friday Bridge club will meet
early Tulips; third, Narcissi
with Miss Estelle Luthy at 2:30 LET nVX,m BRIGHTEN TOV'H ond,
(Van Slon, Horsfeldll, Empress,
WINTER DINING KOUM.
p. m.
Trumpet
Major and Paper Whits
Woman's club will meet at 2
the five best forcing varieties);
Psychologists have proved that a
p. m.
room is conduc fourth, Bermuda Lilies, more comDance at Huning Castle for Miss sunshiny dining
known as Easter Lilies and
tive to good digestion and general monly
Dorothy Fleisch.
catalogued as "L. Harlsli."
Catholic Council dance at the St. optimism at meal time. The cheer-IneI have named these In the order
that emanates from flower- of their planting. For economy's
Mary hall at 9 p. m.
Benefit dance of Business and ing plants Is almost equally as nec- sake plant three In the samo pot.
Professional Women's club at the essary in the dining room as
The bulbs may touch each other
Elks' club at 9 p. m.
In the pot. They should not be
success
Many women have poor
pressed down into the dirt, but
and
many
with regular plants;
merely rest on top of It. Tne dirt
aun-shin- e.

THINK
THEY'LL WEAR
'EM? SO DO

m

Mil!

l

W

--

If;, U

JfcA.

P owefer

ss

DO YOU

Ii

others who do have success with
plants have tried forcing
these plants with the result that
now, at the beginning of winter,
the plants are in need of a rest
and refuse to bloom. Si'ch women
should resort to the planting of
bulbs in rotation.
Of course, there is the question
of expense to be considered in this
plan. Good bulbs, and enough of
them so that about 3 bulbs can ba
planted every two weeks from now
till January first, will cost several
dollars. But to my mind. It is several dollars well spent. For, for
this sum one can have bright
cheery flowers In the dining room
from six weeks from now until
February first when our regular
potted plants are ready to flower
or when our spring seeds are ready
to be planted.
A good choice is: First, Hyacinths (Holland and Roman); sec

should not be packed down around
them. A little bone fertilizer mav
be mixed with a heavy variety of

old-tim-

I

When Mrs. H. A. Guild Of
Phoenix, Ariz., decided to "ranch
It" on ten acres six miles north of
that city the ten acres lay in a
strip of desert and was desert
land.
Sho conquered that ten acres.
She mado it to bloom with roses
she established ft real home In tho
midst of a strip of soil covered
n
cactus and feather
with
leaf mesqiilte, with ironwoort tree
and with wonderful white thistle
She put Intensive methods to work
,
coaxed that little farm Into h
productive mood that supplied the
living for three adulta
Mrs. Ouild is now the first woman
at the head of a state depart(By EI.OISE.)
secretary of the child
Do you know what the mosi Im- ment, being
wel'nre boar1 recently appointed
portant question of the hour Is? bv
Thomas E. Campbe'l
It's "Do you think the women are of Arizona.
going to adopt knickers for gen
eral wear?"
Every merchant In
wondering Just what the feminine WOMAN ATTORNEY
attitude toward the kni ker suit Is
IS CMJJ3D ANGEL
going to be. They are stocking up
with knickers with the feeling that
bewill
them,
milady
surely adopt
cause they are a fad and yet the
women themselves are not at all
positive as yet that they want to
wear knickers everywhere.
They are Bmart and practical
for sports year, however, and most
of the school girls am debutants
look dashing l.i them. For hiking,
golf, skating and any
wear they are sure to be popular.
There are any number of attractive styles offered.
There ard
knickers with sleeveless coats,
with regulation tailored lackets,
and with a skirt that may be ra-- :
moved when the woods are reach-- !
ed and worn r.bout the shouldem
oavalier style over the coat.
Pictured here Is a fetching style
mado of shepherd's check tweed.
It has a sleeveless vest effe t and
a cape. Silk shirt
high stock
stout shoes and wool hose complete the effect.

Ounces for

soil.

After you have planted the
bulbs, water them well Just onci
and place the pot In a dark, cool
place for six weeks; this Is Very
Important for the reason that it is
necessary to give the roots a
chance to grow before the flowering shoots come up. The pot should
be well filled with roots before the
MILLIONS OF POUNDS BOUGHT BY
shoots appear.
The cellar Is the
place that most people put their
pots after planting the bulbs In
them.
After a bulb has once flowered
it had best be thrown away. For
although many women try to keep
their bulbs from year to year, it
cal organization of 150 pieces has
is almost a vain hope that they PLAN DEDICATION OF
been designated to march at the
will flower again and even when
head of the parade.
INDIANA
MEMORIAL
they do they are never satisfactory
So that tho big Purdie drum,
blooms.
MEN the largest
TO
In the world, may be
in the parade a truck will be provided to haul It from Lafayette
(Bj The AanoriiittA Preu.)
SMALL STARS WHO
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. S. Ded- to Indianapolis and return. This
of the Indiana War Memoication
drum is twelve feet In diameter.
DO NOT CARE FOR
rial building, which la to be pernational headquarters of
THEIR
SALARIES manent
Jim Coffroth and Billy Gibson
the American legion, will be the
most notable feature of the visit will open their new boxing club
of Marshal Foch to Indianapolis, In New York on November 28.
November 4.
These two well known promoters
Indiana's leading military bands will most likely give Tex Elckard
a
in
will participate
great parade
a "tussle" when It comes to bookin honor of Marshal Foch.
Purdue university's noted musi ing big bouts.

USE LESS than of higher priced brands
THE GOVERNMENT

ARIZONA WOMAN GOES
FROM RANCH TO HEAD
OF STATE DEPARTMENT
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For Constipated

MILK
Bilious

Bowels

Liver

We will deliver milk
to your door 365
days In the year.
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THE HEW GENERATION
By JANE PHELPS
IN mained simply Joan's mother, free
of masculine attentions, untram-moleof love complications.
4.
CHAPTER
The flight of the years did not
had
alarm
her. Apparently she wlh
Margaret Hayden always
been yielding, so her child was a satisfied to go on in her solitary
constant Joy to her In that she way, unshackled by bonds of any
sort save those which bound her
was not.
"I do not want her to yield her to Joan.
to
declared
she
others!"
Strangely, there was no rift in
opinion to
the Jute of Margaret's " happiness.
herself.
"That child sure has a' mind of She desired nothing, longed for
her own," Hannah said to her nothing save the happiness of her
mistress one day. "There ain't cnlld, her 'undisputed companionship with the little Joan.
nobody going to set on her!"
"She sure do have her own way,"
"I'm glad of It, Hannah."
has hard Hannah would say over and over
"So be I.
when
mother and child were totimes enough even if they do get
gether, Margaret as wax in Joan's
their own way."
hands.
"She's a 111' imp, that's
Margaret Hayden had passed the what
she Is, sure enough," but the
milestone, epochal in every
chuckle
that invariably followed
woman's life; Possessed of a dark,
that Hannah did not conglowing beauty that most men showed
sider
an "imp" altogether
been
had
being
admired
would have
they
given a chance, she nevertheless undesirable.
Joan never was refused answers
held herself aloof from them
and so from the knowledge of her to her questions, never told to
"run
along and play," as children
power over them.
often are. Margaret never was
If there was romance In Mar- so
too busy to give her entire attengaret's nature, It had lain latent
so long that she was not aware of tion to the child, never too much
all
occupied to answer patiently all
She possessed
Its exlstonce.
Joan asked.
the virtues men look for In a wife, questions
Would it seem that the child
which made it the moro remarkwere
selfish? Quite the contrary.
able she had escaped their notice.
She was an impulsive, generous, if
She had physical charm, a wonderrelittle creature. To
inconsequential
fully womanly disposition:
fined, cultured, charming, she re do as she pleased was her lnallen- -
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It's the flavor and
crispness that make
Kelloggs Corn Flakes so
joyously delicious
t
at your
was abouf
twice as big when it's "Kellogg's for the feastl"
Great big, sunny-brow- n
corn flakes all oven-cris- p
" ' and crunchy crowding each other to spread you
real and true joy I You never tasted such flavor I
Pour in some fresh, cold milk or cream and
start in! Well, it'll seem you can't get going speedy
enough to suit your appetite! Was there ever such
a keen appetite maker; such happy,
health-makin- g
food!
Tomorrow, serve Kellogg's! What a
you'll win!
JLnfA II round of appetite-applaus- e
Great to start the day right!
Do more than ask your grocer
TnASTtUII
"r?- - IIii fur .nrn" . fluWs
Tnl ntinn
-- rii KELLOGG'S Corn makes they're
so delicious!
AKES

You'll wish the bowl
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CORN FLAKES

af KELLOGG'S MUMBLES ac KELLOGG'S BRAN,
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able right so she had been
tauRht: so she believed.
But her impulses were all toward the wholesome, the good.
Not that she was perfect, far from
It.
She had temper, which she
sometimes
to her
displayed
mother's horror, but never to her
correction.
She was Insolent always, but it was the insolence oi
being what she was; the outgrowth of her assurance that she
was as her mother had taupht
her a real human being with the
right to express herself.
"There's more of the good than
the bad In her," Margaret mused.
"She will come through all right."
At times Margaret
wondered
what her mother would say did
she know of (he sort of upbringing her granddaughter was getting. She smiled remlnlscently as
she recalled her own childhood,
how every impulse was curbed as
soon as felt, until she ceased to
have any natural emotions of any
sort.
She also recalled how terribly
unhappy she had been In her
childish way because she was not
allowed to mingle with boys and
girls of her own age in a free
manner.
That gave her rather a shock-J- oan
was getting to be a big girl.
She must make friends so
that
Joan might have friends. Deliberately she, commenced to cultivate
a few of the women she had met
who had daughters of Joan's
She gave little teas and simple age.s
for Joan, to which sho invited
both boys and girls. She watched
over them, but in such a manner
as not to make them feel her
chaperenage.
"Your mother is a brick!" one
oMhe boys told Joan.
m."f ePure." was her answer.
She might have added, "isn't she
my mother?"
Those of the boys and girls she
admired, Joan cultivated, to the
absolute neglect of the others.
'They bore me to death.
shan t have them here again," thisI
girl said to her mother, and went unrobuked.
Then Joan did something that
ror the first time
Margaret
bite her lips to holdmade
back a

Miss Rose Rothenberg.
Angel of the Court of Tears and
Sighs Is the exalted name won by
Miss Rose Rothenberg, the first
woman prosecutor in New York.
Miss Rothenberg is assistant district attorney, having been appointed two years ago. She was
first assigned to the woman's night
court and had charge of prosecutions against wayward girls for
social crimes, shoplifting and other
causes. All of the girls found In
her a true friend and helper.
It was for this reason that she
was called "angel." Her efficiency
In handling cases attracted the attention of Mayor Hylan and at his
request she was assigned to trial
work in the court of general sessions.
She now appears before
Juries and asks for convictions
with all the fiery fervor of a veteran prosecutor.
Miss Rothenbcrs
helps her two sisters support their
mother and she lays much of hor
success to the fact that she "had
to work."

DYED HER FADED

par-tie-

SKIRT TD
CHILD

IKE

A

Each package of "Diamond
Dyes" contains directions so simple
that any woman can dye or tint
faded, shabby skirts, dresses, waists,
coats, sweaters, stockings, hangings,
draperies, everything like new. Buy
"Diamond Dyes" no other kind-t- hen
perfect home dyeing Is guaranteed, even if you have never
dyed before. Tell your druggist
whether the material vnu wish to
dye is wool or silk, or whether it ie
linen, cotton, or mixed goods. Diamond Dyes never streak, spot, fade,
'

FEDERATION REPORTS
or run.
WILL BE MADE TODAY
WOMEN WHO
BEFORE CLUB WOMEN ADVICE FOR
SUFFER.
"I advise every woman who
Reports and discussion of a
with kidney trouble to try
number of topics which came up r oiey Kb ney
writes Mrs.
before the State Federation of Bessie Brawncr, Pills."
2522 Scoville Ave.,
women's clubs' meeting In
Cleveland, O. "I could not do my
will be made at the regular housework, but since
Foley
business meeting of the Woman's Kidney Pills I feel like taking
a new wom
club this afternoon at 3 o'clock an and am able to. do my work."
The delegates to the federation Rheumatic pains, swollen ankles.
meeting will make their official backache, stiff Joints, sore muscles
reports. Other matters of Import- ana sieep disturbing bladder
ance to club members will be
indicate disordered kidneys.
brought up. A full attendance is Foley Kidney Pills act promptly.
desired. Refreshments and a so- sola everywhere.
cial hour will follow the business
Journal Want Ads bring results.
meeting.
U ' w
Ros-we- ll

fell Wy- -

;

to
The nlcent cnthartle-lnxativ- e
physic your bowels when you have
H eadarhe
Indigestion
Biliousness
(olds
Dizziness
Sour Stomach
One ot
is cantiy-lik- i
v.'ancarets.
will
two tonight
empty your

Save

i

Baby Jane Hart ana Laddie.
These hiKh salaried stain i .hi.
plcturo business are all rigii:, but
there are some few actors who
really and truly do not care
whether they get paid or not. In
this latter class are 8ULh appealing
and altogether charming actors aa
little Baby Jane Hart nnd Laddie,
both of whom will ap;icar In n new
Christie comedy called "No Parking."
Jane gets ten dollars a day and
Laddie gets ten a week, but neither
of them care about the money, for
the day s work is all play for them.
If you happen to see Baby Jane
smearing paint on her face and
licking the gooey paint brush In
"No Parking," don't be alarmed
for baby's
sake, because the
"paint" is only watered chocolate.
Then when you see Laddie, the
sportive collie dog, tracking down
the baby, when chocolate smeared
she falls in with llttlo colored
children at a watermelon
feast,
and see him licking her face till
even her parents cannot recognize her, you will know why Laddie found it so easy to lick the
baby's face Just at the right time
In the film.
Perhaps I should not tell these
secrets of the films, but I thought
you might be worried about Baby
Jane.

Umy

i

bowels completely by morning and
you wl feel splendid "They work
while you sleep " Casi'arets never
stir vou up or gripe like Salts
Pills, Calomel, or Oil and they
cost only ten cents a box. Children
love Cascarets too.

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
Phone

On Your Magazines

..$2.50
t'hyslcal Culture Magazine, 1 years subscription
i"outh's Companion, Nov. and Dec. numbers and
$2.60
calendar with each yearly subscription
ilarper's Magazine, Nov. and Dec. numbers free with $1.00
yearly subscription
These specials good for one week only.
Our special clubbing offers on magazines afford you a
substantial savings. Catalog on request.
Write, phono or call in person today.

HWGiNS

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

subscription agency

PUESnYTFJUAN

SANITARIUM

MMm ir

The Iron Food
for Vitality

He Needs It
"The Iron Food for Vitality
--

IRRIGATION PROJECT
AT LAS VEGAS WILL
BE COLONIZED SOON
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
East Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 3.
A deal which means prosperity

and growth for Las Vegas and the
surrounding cpuntry was
here today with the
signing of the contracts for the
purchase of the R. C. Storrio Irrigation project on the Las Vegas
grant by Frederick II. Bartlett &
Co., large real estate operators of
Chicago. The purchase price is
said to be approximately one million dollars. Almost tho entire
amount of this is to be paid in
cash.
It is understood that the Intention of the Bartlett company Is to
colonize the tract, placing probably
a thousand farmers on the 9,000
acres of irrigated lands. The lands
that the Bartlett company have
contracted to buy Include the entire 18,000 acres deeded to Mr.
Storrio ft Co. under their contract
with the board of trustees of the
Las Vegas tract, and about 1,000
acres In addition that have been
acquired by Mr. Storrle. About
8,000 or 9,000 acres are capable of
being Irrigated under the big system built by Mr. Storrle.
Franklin Landis, who is an expert real estate broker of Chicago,
Is responsible for the success of
the negotiations. Mr. Landis said
that this is a move that will mark
the future prosperity of Las Vegas, in his opinion.
consum-summat-

GOLFER IS SUICIDE.
Newton, Kans., Nov. 3. The
body of Louis Tellier, Massachusetts open golf champion, was
found today haneinB bv
Mm n 11
a shelter on the links of
m
oraeourn country club. The
medical examiner and
said
death was due tn anlHrlnpolice
pv(nm,i.
said Tellier had not been well for
Bum lime.

fPJn

According to a Greek writer,
erreminate
dandles In ancient
Greece sometimes slept on beds
of sponge.
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How to Stew Raisins

Corer Sun-MiRllni with
cold water and add a allce of
lemon or orange. Place on Ore;
bring to a boll and allow to
Imroer (or one hour. Sucar
mar be added but Ii not necesd
Seeded Raisary, aa
sins contain 76 per oent natural
fruit aufar.

Raisin Pie
art quickly refreshed at
night by a dessert like this

Men

wheat trt thie
liciouediefc.

Dish

The Vim-fu- l
Serve for breakfast every morn-- .
ing and get your daily
iron this way

and
omrmlfor

a luscious breakfast fruit that makes whole
days go better for men
Men need dash and vim in
business iron in the blood. And
here's
luscious dish that supplies it in abundance.
So delicious that they want it
as their daily breakfast fruit, and
so get the benefits that come
with regularity of use.
supRaisins, rich in food-iroply rare nutrition 1560 calories
of energizing nutriment per
pound.
Mere brains alone cannot long
compete with those brains that

are fortified by iron fa the bloo4
"The Iron Men" are those who
can uw hard and stay well.
You need but a small bit of
iron daily, yet that need is vital.
And you, madam, largely select the food. So it is up to yoti
to replace the energy that "he"
burns up each day.
Men won't eat food regularly
for nutrition only. It must hav
delicious flavor to entice them.
See how stewed raisins do it,
and then note the good they do.

RAISINS

SUN-MAI- D
d
TTie
Italslna, made from
California's finest table arapea
American ralalna, processed and paoked
lmmacnlateljr la a treat modern California plant
Seeded (seeds removed); Seedless

PYpp

w11 ,end

100

Luscious Raisin
Recipes in a fret book to anyone who mails coupon. Also
new booklet "Eating Raisins
for Health and Beauty."
CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED
RAISIN CO.
tfemterssip U.0OO Grower
"Dept
Fresno, Calif,

(rrown without seeds); Clusters (osl
the stem). Also a fine, eeer-reoe- ly
dessert.
Italilns are cheaper br JO per eest
than formerly aee that TOU get plenty
In your foods.

'Cut This Out and Send It
California

Aeoclted

Raisin Co.

Fresno, Calif,
Please tend me copy ol your tret book
"Sun-Maid
Recipes" and new book "Eating Raisici for Health and Beauty."
Dept.

Street.
City

State
sal

November 4, 1921.
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STREETS

plot that deals with the efforts of
society to cope with criminals. HOLLAND
When tho police force in one of the.
larger cities tails to apprehend the
Black Heart gang, sueiety takes a
hand with the result that the gang
"B" Theater The Realart Cor- Is
linally caught; but not until the
SEA
poration presents the popular Con- audience
has enjoyed many a thrill
stance
Binney as starring in and many a gripping
situation.
"Room and Hoard," also presenting
a two-paPercy nnd Ferdio com- BEAUTY PIUZF. WIXXER
IN
edy, "Circus Heroes."
MAKES StltEF.X DEBUT IX
Lyric Theater Katherine
PICTURE, "DREAM STREET"
one of the film stars popular hereabouts, is at the Lyric
One of the five girls whom Paul
(By The AhmipIiiImI PreM.)
in "Stranger Than Fiction;" added
Helleu, tho famous French artist,
The Hague, Nov. 3 (by the Asso"The
in
Santschi
Tom
attraction,
selected as the most beautiful in ciated
The Netherlands
Press.)
Tempest," a true western drama.
America, appears in I). W. Griffith's government has introduced In the
Pnsilmo Theater
''Dream
newest dramatic comedy, "Dream
of
chamber
proposals for
deputies
Street"
is still drawing
large Street," which is being repeated toa new naval program involving an
crowds nt the 1'astimG at each day ut the Pastime
theater.
florins
show, and is being repeated today.
Sho is Katherine Ardell, eighteen outlay of about 200,000,000
D. W. Griffith
It
photoplay years old, of Irish parentage, and (about $60,000,000) to be spread
over
twelve
one
years.
of his best. Also producand
declared by Helleu to be the most
The main idea of the program,
added perfect expression
ing the usual interesting
of Irish beauty
embraces establishment of
attractions.
that tho world today can produce. which
bases in the Dutch East
In form and face, she is described new naval
to supplement the exist"ROOM AND HOARD" WILL
as perfect. Her hair is dark, her Indies, is with
a number of subSHOW MWY HKAVTIKITi
eyes a wise glorious blue, her fea- ing fleet
aircraf's
SCEMCS IN l'LAY AT "IV tures even and free from sharpness, marines, torpedo boats,
which would be availher body slender with girlhood and mines,tho
of
defense
Holland
able
for
"Room and Board," Constance curves.
Binney's latest release, which will
Helleu came to American last or tho Dutch East Indies.
The proposed developments In
open a run of two doyas at the "B" winter to paint the five most beautheater, beginning today, is a story tiful girls here for the purpose of Dutch East Indies include a naval
of Irish life. Miss Binney plays hanging the paintings in the Na- base at Tanjong Priok, six miles
of Bntavia, auxiliary
the role of Lady Noreen of Kildo-ra- tional Gallery of France, that the northeast
an Impoverished noblewomnn, French might uppreclate tho dis- bases nt Soerabaya, Java, and In
whose father is killed In the hunt- tinctive beauty that America pro- the Rlu archipelago, while a batMiss tery of medium caliber guns would
ing field, leaving the girl nothing duces in her womanhood.
he installed at Macassar, the chief
but a heavily mortgaged estate and Ardell Is seventeen years old.
group
the family pride.
She was selected by Mr. Griffith town in the Celebes
The proposed Increase In the
The story is one that lends Itself to play an important part In
In
next
six years consists
extraordinarily to scenic beauty, "Dream Street" as a girl whose face fleettwo the
cruisers, ten submarines,
and some of the most picturesque
nnhle and pure beauty of
two submersible
of
twelve
on
in
Island
destroyers,
and
the
spots
Long
associated with the good things
Connecticut hills were utilized in the snirit as well as the flesh. She mino layers and six mine layers.
the exteriors.
in the scenes with Tyrone It Is also proposed to build 168
A typical Irish village of quaint appears the famous
Power,
nanepuiiif" additional airplanes and prepate
houses and straggling streets, was actor,
who makes a memoraiMu 4,000 mines.
built for the picture, as well as the performance of the part ot tne
ancient castle in which the Lady Sayer of Good Thoughts.
SOMEBODY IS HOLDING
Noreen, harassed by debts, undertook her boarding house advenOUT HALF BILLION OF
tures. Photographs of actual Irish PUBLIC SPEAKING IN
villages and castles aided the Real-aMARKS INJVATERLAND'
TWO CONTESTS TO BE
technical staff to make accurate reproductions of both the vilHELD AT HIGH SCHOOL
(By The Associated I'mn.)
lage homes and the castle.
3.
SomeNov.
Washington,
A fox hunt, and many village
beMuch interest is being shown a' body in Germany is holding out
scenes, showing more than two
and
700,000,000
500,000,000
tween
DeclamaIn
school
the
the
High
hundred extras attired as Irish
marks on the government, accordpeasants, besides many chickens, tory and Oratorical contests that ing to reports on the German figeese, a herd of cows, and many are to be held Thursday, November
nancial conditions, received hero
horses and donkeys, ndd interest 10, and Monday, December 14, re- in
official circles.
to this colorful production.
spectively. The orations are to bo
to
There have, been, according
orlginnl and there are nine en- some
A fine cast, headed by Tom
estimates, as many as
as leading man. will be seen trants In each contest. A new premarks bought an i
is being established in that
In support of Miss Blnnev.
Alan cedent
it was exsold
speculatively,
medwill
he
and
silver
thero
gold
Crosland directed the picture.
als presented to those winning first plained, but when the government
and second places in each contest. went looking for funds with
KATTIFJIIXK MnonoXAT.n
XT
winners of the reprpsentive which to make its reparation payWI'SMTIlMiRV STAnRIXO IV The
and
600,000,000
Albuquerque ments, between
"STHAXGF.R THAN' FICTION" contests represent
800,000,000 could not be accounthigh school in the state contests ed
for
the
Search
for.
miss(ng
For the first time in the career to be held here during the state marks, it was said, brought
to
of either star, Wesley Barry has teachers' convention.
so
100,000,000,
about
light
only
Tho
in
entrants
the oratorical
been cast In a production
with contest
are Maxwell Merritt, the search is being continued. The
Katherine MncDonald, In her starthe vanishing GerHelfin, Charles Barber, explanation of
ring vehicle, "Stranger Than Fic- Woodfoi-man money was believed to be In
tion," which will be shown at the Howe Flier, Cecil Goff, Allle
Vivian Gilvon, Mildred balances set up in foreign banks
Lyric theater for two days, comby Germans who had sold marks
Si'trcs and Irma Whltehouse.
mencing today.
Those entering the declamatory when speculation wa.'i rife, and in
This attraction, which is offered
stores
of foreign money hoarded In
as Miss MacDonald's latest release contest are Florence Blair, Thelma
the homes of the thrifty citizens
through Associated First Nationa' Noe, Gladys Curtis, Nathalie
of that republic.
r.
Pansy Hicks, Louise
Pictures, is from an original story
Kdris Curtis, Dovie Johnson
by Charles Riehman and A. S.
FOR .lOFKRK.
and Edna Llpper.
For bright comedy-dram- a
Paris. Nov. 3. Myron T. Her-ricthat sparkles with originality and
ambassador
to
American
clever situations this is declared to SURVEY OF STOCKS
be one of Miss MacDonald's
best
night gave a farewell dinner .o
do- to
Marshal
Joffre
the
OF
COAL
ON
prior
HAND IS
pictures.
parture of tho marshal next week
Wesley Barry takes the part of
STARTED BY HOOVER for his trip around tho world.
"Freckles," a role thnt Is somewhat
reminiscent of "Plnty" in that it
(By The Aimirliltril Pro.)
Satin and velvet wore unknown
places him in the part of a poor little orphan whom Fate has placed
Washington, Nov. 3. A survey of in antiquity.
among crooks and in a slum atmo- the stocks of coal on hand has been
sphere. The little fellow attracts begun by the commerce departthe attention of Plane Drexel, so- ment, Secretary Hoover announced
ciety girl, played by. Miss MacDon-ald- , today. Similar surveys, he said,
during one of her visits to the would be made every sixty days, as
slums. She takes him into her it was believed in view of the apBolli. Carbunctpji,
Pllei, etc., quickly
discussion of
fashjdnable home. Some splendid proaching
comedy situations arise as a result wages by miners nnd operators it
Freck- was "vital" that the country should
of the fact that
les falls in love with his beautiful know the amount of coal It had.
of your nuiupy hue
60c tit tit usglflt?
Thft Blli'Vnv lie n in niir.fi "tv.1
or hv rnnH pnslpald.
protector.
THE IlOlLiptK CO., Allmuurrnue, N. M
Into the story Is woven a clever conducted by questionnaires."

THREE BANDITS

BE

PLANS

Theaters Today

I

I

DOD

DEGORATED FOR

NW

MAILT
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DAY

AT LOS ANGELES

Named to Secure Pledges of Business
Men to Decorate Stores
for the Big Celebration.

Angeles, Calif., Nov. 3.
Three bandits held up and robbed
:he driver of a mall truck from
C at Fifth and
postal
Los Angeles streets here tonight
and escaped with four pouches of
mail, one of which was registered.
They forced the driver to drive to
a side street, where, after handcuffing him to a wheel of his truck,
they helped themselves to the mall,
according to reports to the officers.
Nelson R. Grimes, the driver,
broke loose and summoned the authorities after the bandits had escaped.
He said two men in an automobile stopped in front of his truck at
Fifth and Los Angeles streets, Just
after he had left the
Just as they blocked his way, he
said a third man leaped up, thrust
a pistol Into his face, and forced
him to drive along Los Angeles
street until they reached a dark
name of which
oMo elreot the
Grimes stated he did not know.
In the side street, tne Dnnaus
handcuffed Grimes to the truck,
he said, and then they carried
away the four pouches of mail,
loaded it in their automobile and
drove nway. Grimes is said by officers to be the same Nelson R.
Grimes, who with J. R. Alexander,
a clerk, was held up at First and
Alameda street, March 3 last, as
were going to the Southern
they
Tnnir!n
...... A trunk load
DIIHIVII with
I ilVILIl. Blntlnn
of mall. Then, as tonight, Grimes
and Alexander were rvnacuiiru iu
tnnrl4a
utinw.vn than It.Pfl tl(d
me irutft.I.
with twelve pouches of registered
mall.

ARMISTICE
Committee

The Armistice day parade will bp
arranged in nine divisions, three of
which will be marshaled by
men, it was decided by the comof the program at
mittee In chat-Rits meeting last night, l'lacenjents
of the divisions will be announced
within a few days.
A committee of thirty was selected by the training center, the
Albuquerque Husinrss college and
thj Western School for Secretaries
to secure pledges from merchants
along the line of march to decorate
their places of business. This committee will meet at the chamber
of commerce at 1 0 p. m. Saturday
and will make a complete canvass
of the city securing written pledges'.
held a conThe
ference with County School Superintendent Irene Hurke today to outline the part the county schools will
take in the day's program. It is
that a
large number
planned
school children
of the rural
will be In the city and will take a
part in the parade. Miss Burke
stated yesterday that plans for this
was being formulated in several
parts of the county.also desires the
The committee
names of all buglers in the city.
Those who will take part in the
asked to notify the
parade re' commerce.
chamber of
The committee expressed the in
last night that every flag
the city be displayed on Armistice
are
day. A number of allied flagsthem
nd persons having
needed
are asked to notify the committee
In order that some of them can be
used in the parade.
Some funds are necessary, nut
about $100 has been raised through
donations without solicitation. This
ia the wav the committee would
the necessary
like to secure
amounts.
e
A meeting of the general ,n?mit-tc-at
for tonight
has been called
the chamber of commerce nt
o'clock.
: .'!
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MONTOYA APPOINTS
M. IT ALBERS AS OLD
POSTMASTER
TOWN

SOUTHARD JURY OUT.
Twin Falls, Idaho, Nov. 3.
At midnight
the
Jury in the case of Lyda Mey- er Southard, alleged murder- er of Edward F, Meyer, her
fourth husband, was locked
up for the night and Judge
Babcock left his chambers
In the court house. Court will
convene at 9:30 tomorrow
morning.

L. Albers,

a storekeeper

Mexico.
Mr. Albers will

take over the
postoffice as soon as his official
appointment papers are received.
He will move the equipment from
Its present location Into his grocery store, at the corner of Central
aveenue and Main street across from
on tho
county Jail. Charles Mann,
Grading has beenh completed
has
miles of Jr., the present postmaster,
the three and
seven
held
the
office for the
road on the Rio Grande boulevard years In his store on thepast
west side
beyond the point where tho good of the Old Town plaza.
road now extends. l With the gradprobable thnt
ing completed, it
will de- KRUEGEL RETURNS
the county commissioners
morning
cide at their meeting thisTho
FROM FT. BAYARD
road
to gravel the stretch.
will be especially useful for teamand William Kruegel, former propriing from the northern towns
will take a great part of this type etor of Hill's cafe in Old Town, has
the
I'ourtn
returned to the city after spending
of traffic away from
several months at Fort Bayard for
Street pike.
conMr.
the benefit of his health.
The T?lo Grande houlevard
north
Kruegel left the city following a
nects with the main road
is
break-dow- n
and
severe
and
physical
near the Alameda bridge
upon returning, has resumed his
about two miles shorter than the
to business operations.
Whether he
completed
When
route.
pike
will continue the promotion and
the north settlements, It is expected
esthe
development of
recently incorto prove a valuable highway,
park in Old
pecially to the farming communi-to porated Isamusement
not known. The business
Town,
ties for hauling their produce
venture was fairly under way when
Albuquerque.
Mr. Kruegel was obliged to leave
results.
the city for his health.
Ads
bring
Journal Want
GRADING COMPLETED
ON STRETCH OF ROAD
NORTH 0M3LD TOWN

Furs-tenfel-

nine-tent-

Po-zie-

o.

PIMPLES
BOILENE

A New Fomitoire Stoie

The North Fourth street school
football team defeated the Fourtn
ward school team yesterday afternoon on the latter's grounds, by a
score of 12 to 6.
Both teams made their scores
and the
lrt tho second quarter,
NEIi YORK
Fourth ward men barely missed
in
score
the
last
the
quarter
tlelng
when they had the ball within a.
'
Weehawken, N. J., Nov. 8. Two few yards of their opponent's goal,
piers of the Erie railroad, heavily but were unable to push It over.
loaded with freight, were destroyed
WHEAT HITS 97 CEXTS.
and surrounding property considerPortland, Ore., Nov. 3 Portlami
ably damaged in a fire which swept
the Weehawken water front, oppo- wheat bids went down to 97 cents
d
street. New York, a bushel for the best varieties tosite
late tonight.
day on tho Merchants Exchange,
Several lighters, also heavily a loss of two to three cents a
loaded with freight, which were bushel fnr the day.
moored at the d cks, caught fire
and were towed to midstream.
Fire apparatus from all northern
TOBACCO
New Jersey water fronts, municipalities and fire boats from New
to
York city were summoned
fight
the blaze, which lit up the sky for
miles around and attracted thou- So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
sands of sightseers to the water
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
front.
Two adjoining piers later caught
fire and there eeemefl to be little
has helped thousands
g
prospect of saving them. The roof to break the costly,
tobacco habit. Whenever vou
of one of them caved in, carrying
with it three firemen who were have a longing for a smoke or a
rescued but not until after they had chew, Just place a harmless
tablet in your mouth Instead.
been badly burned.
Flying sparks set fire to a pier All desire stops. Shortly the habit
of the Standard Oil company. Just is completely broken, and you are
north of the Erie dock, and to a better off mentally physically, fiflour wareviouse located across the nancially. It's so easy, so slfttple.
street. The Standard Oil company Get a box of
and if it
pier is filled with barrel oil. The doesn't release you from all cravy
warehouse, a
building, is ing for tobacco in any form, your
loaded with flour and covers an druggist will refund your money
without question.
area of 200 feet square.
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STREET IN

BURN
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PEAT SOIL LAND IS
DESTROYED BY FIRE
(Uy The Aaaoclnted

Fort

FreH.)
Smouth. Va.. Nov. 3.

Hun.

dreds of acres of peat soil farm
land near Moyock, N. C. have been
destroyed by fire during the last
several weeks, according to reports
Drought here today. Fire spread
from Dismal Swamp got Into the
peat soli and field after field of
cultivated soil was devastated, the
flames In many places eating to the
clay subsoil ten feet under the surface.
Farmers hastily gnthered
their crops and attempted to save
their lands by damming Shingle
Landing river, but low water rendered their efforts futile.
The fires were still burning to
day and had advanced to within a
mile of the village of Moyock.
"POINT A MIXUTE."
Glenn Falls, N. Y., Nov. S. The
Glenn Falls High school football
eleven has established what is considered a record, by making 290
points in six games without being
scored against

Forty-secon-

QUIT

nerve-shatterin-

five-stor-

ONLY TWO MORE DAYS
OUR EXPANSION SALE CLOSES SATURDAY
NIGHT. BUY THE SUIT OR OVERCOAT YOU
NEED BEFORE THAT TIME.
SAVE 25 TO 35 PER CENT

Car-rlga- n

of
Old Albuquerque, was appointed
ofpostmaster at the Old Town refice, according to a telegram
ceived yesterday from Congressman Nestor Montoya in Washington. Mr. Montoya is In charge of
all postoffice appointments in New
M.

FOURTH STREET TEAM
DEFEATS FOURTH WARD

PIERS OPPOSITE

Vou Can Do It at These Prices for
Suits and Overcoats, or Ready-to-We-

Made-to-Meaau-

SUITS and OVERCOATS

SUITS and OVERCOATS

READY-TO-WEA-

MADE TO YOUR MEASURE

$35.00
$45.00
$50.00
$60.00

Values
Values
Values
Values

.........
. . . . .

$24.50
.$34.50
$38.50
$48.50

Includes nil the now Fall Suitings just nrrlvod

re

Garments.

ar

$30.00
$35.00
$40.00
$45.00
$50.00

R

Values
Values
Values
Values
Values

$23.50
$26.50

.$31.50
$36.50
.$39.50

Includes n complete new Winter lino In nU size

Shirts and
Underwear

Hats and
Caps

at
Similar
Reductions

at

Mm

Similar

Branch Store
114 West Central, Two Stores
Texas
M.
N.
Amarillo,
Albuquerque,

Reductions

ifh New Prices

The American Furniture Co. will open their doors for business this morning at 9 a. m. with a complete line of Furniture and Rugs.
PATRONS 38 PER CENT ON THEIR
PURCHASE
NO MIDDLEMEN OR BROKERS PROFIT TO PAY You Will Find Our Prices Considerably
v
Lower Than Elsewhere.
WE HANDLE ONLY NATIONAL ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
Net Everybody Who Reads This Ad. Will Be in the Market for Furniture But it Will Be Just As Interesting to Come to Our Store to Get Posted on the New Prices if You Are
a Looker on or a Buyer You Are Welcome.
SAVE
We Can Do This Because We Sell Direct From Factory to Consumer
ARE

WE

GOING

TO

,

READ

Our New Prices Save You 30c

THIS

On Every Dollar You Purchase

Genuine Walnut Dining Room Suite

Genuine Walnut Vanity Dresser

Oblong Table, 4 Leather Seat Chairs, to
match; worth $125.00.
AA
QHK
(p l tKUU
Opening sale price

From

Extra

$49.50
Office Chair

Special-Swi- vel

i

Quartered Oak, genuine leather;
worth $30.00. Sale price
Come and see this bargain.
AMERICAN

ANOTHER

Dining Room
4 Fumed Oak Chairs.

All

1

f7ff
f

t)

BARGAIN

IN

Suite
Oak Dining Table

Second
V5

I

tj

Worth $3.50.
Sale Price .

Extra

Special-Hi- gh

81.95

Rocker
0--

t

Alexander Smith's Axminster Rugs
9x12
Special
4

price

Aluminum

Teakettle
Regular $4.00.
Sale Price

J-

Only One to a Customer.

-

QP

ipJUtt)

Aluminum Double Boiler
Regular price $3.00.
Sale Price

v..?....-.-...-

.

PJLCiV

Other Sizes in Proportion

$26.75

Aluminum Percolator
Extra Special.
Only

1

to a customer

95c

Pure Aluminum Roasters
Large enough for any bird, worth
$6.00. Sale price

DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO YOU

Q

f7r

J

HERE IT IS
AN ALL WHITE

Kitchen

Cabinet

Has the same features of cabinets that sell for $75.
The
They are slightly scratched in shipping.
factory wired us to
HK
sell them at
IO
They are honestly worth $65.00. Only 20 in stock.

9Q

AC
dQ
DOttl

Bed Davenports
At practically factory cost. Regular
price $67.50. Sale price
Come and see this bargain.

0'Cedar

$45

Mop

Regular $1.50. Our
AK
Sale Price
...VDC
One Bottle O'Cedar Oil Free

AmeHcaini Fomiraire Co.

and Silver

Iowa; large

flJI KA

Back Rocker

Qr

i HPtl
$JLlf

As illustrated.
Extra Special

(91
tyuL

Is upholstered in a good grade of imitation leather;
worth $17.50.
(Jrr
tP I UO
Our price

for $36.75
Fibre

Cotton Matress.
Extra special
(This is less than actual cost)

Oak Dresser

id

plate mirror; worth $35.00.
Sale price

$85.00

Special-5-- qt.

With 25 years guaranteed spring, and all white

All White Enamel Combinets

This is factory cost.

Genuine

Extra

Simmons Bed

Special-Sol-

Made by Showers Bros, Burlington,

In Ivory, Walnut and Mahogany

54-in-

Worth $85.00.
Sale Price . . .

Extra

Complete Bedroom Suites

Phone

456

i
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HIT!
MES TONIGHT
TEAM

To- -

night Much Improved by
Practice"
Weeks
Three
Colo
With
Game
Since
rado College.

:

-

:

' With the

squad much improved
slnce the game with Colorado col
lego three weeks ago, the varsity
iooiDau team win leave at 10:10
o'clock tonight for El Paao. where
they will meet the Texas Miners
tomorrow afternoon.
The squad which will leave to
night will be about the same as
jnade the trip to Colorado, but with
the additional three weeks of practice the team 1st expected to make
an even better showing than in the
firit game of the season.
Much of the training during the
past three weeks has been on new
methods of attack, together with
tne perfection of the almost invul
nerahle defense. Aerial work has
not been neglected, although line
ano shift plays will probably be
Used for mnst of the aggressive
work. The Texas Miners are said
to have a team this year which is
much stronger than in former
years, but the varsitv men are ex
pectrd, nevertheless, to improve on
last year's score of 3!i to 0.
A rally in honor of the team will
he held lii Rodey hall at 12:30
'clock today, under the direction
of Edwarfl Herman, Jr. Cheers for
the members of the team and several short speeches will form the
larger part of the program.

,

:

Kiddies' Colds Can
Be Eased Quickly
Dr. rune's New Discovery will do
that very thing, easily and quickly.
Don't say, "Poor little kiddie, I wish
I knew what to do for you!" When
the court first comes, give a little Dr.
King's New Discovery as directed, and
it will aeon be eased.
It's a good family cough and cold
remedy, too. Loosens up the phlegm,
'clears np the cough, relieves tne congestion. No harmful drugs. For fifty
years a standard remedy for cokla,
At your druggists,
coughs, grippe'
60c. a bottle.
"

'

Dr. King's
New Discovery
--

and Coughs

For Colds

Constipated? Hcre'aReliefiCleanse

the system, with Dr. King's Pills,
They prompt free bile flow, stir np
the lazy liver and get at the root of the
trouble. All druggists, 25c
PROMPT 1 WON'T (TRIPE

Br. King's Pills

IS

GOES TU

1914

AHEAD OF

(1)7 Tba Associated Cms.)
New York, Nov. 3. M. W. Alexander, managing director of the
National
Industrial
conference
board, in an address before the
Relations' association today, said that on July 1, railroad
employes were 37 per cent better
off in respect to the purchasing
power of their wages than in 1814.
of
determination
Discussing
awge rates, he said that, taking
into consideration the 12 per cent
wage cut, railroad employes were
today about 20 per cent better off
than before the war. This condition, he added, was contingent on
wages remaining for some time at
present levels, while the cost of
living continued to decline.
M. O. Rorty, an official of the
American Telephone and Telegraph
company, declared statistics on the
profits of going concerns were
must be
"highly misleading," and could
be
studied over before they
taken as premises on which to base
wage adjustments.
"Taking all legitimate ventures
Into account," he added "and considering as a whole, their successes and
failures, their many risks and their
few certainties, their youth, their
robust years and their old age, the
average profit on capital employed
in business and industry, is not
double Interest, but, on the con- a
by
trary, exceeds' single interest
relatively small margin, if any.'

STILL

JOE GEDE0N

FROM
BLACKLISTED
BASEBALL
ORGANIZED
(Bf Tbe Atnormiea rress.)
Chicago, Nov. 8. Judge K. M.
Landis, commissioner of baseball,
tonight wired William McCarthy,
president of the Tacific Coast
league, advising him not to permit
players of his league to participato
In any games In which Joe Gedeon,
former infielder of the St. Louis
Americans, was In the Une-uThe ruling followed receipt nt
a telegram from President McCarthy last week inquiring about the
status of Jon Gedeon. At that time,
Mr. McCarthy advised the judge
that a ball game was to be playei
on the coast, in which coast league
were
to.
participate.
players
Uedeon was scheduled to be a
member of ono of the clubs. The
game was be played November 11.
Gedeon was given hl unconditional release by President Thil
Ball of tho St. Louis American
league club, after the had testified
heforo the Cook county grand jury
here, regarding the throwing ot
the world's series games by the
Chicago White Hox to the Cincinnati Nationals in 1919.
Gedeon was alleged to have
"tipped off" that Cincinnati was
to win the series, and was understood to have so informed noma
friends. He came to Chicago from
Sacramento at the' request of President B. B. Johnson of the American league, and told his story to
the grand jury.
During tho past season he dlJ
- t
not play organized ball.
Judgo La ml Is said he had no
comment to make on the decision,
except that Gedeon was on the Ineligible list and that it would
therefore be contrary to the rules
to permit players In good standing
to participate In games In which
Gedeon played.
p.

.

Antique Stones and Cam
eos, artistically mounted
in appropriate rings for
men and women. These
rings have been made to
appeal to the discriminating class and will be
worth your inspection.

M INDLIN'

say It Is, It Is.

What w

C

W

JEWELERS DIAMOND
MERCHANTS

"She

iqtows

after

A cold, even when it

Afwrt.'tfrd Fress.)

Sold everywhere.

HON

(By The

London, Nov, 3 (by the AssocThe premier had an
audience with the king this evening. This was not duo to develop,
ments in the Irish negotiations,
hut followed tho customary practice. It is believed, however, Mr.
Lloyd Goorgo reported on the
progress of the negotiation
There .was no meeting of either
the full conference or the committee today and no definite arrangements for tho next meeting
have been made. Members of the
Sinn Fein confirm the announcement that Sir James Craig, Ulster
premier, is coming here, on the
government's Invitation to consu't
with the ministers only, but thev
say that no mere technicalities will
be allowed to prevent the Irish
delegates from
meeting him,
should it be so decided.

If
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pioneer Bakery
207 South

First Street

-

ma

vihubl

Information
for ra-mwimm hooMtMra sad eoafc.
Carnation Milk Products C.
P. P. B 276, Tacaon

Stadt-holder-

Carnation
from Your

Grettr

"from C.

a

-

con-cern- ed

indecencies of dress, of talk,
of manners must stop! Jazz must stop! We
must get Back to Pre-WMorals.
John R. McMahon has written a series
of articles that every mother and every father;
should read. They show the evil at its worst
and point a remedy.
In the same issue begins Zone Grey's
great new serial story The Call of the
Present-da- y

ar

E

NTEBTAID

AT

LUNCH

versity System.
the original purpose and
the changing ideals of the American system of universities,
Dr.
Charles F, Coan delivered the prin
cipal address at the weekly lunch
eon of the local Rotary club, held
yesterday noon at the Alvarado
The entire faculty of the state
university was entertained by the
club and all of the members with
the exception of the president. Dr.
David Spence Hill, who Is in the
east, were present.
Professor John D. Clark, a mem
ber of the club, was in chirge of
tho program.
After brief Intro
ductory remarks, he Introduced Dr.

Canon.

coan.

"The first purpose of the higher
institutions or learning; was the
training of the clergy," declared
Dr. Coan. He pointed out the differences which separated the English and German university systems a they developed. In England, the college had been the cen
ter of education, the university
g
lnstl
serving as a
In Germany, the college
tutlon.
had been allied with the secondary
schools and the university had
MEAK OR
served as a graduate school.
The American system, the speak
er pointed out, has the German system of graduate work In the uni
versity built unon the Engllsn coj
lege system. He sketched the
raDld growth of special colleges in
the last halt of the nineteenth cen
"Paps' Dlapepsln" "really does' tury.
TCriuentlnnat standards, he 09
put bad stomachs
order
hAve been advanced until
does" overcome indigestion, "really
dys- - clared.
nlt?a hfls become a prellmln
vnvi.a., nan, leariDurn ana sour th
ness in five mhv'.tes thtt JuBt ary step to vocational training. It
and
that makes Pape. Diarcpsin the offers
The re
courses.
largest selling stx. ch regulator
schools
in the world. If what you eat fer- - quirement
for graduate
mnms into III
i lumi
you crowd out of colleges the oia hd
ooicn gas and eructate scu
undi"In the future, the number ef
gested food and acid; head Is dizzy
and aches; remember the moment students studying tne language- -,
"Pa; ,'s DUpjpsin" e. iei In con literature and social sciences win
tact with the stomach all such dis grow less," he stated. "Trainingof
tress vanishes. It's truly astonish will be Intensified at the expense
ing almost marvelo.is and the liberal Instruction."
rrha inaitar rinsed bv OUOtlng tne
harr "ee r.ess. A large
joy is t
sixty-cecase f f : .pe' Dlapepsln remark of a California educator
Is worth Its wel-- ht
effect that the Impetus behind
In
to men
ana women who can't gold
cet their chemistry and like alienees would
stomachs .trlated. It belonis In carry It along, nut tnai
your ome should alwar'e be kept need of emphaiU behind classical
handy In ease of a sick. unr. unset ,C A?ter'th.
addres. the individual
the day or t night,
?tomaer flutingefficient
most
antacid and members of the faculty were pre
stomach regulator In V world.
sented to the Rotarlcne.
Vice President m. b. wem"
named Dr. H.
HFSDAND ANI WIFR WRITE
v rtiDrfnln end W. R. '..to con-as
Mr. and Mrs. James Carson. Co-- . member of the committee
lnmbui, N. M., sign a letter saying sider the proposal tompalgn for
"We have both concluded- wo shall the building of a War Mothers
neve be without Foley Cathartic Memorial sanatorium here.
.
Tablets and we believe them to be
yv
Herman flchweWer, Aioo
in
essential to aood health." They and W. V. Gano are a committee
keep the t.omach sweet, liver ac- report of a iuggested redisricting
tive and bowels regular. They banRotary.
ish constipation, Indigestion, bilIt was announce that the Kotarj
iousness, sick headache, bloating, road committee would meet with a
sour stomach, gas on stomach, bad similar Kiwnhls group on an agitabreath, coated tongue. Not habit tion to secure federal aid for a
forming. Sold everywhere.
pavemont to tho university.

Just two of more than fifty features
e
in the
November issue of

degree-grantin-

172-pag-
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TAKE'DIAPEPSIIil'
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Easy to make if you follow the simple di
rections given oa rage 20 of a book or
lM tested recipes which you may have
tree on r (quest. la writing mention if
yon wlsb also a free set of
k
Mrs. Marr Blake's Cnnlr.
UUona. These

These questions are asked not by prudes, but
by seriously thinking people who are
for the future of our boys and girls.

FACULTY IS

nt

Bread Is the most essential part or
any lunch. But our bread should
be the mainstay of your little
daughter'! lunch because you real- Ize the wholeeomeness, the pure-nes- s
and deliclousnes that combines to make. our bread.
should lead you to believe that sandwiches made of oui
,
bread are ideal.

Mb

Smoking Hot
Carnation Muffins

iated Press.)

pre-leg-

The Ideal Lunch

A handy, always-wclctpaddition
to the fare in any household

Is America dancing hellward? Is
jazz madness driving us to ruin?

LLOVn GKORGF, HAS TStTAT
AIDIEXCIC WITH THE KING

--

!

rren.)

.

- Tracing

The football experts are following Yale's game closely these days
The Elis appear to have the beat
gridiron squad this season that
they have had In several years.

t

'

broker, tonight sent a letter to the
grand Jury, demanding the privi"FULL PUBLICITY!"
lege of being heard if the grand
is asked to reindict her. it
Washington, Nov. 3. "As
jury
full publicity as possible" at
was announced by her chief counthe conference was urged on
sel. Charles E. Erbsteln of Chi
President Harding today in a
cago. This resulted rrorf. reports
petition presented on behalf of
that the district attorney's office
in
the American Association of 3 would ask for
event that Judge Sydney N. Reeves
University Women. The petltlon also put the organization
tomorrow grants a motion by tne
on record as favoring "an as- defense for dismissal of thi Indictsociation of nations," and
ment against her on grounds that
' American
more than slxtv days has elaiwed
participation In an
International court of justice.
since the indictment and she had
not been granted trial, and that
were not with her
continuance
consent.
MRS. 0BEIMCHAIN ASKS
At one period in Holland there
CHANCE Tl' TESTIFY
was a ban on the sale of oranges
BEFORE REINDICTMENT and carrots. The reason was the
's
hostile feeling towards the
family, whose favorite
(Bj The Aiaoclntrd Prut.)
color was orange.
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 3.
.
Mrs. Madalynne C. Obenchaln, inNew Orleans Is to use poison
dicted on a charge of murder In
oonnectio.. with the death here last gas in an effort to exterminate
August of J. Belton Kennedy, local rats.

JazzMtistQ?-

Dr. Charles F. Coan Chang
ing Ideals in Develop'
ment of American Uni

3.
Nov.
Washington,
Suggestions that the railroad brother
hoods' representatives had not
been treated fairly In the senate
Interstate commerce eommlttee'3
general Inquiry Into railroad problems, today drew a heated denial
from Senator Cummins, republican, Iowa, chairman, during hearings; on bills to restore state rate
powers.
The. statements, made by Benjamin C. Marsh, managing director
of the farmer national
council,
were declared by Senator Cummins
to be "absolutely false."
Senator Cummins said the brotherhoods' witnesses had been called,
but the brotherhoods twice asked
a postponement.
Reduction of railroad employes'
wages was urged by S. H. Cowan,
representing livestock producers'
organizations.

UPSE

Ansoctnti-i-

Oil IRISH ISSUE

ROTARY

years IF STOMACH IS
has devel

20

oped a hacking cough, difficult
breathing,
sleepless nights, raw
throat and sore lungs even then a
Sold yields quickly to Foley's Hon-,- r
and Tar. Mrs. Milton Walte,
Box 32. Azalia. Mich., writes:
"I
Jiave used Foley's Honey and Tar
zo
,rer tne past
years and find there
1
no other cough or croup remedy
like It. You may use my name."
,tt gets right at the seat of trouble.
Children like it.

fly Tfi

TRIAL OF GOVERNOR
SMALL IMMEDIATELY

Springfield, 111.. Nov. 8. Anstateswering Governor Small's
ment today that the prosecution
was delaying trial of the case In
which the governor and Vernon
Curtis are charged with embezzlement and conspiracy to defraud
Will Consult With British the state
while the
Of $2,000,000
was state treasurer,
Government
toRegarding governor
Mortimer
State's Attorney C. F.
and night declared his chief assistant
Ulster .Boundary
go to Waukegan Monday tj
Other Mooted Question. will
ask an early setting of the case.toRecords will be sent there
(By The Auocinted Press.)
morrow, he said, although they
3
Associatare
Nov.
the
Incomplete without the recogLondon,
(by
Governor
bond which
ed Press.) Sir jrames Craig, the nizance
today said he would not give
Ulster premier, has accepted the Small
in place of the $50,000 sheriff's
disInvitation,
government's
bond.
Loncome
to
to
patched yesterday,
don and consult it as to Ulster's
attitude toward the proposals re- Try a Journs' Want Ad.
garding the Ulster boundary and
other questions Involved In the
Irish settlement.
Sir James, it is stated, Is coming
to London to discuss specific plans,
submitted to the government by
the Sinn Fein, of such a character
that the government thinks them
feasible If Ulster agrees to them.
These plans do not, however, embody any agreement definitely
reached between the government
and the Sinn Fein.
The Ulster premier has said
inthroughout that he would not was
tervene until such agreement
reached, but has now consented to
discuss the provisional proposal.
The Ulster question Is not merely one of the counties of Tyrone
and Fermanagh, but of other sep
arable nationalist districts under
the northern parliament, in which
a plebiscite is being urged by district The results, according to estimates of authorities probably
would be to give southern Ireland
Londonderry, South Down, South
Armagh and parts of Tyrone and
Fermanagh. The Ulster view is
that this would leave the northern
parliament insufficient territory.
The alternative suggestion Is to
give the northern parliament all
the nine counties of Ulster.
The northern Ireland Cabinet,
however, Is unwilling to accept all
of Ulster, It appears, by asserting
that It could count only on an uncertain minority, and fearing that
one of the first acts of
parliament might he to dissolve itself and Join with southern

CUMMINS SAYS RAIL
UNIONS WERE GIVEN
SQUARE TREATMENT

have a very fine and
pEexclusive
collection of

WILL PROCEED WITH

ULSTER PREMIER

iKERS THIRD

T 0 MEET TEXANS
Squad Which Leaves

MIL
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On Sale Today

15c. the Copy
or
From Any Newsdealer

Boy Agent

at Pre-W-

,.)

ar

Prices
$1.50 the Year
.fWj, By Mail Subscription

You can subscribe through any newsdealer or authorized agent or lend your,
order, direct to Thb Ladies' Home Journal, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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It will be interesting to learn whether an academic and argumentative discussion of the public
policy involved in placing a certain interpretation
on the law of libel constitutes a contempt of court.

Our motorists find that the Canadian roads are
paved chiefly with good Intentions. British Columbians have organized to promote the construction of
a good road across the Dominion that shall rival
our Lincoln Highway and are seeking an appropriation of $20,000,000 from the government to be distributed among the provinces according to mileage
The Toronto Mail and Empire,
for this purpose.
while approving the suggestion in the main, thlnki
tho sum mentioned would be Inadequate, pointing
out that the average cost of improving roads In
Ontario has been $15,000 a mile. These roads also
were previously In fair shape, having been graded
and gravelled.
Whatever the cost, Canada would find a transcontinental highway a splendid Investment. Its valuB
would consist not merely in Its own Immediate service to transportation, but it would be the foundation and inspiration of a system of good roads
connecting with it. Large numbers of motorists
from this country have gone to Canada this season,
but they have been forced to confine their tours to
the regular routes around Toronto, Montreal and
Quebec. The province of Quebec possesses a modern system of highways connecting Its two chief
cities and including numbers of places of scenic and
historic interest. The Canadian railways have attracted a host of patrons during the last few years
because of the magnificent hotels they have erected
and maintained along their lines. The success of a
n
highway would be dependent large
ly on the accommodations provided for tourists. It
would be necessary to build in connection numerous
comfortable wayside inns that could be operated
without exorbitant charges, Then there would be
Canadian
no lack of patronage. The
Is
The
come.
to
question
only
Is
bound
highway
soon.
how
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Whdp we attempt to criticize that which transpires far away from us, we are very likely to bo
mistaken.
Our orientation Is apt to be bad. We
cannot understand all the Ins and outs of conditions as we might were the incident nearer home.
Judge A. B. Anderson, of the Federal court, has
restrained the organization of unions among the
miners of West Virginia. There must have been
some extraordinary conditions to Justify such an
Men have a right to organize if they
injunction.
wish to do so. PerhapB an effort was being made
to coerce them into an organization. If so, It was
proper to restrain the "strong arm squad." Men
have a right to Join a union if they wish or to stay
out of it if they wish. The courts should preserve
their rights for them In cither event. If that Is
what Judge Anderson did by his Injunction, there
can be no Just criticism.
udge Anderson also restrained the operator
from collecting dues for the unions by holding them
out of the men's pay. President Lewis, of the mine
workers, seems to regard that order as general, as
he has wired his men everywhere to resist such an
order by walking out. Many thousands of miners
are already out.
It Is difficult for the outsider to understand the
occasion for the excitement. The relation of a man
to his union is a strictly personal matter. If ho
wants to pay his dues and belong to, the union, he
has that right. If he does not wish to pay them,
with a resulting suspension from the union, it Is
his own affair. For a majority of a union to bind
a minority to continue In membership, by voting to
have the employer withhold the dues of all, out of
their pay, looks much like coercing that minority.-Trobablthat was Judge Anderson's view.
President Lewis says that the operators agreed,
In thotr contract with the unions, to withhold these
dues and that Judge Anderson's order amounts to a
breach of contract. We hardly see how. Judge
Anderson was not a party to the contract and his
court was not bound by any agreement. If he felt
that the rights of any citizen were being infringed
In a matter within his jurisdiction,, he had a right,
upon proper complaint, to stop It. It is very doubtful whether a union has a legal right, by a majority
vote, to say that the wages of a member shall be
withheld after he has earned those wages. They
are his own not the union's. By suit" he could compel payment to him by the operator, unless he Individually authorized the deduction for dues.
If the operators, in bad faith, procured such an
order from Judge Anderson, In order to stealthily
break their agreements with the unions, they
should be ashamed of themselves. It is not "square
shooting."
As long as the strike of the miners does not assume proportions which are Injurious to the general
public, they have a right to quit, so far as the public is concerned.
It Is a matter between them and
the operators and Judge Anderson. The minute
it Is a menace to the public, it becomes the people's
business and a way will be found to stop It.
It may be understood now by both employers
and employes that concerted action which freezes
or starves the public Is conspiracy against the general welfare and will not be endured. The people
have decided to become a party to lock-outwalkouts and strikes whenever their rights are affected.
And the people will win. Leaders should act
s,

A

TRANS-CANADIA-

HIGHWAY.

People on this side of the border have a keen
interest In the plans of our Canadian cousins for
the improvement of their highways. It will not be
disputed that there is great room for Improvement.

QOOD GOSH,

"WHO'S

RUNNmc THIS
SHEBANG ANYWAY

HIf

1PZ
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Oils, steels, motors and equipments, more or less as named, were
In the forefront of the day's operations at net gains of one to five
points, Mexican Petroleum again
Railroads were
being the feature.
handicapped by fresh labor disturbances pnd various specialties,
Including tobaccos, and the issues
of the several mail order and chain
store groups, strengthened on pool
support. Sales, 550,000 shares.
Apart from a new low record for
German marks, at .045 cents, foreign exchange strengthened after
early Irregularity. Trading in bills
was limited, however, largely to
British and French remittances.
Speedy sale of the new Chilean
loan offered
$10,500,000
further
proof of sound investment conditions. Various railway and industrial bonds strengthened on the action of the federal reserve board,
and internationals were better.
Total Rales, par value, $17,275,000.
' Closing
prices:
28 ti
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g. . 39
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 36
American Tel. & Tel
108
9
American Zinc
42
Anaconda Copper
85
Atchison
Baltimore & Ohio
374
56
Bethlehem Steel "B"
13
Butte & Superior
44
California Petroleum
4
11
Canadian Pacific
29
Central Leather
55
Chesapeake & .Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul...... 23
26
Chlno Copper
24
Colorado Fuel & Iron
64
Crucible Steel
8
Cuba Cane Sugar

In autumns past among the rocks
With gray green lichens pled
The aster and the goldonrod
Unfolded side by side;
But now the goldenrod has left
The place where long It grew
And boldiv gone adventuring
To fields and pasture new.
The lonely aster still among
The llchened rocks is found,
Her wheel with lilac painted spokes

In every breeze goes round.
Penelope of the woods
She spins her web of bloom,
And waits for her Ulysses
Who wears a golden plume.
New York Herald.
A

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

By WALT MASON.

i

THE STOR.M.

a dark and stormy night,
It
the winds around my dwelling
roar, and, as my trusty lyre 1
smite, the rain is beating at the
door; the rain is pelting at the
door, and owing to that circumIs

stance my nephew's head is passing sore the storm has kept him
from a dance. Tho Btorm began,
a gentle shower, from vagrant
cloudbanks overhead; but it grows
fiercer every hour, and now its
noise would wake the dead; the
tempest now might raise the dead,
and every minute swells its power,
THE SUBNORMAL STEEL TRADE.
and all my folks are seeing red,
and they are savage, mad and
(From tho New York Times.)
For all had dates they hate
In 1921 and 1904 the earnings of the Steel Trust dour.
to
the movie show, or bridge,
in the third quarter fell Just below nineteen millions. or miss,
tea; and on a beastly night like
but
Those were the two worst years in the industry, our
1904
they are alike In no other respect. In
prostration was chiefly domestic, and moreasfinancial
reflectthan economic. Our present prostration
ed in the iron and steel trade Is part of a worldwide condition, and our financial condition isFed-as
the
superlatively strong as It was weak before
for
eral Reserve system made shortage of credittrade
the solvent and lack of currency for retail
By Howard B. Garl
consideration.
matters hardly needing
In 1903 we consumed our Iron and steel, but
now we are at the climax of a cycle in which exCopyright. 1921, by McClur
Newspaper Syndicate.
ports have reduced our supply of the basic metal
underbuilt
by
for our own uses. The country is
maWIGGILY AND THE
of
much
the
UNCLE
and
more than a million houses,
CHEESE.
terial which should or might have gone Into them
has been destroyed by war. Ordinnrily the iron and
was
such a cute little cheese!
It
steel production is added to previous construction,
It stood on a shelf in tho grocery
but construction has been checked in all lines since
1914, and the country Is short its large exports, as store between two great, big, fine
The railways cheeses that were so proud they
well as behind In its consumption.
are starved for rails and equipment as much as never even looked at the little
so
of all. depart- cheese, much less spoke to it.
renters are short of houses, and
The little cheese seemed to have
ments of Industry.
gotten In the store by mistake, for
This glance backward Is necessary for estimathe grocer never cut slices off any
tion of the outlook ,for history is the basis of prophAnd the big
ecy. History shows us that the Iron and steel trade but big cheeses.
cheeses
and
In
bad
seldom has
customarily
succession,
thought very well of themyears
has a series of good years. Unless all experience is selves because they were cut up to
to he reversed, the production of iron must increase, be sold to customers to eat with
both in total and in per capita output. The world apple pie.
is as much underconstructlon as ourselves, and the
"However, never mind," said the
nations' production will be needed for themselves little cheese to Itself, as It looked
rather than for competition with us in world trade. at the two big proud chaps on
The present depression is due to what may be called either side. "Perhaps some day I
shall grow large and be sliced up,
oversaving, or, as some Put it, underconsumption.
The excess saving is in superfluities, luxuries, and too."
But that never happened. Tho
marks the climax of expenditure of that sort. The
surest sign of the revival of demand for necessaries little cheese always remained
is the release of funds whenever it is thought that about the size of a tea cup and
prices are "right;" that is, in true relation to costa one day the grocer, coming to get
one of the large cheeses, saw the
of production and to prices of other goods.
The steel industry has been among the leaders tiny chap and cried:
In liquidation, both in prices and wages.
It may
"Oh, ho! What are you doing
be doubted that the prices of iron and steel can be here? I never can sell you, for
reduced further, since they are already sold below you are too tiny. Out you go!"
cost of production by most producers, and since It And he rolled the littlo cheese
is not desirable that the cost of production should down the back cellar door, over
be lowered by further reduction of wages. If de- and over.
mand for iron and steel could be increased by re"Mercy! What will happen me!"
lease of funds which usually go into construction, cried the little cheese. "Where am
there could be a reduction of unit cost by increase I going?"
So far as experof production and distribution.
And what do you think happenience goes, the prospect is for improvement in this ed? Why, that little cheeso rolled
basic industry.
right Into the tall silk hat of Un

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
'

Bedtime Stories

For Little Ones

"REG'LAR FELLERS"
,.

(Copyright
iiiiii

II

V
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this they can't go forth, the sights
to see; they can't go forth, tho
sights to see, when darting lightnings round them hiss, and so
they're sore, but as for me, aI
stormy night's a time of bliss.
have my good old easy chair, and
storybook that's full of snap, so
let the lightning rip and tear, and
clouds unload their storo of sap;
let clouds discharge their valued
sap, and I'll be happy in my lair,
and read about the hero chap who
shows us how to .do and dare. A
wild and stormy night for mine,
when I've a goodly book to read,
wherein the hero, brave and fine,
pulls many a high and knightly
deed; wherein he does the valiant
deed, and makes the robber chief
resign, and seeks the lady in her
need, and dries her eyes of flowing brine.
cle Wiggily Longears, the bunny
that's
Yes,
rabbit gentleman.
Uncle Wiggily.
what happened!
with his hat off, was sitting behind .a bush, not far from the gro
eery store, and when tho grocery
man rolled out the littlo cheeso it
went in the bunny's hat.
"Hello! This is good luck!" cried
Uncle Wiggily, as he put his hat
on his head with the cheese inside I don't mean the cheese waii
inside the rabbit's head
thut
would be worse than a Welsh rabbit. I mean that the cheese wa.i
Inside the hat, and the hat was
now on the head of Mr. Longears.
"It is iucky I Just bought a
cheese grater at the three and four
cent store," said Uncle Wiggily to
himself, as he took the sharp,
scratchy thing out of his pocket.
"Now I can take this cheese hom
Nurse Jane can grate gomo of it
over my macaroni, and I'll have a
fine meal!"
"Oh, ho! And I think" I shall
have a fine meal, too!" suddenly
cried a harsh voice, and there
stood the Bushy Bear, who had
sneaked up.
"Do you like cheese?" asked Uncle Wiggily, thinking of the littlo
round one under his hat.
"I'na not so sure I like cheese,"
growled tho Bear, "but I like your
ears, and I'm going to take you off
to my den and nibble them!"
Then he dragged Uncle Wiggily
off through the woods to the deep,
dark, dismal den and locked the
door.
"Now for some
grunted the Bear. "Take off your
hat that I may see which ear to
nibble first."
When the bunny politely took
off his hat, of course out rolled the
little cheese.
"What's that?" cried the Bushy
Boar, springing up.
"The cheese I spoke about," an- -

1921 by George Matthew
.
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RIPPLING RHYMES

t

s.

Erie
Great Northern Dfd.....
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
asked the Kennecott Copper

"

THEY DON'T GET MANn1rt GLANDS.
men voung. Why
...in ofc.
Tcnnessean.
arenyt old monkeys young

."

December corn In

Financial interests generally reNEAV YORK COTTON.
this as evidence that deflation had made further marked
New York, Nov. 3. Cotton fu
progress and that easier credit con- Hires closed
barely steady. Dec,"
ditions soon would prevail in the 18.43;
Jan., 18.27; March, 18.20;
world's leading markets.
17.46.
The local money market reflect- May 17.91; July,
ed these phases for a time, the 6
LIBERTY BONDS,
per cent opening for call loans soon
Later,
points.
being cut to 4
New
York, Nov. 3. Liberty
however, on demand for funds, the bonds closed:
rate rose to 5 per cent, that fig3s, $93 28; first 4s,
$93.40: second 4s, $93.30 bid; first
ure holding at the close.
Bonds made a better showing 4s, $93.60; second 4s, $93.52,(
4s, $95.80; fourth 4Hs,
relatively than stocks, most of the third
several Liberty series recording $93.66; Victory 3s, $99.82; Vichighest prices of the year, with tory 4s, $99.82.
notes, which roso to
Victory
NEW YORK MONEY.
par on extensive accumulation.

ODYSSEY.

OR THE COLTERS, EITHER.
a trmpnrtmi& change, ac- i
n.nAin
writer. Not, wc
cording to a New York Tribune
imagine, the shirt. TOieuo umuu.
V V 7 V
HE MEANS. GOD MARS!
r.nA railed him to
..J
cnaries is reiiuum
throne. He sufgo back and assume the Hungarian
that afflicts William
fers from the same disease
Hohenzollcrn
Pittsburgh Gazette-TimeWH4T SENSE HAVE COMMUNISTS? can
mi
U llinta in
in Pnrin whn hlieve thev
1 nl'DU UUIIIUI ,.niDf.
run the business of the United sStates or any one
"
of the states, are like Thompson cnu, n"'
lack of sense. Knoxville Journal and Tribune.

corn and oats.

particular was under heavy selling

garded

VERSE OF TODAY,
A FLORAL

THE MARKETS

pressure.
Smallness of stocks helped to
provisions.
steady
Antedated
The
Preaa.)
(Br
Closing prices:
New York, Nov. 3. Comprehen
Wheat
Doc, 99c; May, $1.04.
sive and substantial advances of
Corn Dec. 44 c; May, 60 c,
stock prices today were influenced
Oats
Dec, 30 c; May, 35 c.
anBolely by the lower
Pork Jan., $15.00.
nounced by nine of the twelve fedLard Jan., $8.75; March, $9.00,
eral reserve banks and concurred
Ribs Jan., $7.47; May, $7.90.
in by the Bank of England.

lose
Many men refuse to steady up until the
their balance In the bank.

Society just now has more than its normal number oi problems to solve. This old world Is In a
condition. Now and then a local
rather topsy-turv- y

ANDERSON'S ORDER.

I

coast-to-coa-

PUZZLING.

Of
problem arises which seems wholly insolvable.
course It Is not; we merely do not know how to
solve It.
Judge Hickey at present has the problem of a
fourteen-year-ol- d
boy who has been before him repeatedly for forging small checks. The boy seems
ordinarily bright and normal In all other respects,
but neither admonition nor threat deters him. Ho
makes no special effort to conceal his offense, nor
does he seem concerned seriously when arrested.
To advise that he be sent to the reform school
Reform schools are full of the
is not a solution.
confessions of society that it does not know how to
meet the problem of dealing with unusual or abnormal boys. If our reader has a theory of how to
deal with this boy, he should write to Judge Hickey,
who wishes to make a good citizen instead of a confirmed criminal out of the boy.
A day or two ago a man tossed a rock throuEli
window at our busiest corner. It was
a plate-glas- s
done openly, in broad daylight and within sixty
feet of a policeman. When arrested and asked a
reason for his act he said he was tired of looking
for work and knew that tossing the stone would
provide board and lodging for the winter.
This man may be a criminal. He may he only
a desperately discouraged man to whom was denied the privilege of working for a living. To say
his Judgment was bad Is no solution. If all of us
were put In jail for our mistakes of Judgment, most
of us would be there.
If some one will solve for us the riddle of what
to do with such a case we will delegate to him the
added task of solving some of tho real problems o
present-da- y
existence.

a plan to warehouse the surplus of
corn failed to check weakness of

THE OWNER OF THE CAR PAUSES TO REMARK!- -

trans-Canadia-

Mr. Newell, in his great law textbook on Slander
and Libel, indulges in such a discussion. That book
Is circulated in Bernalillo county and to our positive knowledge has been read recently by citizens
of tho county.
We suggest that Mr. J. M. Raynolds should Join
in the
Trofessor Newell, with us as a
present contempt proceedings.

JUDGE
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swered tho bunny.
"What's chceso for
Bear.
"For grating up on macaroni,"
answered the bunny, "or for toasting in the oven. Cheese gives one
a good appetite makes them hungry you know.".
"Goodness knows I'm hungry
enough for your ears now," gurgled the Bear, "but still I wouldn't
mind being made more hungry,
Give me a bit of cheese," and the
Bear lolled back in the easy chair
while Uncle Wiggily took tha
sharp, scratchy grater out of his
pocket.
"What's that funny thing for?"
asked the Bear, leaning forward.
"To grate the cheese up propsr
and fine, so you may eat It ana
have a good appetite," answered
the bunny.
"Ah, ha! Now I am to have an
adventure!" thought the little

60
23

Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper....

107
22
18
72
75
35
13

69

Reading

Republic Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Rtudebaker Corporation
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
United States Steel
Utah Copper

50

....

43
60

121
81
66

47.

92.

OF

TRADE.

For the first
Chicago, Nov.
time since 1915 wheat today drop
All
ped to below $1 a bushel.
grain with the exception of May
level
corn declined to the lowest
this season, following wheat for
which there appeared to be no ade
quate support. Wheat closed heavy,
to
net lower, with Deand May
cember at 99c to
Corn lost lc to
$1.04 to $1.04.
c
c to
to
and oats
to c. Provisions varied from
like
a
to
advance.
down
Word
that much wheat was
practically unsalable at Galveston
and other ports as well took the
edge off the demand here, and accentuated general belief that forStates
eign demand for United
wheat had halted. The fact that
so
so
and
far
prices, could break
rapidly as they have done of late
without encountering
any export
buying of consequence put hulls at
a disadvantage. The only strength
the market showed was at the
opening, and was ascribed to reports of diminished unemployment
In the United States and to reducrates.
tion of federal
The day's trading, considered as a
whole, was not large, but selling by
houses with eastern affiliations
and by the northwest was persistent.. Final dealings were at the
bottom level of tho session.
Announcement that the war finance corporation has worked out
3.

Uncle

H?raged
ott

VIy

through the woods

cheese in Uncle WIgglly's paw.
wish those big cheeses could see
me now!"
"Let me see what you do?"
spoke the Bear, loaning nearer to
the bunny gentleman, who held
the little cheese and the grater.
"This is what I do!" suddenly
cried Uncle Wiggily.
With that
he quickly rubbed
the . sharp,
harsh, scratchy grater up and
down on the soft and tender nose
of the Bear, instead of on the
cheese.
"Ouch! Wow! Stop! What are
you doing?" howled the Bear.
"Giving you a good appetite
but not for my ears!" laughed the
rabbit. And then, when tears of
pain came in the eyes of the Bear,
blinding him, Uncle Wiggily caught
up. the little cheese and, with tho
grater, out of the den .window ho
hopped, running safely home to
his hollow stump bungalow.
"Look what I brought you,
Nurse Jane!" said the bunny as he
held up the little cheese. "We'll
toast it for supper. And I had the
most wonderful adventure!" And
he told Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy the very
story I have told you here. So
everything came out all right. And
,

-

2c

3c

lc

lc.

New York, Nov. 3. Copper
and
spot
Electrolytic,
steady.
nearby, 13c; later,
Tin Firmer. Spot and nearby,

1313c.

$28.12;

futures,

$28.60.

Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lead Quiet. Spot, $4.70 4.75,
Zinc Steady. East St. Louis delivery, spot $4.75.
Antimony Spot, $4.75.
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Chicago, Nov. 3 Potatoes Market weak. Receipts 81 cars. Total
S.

V.

shipments,

732.

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

Kansas City. Nov. 3. Butter
and eggs unchanged.
Poultry Hens lc higher,
22c; springs unchanged to lc higher, 17 22c; turkeys up lc, 26 29c.

16,

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Nov. 3. Cattle ReBeef steers strong to
8,000.
ceipts
d
Choice
25c higher.
steers, $9.60; bulk beef steers, $6.25
to
9.25; she stock steady
strong;
bulls steady; calves slow to lower;
stockers and feeders mostly steady.
Market
Hogs Receipts 41,000.
fairly active, 10c to 16c lower than
Practical
top,
yesterday's average.
$7.75; light lights up to $7.90; bulk,
$7.25t)7.70; pigs steady, bulk $8.00
1,527-poun-

Fa
strong
others steady. Native and f
western lambs to packers early
$9.00; city
mostly
$8.7509.00;
butchers paid $9.30; choice
fed western wethers, $6.00;
heavy fat native ewes draggy; one
load fed lambs mostly steady at
100-pou-

99c

2c

Kansas city Livestock.
Kansas City, Nov. 3. Cattle
Receipts 3,300. Beef steers, stockers and feeders slow, steady with
yesterday s low time. Top steers,
$8.60; other sales. $5.00(87.70; medium stockers. $5.005.25; other
classes averaging steady; few cows,
$4.65$J5.00; other sales, $3.60lR)
4.50; several loads heifers, $5.50
s,
5.60; best vealers, $10.00; bulk
can-ner-

$2.502.75; cutters.

3.50.

Hogs Receipts 4,500. Market
fairly active, opened steady to lOo
lower, closed strong with most of
loss regained; bulk 190 to
kind. $7.40(0)7.60;
packer
top, $7.50; bulk of sales, $6.50
sows
around
bulk
7.45;
throwout
$6.26; pigs steady; few stock pigs
offered; one load good
packing sows, $6.90.
Sheep Receipts 3,500. Lambs
generally steady to weak. Western
$8.75; natives, $8.50; sheep weak
to 25o lower; few light ewes, $4.25;
most fat lots, $3.75 4.00.
350-pou-

Denver Livestock.
Nov. 3. Cattle ReDenver,
Market slow, about,
ceipts 3,200.
Beef
steers, $5.00 6.10;:
steady.
cows
and heifers, $3.50if5.00;
bulls, S2.00
calves, $fl.009.00;
3.00; stockers and feeders, $4,60-6.0-

Market
1,400,
Hogs Receipts
strong, 15c higher. Top. $8.25;
bulk, $6.508.OO.
Sheep Receipt 28,000. Market
steady. Lambs, $7.008.00: ewes.
$2.004.00; feeder lambs, $6.50 '
7.65.

cut

Tnis

out it is worth:

s

.

By Gene Byrnes

,

To

Souz- -

$3.00

MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with 5o
and mall it to Foley
Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave, Chicago, 111., writing
name
address
and
your
clearly..
You will receive In return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for coughs,-coldand croup; Foley Kidney,
Pills for pains In sides and backr"
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
bladder ailment; and Foley Caif the bottle of soda water doesn't thartic Tablets, a wholesome and
pop the cork into the eye of the thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
needle and make the paper of pins constipation, biliousness, headaches
laugh, I'll tell you next about Un- and sluggish bowels. Sold
cle Wiggily and the apple.

Trade Mark Registered U. 8. Patent Office)

tutor. MlLts

Northern

$1.601.70 cwt.r
white, sacked,
bulk, $1.65(1.75 cwt.; Minnesota
and North Dakota sacked and bulk
Red river Ohios, $1.50 1.65 cwt;
South Dakota Early Ohios, sacked,
poor quality. $1. 0001. 40 cwt.
Butter Market unchanged.
ReEggs Market unchanged.
ceipts, 3.429 cases.

$7.75.

New York, Nov. 3. Foreign exchange strong. Great Britain demand, $3.93; cables, $3.93.
France demand, 7.38; cables,
7.39.
Italy demand, 4.07; cables,
4.07. Belgian demand, 7.17: ca-ca.
7.18.
bles,
Germany demand, 47;
Holland demand, 34.35;
hies.
cables, 34.41; Norway demand,
13.67; Sweden demand. 22.93. Den
mark demand, 18.65. Switzerland
18.60.
demand,
Spain demand
13.52.
Greece demand, 4.45. Argentina demand. 32.63. Brazil de
mand, 13.37.1 Montreal,
BOARD

NEW YORK METALS.

23 V;
08.15.
78
16,000.
Sheep Receipts
19
lambs
active, steady to
75

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.

CHICAGO

New York, Nov. a. Call mon'
Firmer. High, ruling rate a'
last loan, 5 per cent; low, 4 pi
cent; closing bid, 5 to 5
per ceil
Time loans Steady. Sixty ai
90 days and six months, 5
to 5
per cent; prime mercantile papci
6
to 5
cent.
per

i

t,
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HELLO

IX THE HIGHLANDS
Good small frame house; all
kinds of built-i- n
features; two
screened porches; small base,
ment; lawn and shade trees
This la a beautiful little home
and la extra well built, A Ioqh
will convince you call us for
appointment.
IN UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
A good frame house on one of
the very best streets In Unlver.
sity Heights. Is arranged for
two families; has four large
rooms; two canvased In sleep.
ins porches; large screened-lfront porch; garage; chicken
yard andon shade trees. Can be
good terms, with
boupht
good monthly payments.

TELU THE.

tht International
U

O0

HE.lt A

i

Newt Serrlca,

By George McManut
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JMSiTOR WHO EVE
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f WELL

REALTOliS.
OVR MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC"
We give special attention to locating the stranger in a home.
Our autos are at your service.
Several houses and apartments
for rent.

x.

EXTRA WELL BUILT
ALMOST NEW BRICK
Hardwood floors, garage, sidewalks, lawn, etc. With or without furniture. Clone In, good
terms. Kine location, Lowlands.
Immediate possession,

1031

furnished

(35.00

A

100.00

Rooms furnished.,...
Room house, furnished
Room apartment,
furnished

(55.0C
$25. eo

we may

Tell ua what you want
navo it.

REAL GOLD MINE

Seven. room
furnished,
brick,
Sleeping1 porches to accommodate
13 beds. Ideally located
for a
roaming house. Will pay big per
cent on the Investment. Priced to
sell quick, (5,260.
ACKliHh(. A bnlfTITH,
Realtors.
12Q S. Fourth.
Phono 414.

$25.00

Lowland.

D, T, KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Loans and Insnranec.
210 W. Gold.
Phone 90T-V

SHELLEY REALTY CO,
4 59 J.
116 W.GoId.
Phone
to
Chicken Ranch
Trade,

ill

,.

Dandy place, close In, for ohlcken
business.
Yard coops,
raising
brooders, laying house, plenty of
water, wind mill, a three room
house, A chance to beat H. C, LJ. P, GILIj.
r
115 8. Second
1'hone 723-J.

FOR SALE
Double frame cottage, I rooms.
(4,000
bath, glassed porch on each- tide, eom.
80
rents far
pietely furnished;
month: East Central.
Five-roocement black bunxa
(6,000
low. modern, bull In features, flreplaoe.
rurnaca; Fourth ward.
(C.300 Five-roowhite stucco bungalow,
modern, large rooms, hardwood floors,
fireplace, furnace, corner, fins location
Fourth ward.
Borne good ranches for salt.
Houses
and lots In all parts at the city. Business property and business opportunities.
A. I I.EISCHKK. REALTOR.
lire Insurance, Automobile Insurance,
I'lale (linn. Burglary, rublic "
Willy, Compensation Insurance.
Surety Bonds.
Tboas 78.
Ill Soolh Fourth St.

WE SELL THE EARTH
Call and see us before you buy.
We are sure to please you.

J.

110

L.

PHILLIPS,

Real Estate.
Phone

S. Third.

854--

BUSINESS CHANCES
For

tlaraue. best tocalltta in
town. Phone 87
FOR SALE Grocery store; food looat't n,
cheap rent; doing good business. An
swer H. C, H.t :are Journa,
TOR SALE One of the but buslnes
properties In Albuqueraue. 316 South
"Ires street.
Inquire at Savoy Hotel
SAI.H

SALE Two-stor- y
brlok rooming
house and residence combined, on large
lot near business section; room for a
business building; a bargain at (1.800;
part terms. J. A. Hammond, S2 East
Silver.
WANTED Lady or gentlemen "partner,
with small capital for cracker-Jac- k
No
Can work
business,
canvassing.
101
Excellent profits.
Paso all winter
or address
Call
Worth Investigating.
Harry .T. Rea. 60i North Second, city.
tabltshed
BUSINESS FOR BALE Old
mercantile business, located on railroad,
Will sell for value of Improvi nents alone
flood reason for selling. If Interested In
good-slxe- d
postoffic
proposition, address
m v. R3II. Alhunuernue.
JTOR

"WANTED

Houses

WANTED W want proper. to eelY, if
worth the money, we oan move It.
See our advertisement under Real Estate
column; If your property were thus advertised, It would move, wouldn't It?
J, L. Phillips. Real Estate. 110 South
Third, phone SK4--

- FORJ5ALE lvwtock
FltiuffFeUHomSnco
wl 10
North Thirteenth.

SALE Two fresrt milk enwa. 1423
W
Oeorse Blake
South Broadway

8

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
to people who demand qilallty.
Work
In before 11 a. m. mailed same day
Work in befurs I p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
THIS RED ARROW,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(Wa want a representative la TO'JH
territory.)

of wall paper and
House painting
Interior decorations.
Call Jones, SOSS-a,, specialty.

LEGAL NOTICE
A

lil IVIUTI?

rwvifu

XTs'krrirTl.'r

Jh tho Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of ths Estats Of
James J. O'Donnell, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersisrned was, on ths 27th day
of October. 1921, duly appointed
Administrator of the estate of
James J. O'Donnell, deceased, by
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, and having qualified ae
all persons
such Administrator,
havinsr claims against ths estate of

For

Rent-Room- s

features, oath room complete; ideal sleeping room where ana
can get good fresh air and sun
beautiful view, neighborhood of the
the best; make a substantial payment dawn and move In. The house
Is made ot adoba
and is atuoooed
white. It will be good and warm,
for this winter, Be us without delay, as it will o last long on the
market.
KBAlCTf COMPANY
1K( KMANN
Heal tor.

FOR RENT Room and porch, with good
board.
70! North Firth.
ROOM AND BOARD; also tahle board;
home cooking.
209 North High;.

FOR BENT Sleeping porch and board.
Mrs. Qrace H. Jnea. 880 Boulh High.
NICELY
furnished roon. with jioardi
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOJl RENT Furnished roonTwIth table
bOflTd! rflt.l f.. Iwn rtannln
Oil CS.....I.
Fourth.
FOR KENT
Room
ana u.iara, with
board.
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
ir
r.Hi central.
FdRNAOH HEATED sleeping rooms,
v,vmv in, uuuru ii uesireu; rales reasonable. Phone 322-PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persons.
rnone E4UO-JFOR RENT Board and room for one or
two gentlemen, on the Sawmill car Una.
820 North Twelfth.
FOR RENT Nicely furnlstied room with
board.
618 West
Lady preferred.
Fruit. Phone 1472-JAaiEBON-RANCH
Ideal location tor
neaiinsecKert; raw reservations now
avaitaoie. rnnn 22.U.J
FOR REST Bleeping
porch and room,
adtOlnln
ac
hath, with V.nBr,
month. 1636 East Central.
FOR RENT Furnished roums Willi or
without board; bath and phone. 815',.
Bouth Beootld.
Phone 826-J- .
FOR RENT Room
aiul board, with
SleCDina tioretl. .ailarn vnn,.pA. ...
...
biu nouin waiter.
F R RENT Room ana
sieepina porch.
iiu Dara ror eonvaiesoentr ;
1148-Phon
prlyathome.
FORRENT Sunny sleeping ......
and
bed riinm. with hnot.,1 r,.y, porch
t
n.i
tamuyi also garage. 523 Bouth High
FOR RENT
rooms
Nicely furnished
wnn steam heat and first-clas- s
table
board.
110 Soulh Arnu.
phone 1327-FOR
HEALTH b BHKERS M .dern at),
commodationa.
nuru .pvip.
with
Cass da Or, H Weet Oold. phone 6 14 W
ONE OR TWO healthseekera can fl.nl
nunie-iiK- e
accommotlatl ris In Unlver
y neignts. fmme zififl-.VR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
porehea with board, for convalescents.
Mrs. Reed (1 fjoutb Broadway, phone

...

524.

CAN ACCOMODAl'i:
two men
. ueu or
coaval 'ttiin:; iiurr s cure.
boarl; in.) J.nite. 1123 Kast

Murphey.

AUTOMOBILES.
'OB SALE Convertible truck body for
rorn car, en Boutn Fourth
FOR SALE Smith
A-- I
07 Bouth Beoond.
condition.
FOR BALK Ford tourlna: car and jt
truck. Inquire 710 North Thirteenth.
WANTED
TO BUY Late model Ford
roadster or truck with starter. Phon
152--

FOR BALK

5
Bulok touring
condition. Bond-Dillo- n

car;
Co.
city.
FOR BALE Some extra good uaed oars;
aay term a Mclntoah Auto Co., 601
wem central,
FOR SALE 1821 Hudson sport modef.
worm sz.iuu,
win sell (or 11,850,
480-flrst-clao-

s

n

Ra l.atat.

lasuranc,

V. Gold Ave.

loans.
rbon 616

with Board

Phon

FOR SALE

Chevrolet touring, "model
490" 1920; first-clas- s
condition. 101
North Sycamore.
said decedent .' re hereby notified FOR SALE
Sludebakc
touring can good condition;
priced
and required to present ths same
right, for quick sale. Phon 1S2S-tr
to the undersigned In the manner call
Tale avenu.
on
and within the time prescribed ty FORJ14BALE
Ford-1-tdriven
truck,
law.
1.000 mllesi priced to sell.
Moving
HARRY E. O'DONNELL,,
picture outfit; also a lighting plant,
Administrator.
637-Delco, large
Phone
Dated October 31st. 1921.
1 WILL completely overhaul your car
4
848b
for 188.00. Work absolutely guaran.
teed. I have no overhead expenses. Four
(REPUBLICATION.)
961-or
Phon
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
expert mechanic.
Department of tlr Interior. U. S. Land 6S7-Oct, I. FOR BALE Two Bulck light sixes, 1811
Office, at Banta Fe, N. M
1831.
model. I78D and tSJO; Ford truck,
n
Nolle Is hereby given that Balom
Ford truck, worm drlv.
800)
Montoya y Chavea, of Alameda. N. M.. 14001 Ford speedster. 12001 Dodge tour118 West Oold.
who, 00 December 7, 1817, made homeI4E0.
ing car,
stead entry, No. 034338, tor EH BEtt.
NW
BE'A
SWU
BE4.
BE.
E'i
Eli
TwTJMy
Motion 17, township 9 N., rang
( E..
L&AN On watches, dTa".
N. M. P. meridian, has tiled notlo of ilONti TO
three-year
round, guns and everything valuaol
Intention to make
proof, to
establish claim to the land boot de- Mr. B. Marcus. 813 South First.
scribed, befoie U. 8. Commissioner, Al- MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and gold jewelry; liberal reliable, conbuquerque, N, M., on November 14, 1931.
Claimant name aa witness,.) Qulrlni fidential. Gottlieb A Beer, 105 N. First.
Coulter, Jacouo Medina, Auguatln Alfaraa
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diaNestor 1'achecho. all of Chllllll, N, M.
monds, watches. Liberty Bonds, ptanoa
A, M. BBROERH. Rglslr.
automobiles. Lowest ralea Rnthman s.
117 Bouth First.
Bonded to th atat.

!.

iNT k PlATUM

Ttttr

f (HVIO

CASH

modern
house,
glassed-isleeping porch, hardwood floors throughout,
large
basement, built-f- n laundry tubs,
rarage, full size lot, all for only
$3,800. Reasonable terms.
n

A, L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and AutS
Insurance, Loans,
t28 W. Gold.
Phone 150.

Estata-r-Insuran-

OiT'RENT

Dwelling

house, furnished!
High.
rooms ana two las
porches. 621 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Two-roohouse, furnished.
1300 South Walter.
Call In rear.
FOR RENT Four rooms and bath, furnished. Apply 426 West Santa Fe.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house.
Garage. Inquire at 115 South First.
RENT1
Ranch home; n par month".
FOR
823 North
Inquire mornlnga only,
lleventh.
FOR RENT Completely furnished five-rooapartment; modern; quiet residence district. 004 West Marble.
four-rood
FOR RENT
house, at 328 North Fourth. Ur,
two-ruo-

Call 1315 Bouth
FOR HBNT
Flv

Three-rooKENT
rurnished
house and bath, large sleeping porch.
East Central.
modern house,
FOR
furnished, 804 South Walter, Inquire
614 EaBt Santa Fe.
FOR IlEN'T Nicely furnished bungalow,
very modern; gtaased-l- a sleeping porch,
fine place tor slk. 80S South Edith.
FOR RENT Three light housekeeping
room
with sleeping porch, 124, 44
17 20-Elflotrlo Co.. phon
FOR RENT Five-roomodern brick
house, unfurnished
basement, gas gar
age. Apply 701 New York, phone 1462-FOR RENT By toecember 16, la respon.
slble tenants completely furnished,
five-rooat
house; garag.
Inqulr
230 North
High street, oily,
FOR RENT Four rooms and sleeping
porch, completely furnished; modern.
622 South High, call at 701 South High
or ph one r.'ftl-after 6 p. m.
FOR RENT House; three good looms.
on
in
for sleeping; modern,
glassed
except heat; garage, ooal h3us. 128,
water paid; vacant November i. Inquire
406 Sou t h High.
FOR R EN T
brick house,
bath, screened sleeping porch, window
shades and coal rang In house, newly
decorated, garage, 160, water free. Call
at 220 North High.

FOR
1117

WANTED
Wanted
work.

Position

.stenograplilo

Call

and

clerical

1664--

WANTED
eauurttfiiced
by
Situation,
cook.
Ph tne 968-WANTED
to
work'
tak home,
Laundry

or by the day. Phone 8101-WANTED
High school girl will care for
children afternoons or evenings. Phone
1167--

Position a teacher or govBos 37,
Writ
erness; experienced.
of Journal.
WANTED Experienced eook, paatry and
meat cutter, wants position. 815 South
First. Albuquerque Hotel.
WANTED
Oooi VeTlakl
man want
furnace to tak oar oft wast lowland
99.
Journal.
ere
preferred.
WHITE WOMAN wants work, chambermaid, cooking, housework, nursing.
Address B. M. W., car Journal.
WE "AUDIT, CHECK," OPEN, CLOSE and
WILLIAMS
2ANO,
keep hooka
room 8 Mellnl building.
Phon 701-two
NURSBwlth
ysire' experience In
hospital, wants position nursing and
kec: :ng house for healthekr,
419
Sc-- th
Edith.
I WANT WORK: age 30; oan keep books,
clerical work; drlv truck, collect; willing to do anything. Have Ford, It need- ea. fnone fois. izo-- j,
WHITE MAN want janitor work, mar-rlegood health, experienced ehureh
and school; tak anything. Call ISI-una, o. votaw, asa ror Keny,
WANTED Experienced girl wants to
cook and do light housework for family ot adults; highland
preferred. Inquire at 41T Bouth Arno, er phone
1021-WANTED
car-

A

A

REAL HOME

$500 CASH
For sale, almost new modern four-roohouse, lights, water, furnace

Von' "balk Furnlturii good a new, W
North Seventh.
FOH SALE Three-quartbed, oil stoves
and tables. 608 West Silver.
FOR SALE A bed. mattress and spring
I'hon 8E0-lim South; Second, with
FOR SALE Double
Iron
bed,
spring and mattress. 1124 East Cen
tral.
FOR SALE Oak tabl and thrs chair,
sultnbl
for. oleic or horns; Apply
room 8, 81SH West Central.

J.

D, Kelehen Realtor,
211 W. Gold.
Phone 10
A

cement basement, garage, coal and
wood house. S0Q cash and 160 per
month. Now vacant. Inquire

FOR RENT

FRUIT
SHADE TREES

FOR

RNT ApartmenU

FOH RENT

Jn.
FPU

Furnished apartment,

808Norih

Blxth.

close

RENT Apartment." ' Call at 616
Edith St. No children.
reasonable. 807 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Desirable rurnisned apart-men- t,
close In; no aick. 818 N. Fifth
FOH RENT Two (urniahed ruii.ua,
172
west Central, phone 1749-FOR RENT Large, sunny housekeeping
FOB RENT
apartment., no slolt taken. 808 North
Furnlanec "room,
til Fourth.
Bouth Walter, phone 1S67-FOR RENT Two or three rooma for FCa KENT Furnished oneroornrmod.
ern apartment; hut water heat
314
light housekeeping. 423 Weat Iron.
West Coal.
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms;
aiso one pea room. 210 isorth Fourth. FOH RENT Modern furnished apartment at (18 gouth Edith. I'bons
FOR RENT Nicely furnlstied bed room. 1429-Close in. Phone 15B5-420 West Coal
FOH RENT Desirable
apart-man- tj
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
po sick; no children. 1184 North
4l
west Silver. Second.
sick; no cnimren.
FOR RENT Nice front room In modFOR RENT On larg and on small
ern home, adjoining bath; no sick.
modern
furnished
apartment 216
Phone 1114.
Nmth Seventh.
FOH RENT Clean, largo room, private FOH RENT
Apartment furnished comentrance, next to bath; reasonable. 608
plete; light and water paid. 1418
Bouth Edith.
South Edith.
FOH RENT- - Vwj nice hieei:t,g ji.t.ms, FOR
RENT m Furnished apartment.
:u:h-.I- .
4uS
Mr ne
Private no-nthre rooms with bath. Albuquerque
South Seventh.
Motel, eiv
North Second.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished oom, out
Two-rooapartment, furside entrance; also garane: no aick. FOR RENT
hot
and cold water and steam
nished;
1118 North Second.
421
hea t.
Sou th Broadway.
FUR RENT Room and slueplug poroh FOR RENT Two rooms
with glassed
114 North Edith,
adjoining batll.
sleeping porch, for light housekeeping.
phone- 2278-321 South Walter, phone 1870-or
FORRENT Two furnished rooms-fFOR RENT Apartment,
furnished or
61a
light housekeeping; rcaa) 1.H1I9.
unfurnished; two large rooma and
souin Arno.
410 North Sixth.
aleeplng
porch.
Apply
FOR RENT Nice room with private FOR RENT
Two large rooms,
uluely
lamny; with or without board. 807
furnished for housekeeping; ga and
North f ourth.
ooal rang, desirable location,
! West
FOH RENT Twu rooms with sleeping Coal.
poroh lor housekeeping. I'hona serv FOR RENT
"
211 Bouth
Very desirable furnbhod
Ice.
High.
apartment, at Woodlawn oparti.;ents,
FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n
sleep.
1818 East Central. Call at 1118 or phone
log porch; gentleman only. 224 Bouth 1576-M- ;
waiter Bt. Phone 2272-FOR RENT Three large rooms, nicely
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
furnished
good location;
modern hum. Mrs. Fred Ham. 621 no sick, 321apartment,
North)
Seventh, phone
380S-North Becond,
FOH RENT Rooms, by the week; l'jr. FOH RENT Furnished modern apartnaoe beat. 118 V4 West Silver, jh n
ment, three rooms and bath, steam
B9.
heat. Avurlll Apartment, JOB',, North
FOR RENT Furnished rooma fur tight Second.
housekeeping; modern; also sleeping FOR RENT Two "rooms, bat' and larg
poron.
sit west silver.
glassed sleeping poroh, for housekeep
Fon RENT Pleasant front bed room, Ing; two private nlrsnoss. 1004 For.
suitabi for two; no aick. 815 North raster.
Eleventh, phon 1470-J- .
FOR RENT On smalt light housekeep.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
Ing apartment, or well furnished bed
front
roo
1 with boardi also garage.
1010 For-resroom, adjoining bath; private entrance)
no sick.
801
phon 1690-South Arno.
FOR
rooms and FOR RENT Nlcsly furnished two-roofar housekeeping; bath,
apartment,
sleeping porob, for two persons; na
large screened-l- n porch; two blocks from
cnttoren. 110 south walnut. ,
business district; rent reasonable; no
FOR REI'T- - Well ventilated front room.
mono 1635-sick,
furnace heat, convenient to meals; ne
oin
FOR
furnished
sick.
10s oout Arno.
apartment, with bath and two sleepIMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
and
Inside
decorated
ing
porches,
newly
rate by day or week. Over Pastlm out; water and light paid. 822 East
Theater, 211 j west Central.
Coal.
Phone 1Q-OR RENT Glaased-l- n
porch and two
WANTED Miscellaneous
airy rooms; board across street. 114
North Maple, phon 188B-"work. "job or day.
FOR RENT Nic dressing room, steam
Phone 1083-neat ,noi ana com water, with large STOVES
t op. Ervls
POLISHED and
iceping porcn. rnone Z359-ppquing uo pnon
FOR RENT Glassed sleeping porch with
YOU "WANT anything nauled, call
aressing room: board If desired; no IFMitchell
3058-- J.
Transfer, phon
objection to aick. 611 gouth High.
JANITOR
for housecleanlng work, floor
FOR RENT Display room, 87x70 feet;
all or any part of It. Apply to Fred
waxing. J, w. Lowe, phone 1972-(.Tountt, pnon 678. 418 Kouth Second. FOR PAINYlNa
paper hanging, tint-In- g
WOODWORTH
and furnltur reflnlehlng call 6(6.
Newly
furnished, nice
eleao room and housekeeping apart Wan TED Your
grbag. Phon 2409-R- j,
ment, by day, week or month. 313
or writ C W. Hunter, general delivery.
Wanted Washing by th doaen, to
FOR RENT Two
modern
furnished
taK
nome, or to rough dry,
call
rooms for housekeeping; no aick; near
13Q4-fter 6:80 p. m.
20a North
high school. Phon 1GS0..7.
WELDING AND CUTTING o metal.
Arno.
welder' supplies and carbide foi
ELOIN
HOTEL Sleeping rooms an! sale.loN. If.
Co., Inq, phon mT-Housekeeping apartments, by th day MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 31fi South
or
wek
month. 803Uj West Central.
First, will pay th highest price for
FOR
RENT To gentleman
in good
second-han- d
and
clothing, shoe
health and mployd; furnished front your
furnltur.
phon 888.
room.
South Edith, a short dlstanc
J451-from Central.
Phon
MATTRESSES
renovated, 33.66 and op.
FOR RENT High-clas- s
room,
north,
furnltur repaired and packed. Srvlp
south and cast exposures, southeast
o.,
pnon til
sleeping porch private horn; best resU fruiting
FlNWrllNO It la
dentlal district; bom privilege, Phon BETTER KODAK
Return Biatag paid on mall
876.
Bouth

l;

gel

btt. Tlx Barnuo

order.

Office Rooms

FOR RENT OCfio
spac
elos
In; reasonable.

t

TREES
AND

S

ALBU-

QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J, T. YOUNG & CO.,
Albuquorque, N. M.

Room.

KB N T Hoom,
618 Wst Copper.
FOll HENT Large front room. 1488-FOK ItENT beverat unfurnished room.
I24 tiouth Edith.
FOH KENT Three
furnished room;
modern. 1011 North First.
FOH RENT FurnlsFeo room, close
FOR

FOR RENT

HOME

FROM

A bargain,
521 North Thirteenth street, $500 cut In price.
Five rooms, two glass porches,
one screen porch, modern, except heat.

Street.

FINE

The best one, four blocks from
postoffice; eight rooms, glassed-i- n
porch, steam heat, hardwood
floors, two1 garages one home.
It is a bargain. Part Terms,
W. IT. MrMITXION,
20n Vc8t Gold.

FOR SALE

m

389.

Furniture

only $4,500?

Six room modern house to rent,
$45.00.
$1,500 to Loan
$1,200 to Loan

HOME

rooms fumtshed, glassed In porch
On Luna Boulevard, flva rooms
large front porch, flreolaca. lawn.
and sleeping poroh, furnace, fire etc.
Good location
and priced
place, hardwood floors, built-i- n
features, Garage, lawn, trees, for right with terms,
H. F. OILMORH
16, tOO. Good terms.
114 W. Gold
Phone 442-It. McCI.VGHAN, REALTOR.
.
41J-J804 W. (iold.
Phone
S

BUSINESS depression make available
r
accountant-bookkeepeFOR RENT Large steam-heate- d
American
capable
sleep.
and stenographer, with thorough
Ing room, block from car line; no lcH
of
114 North High.
and
knowledga
Spanish
alsmanship;
detailed qualifications on request. Address Results, Postofflo box 141, phon

FOR SALE

BRAND NEW
beautiful new home of five
rooms and basement, hardwood
floors throughout, large living
room with fire place, splendid
location and built to endure
Can you believe the price is
A

w

BUYS

modern house, furnished or unfurnished; fireplace and sleeping porch. Newly decorated Inside and out.
Close tri,
Palance monthly.
A. C. BTARE3
Real
Phone 181
310 V. Gold Ave.

f

ust beyond Mountain Road,
tha new enterprises, look,
at the growing surroundings.
will maka
Somebody
goed
money In this seotion. Why
not you. A few choice
lots for $750 each. Cash or
easy payments.
W. C. THAXTOX.
T05 W. Mountain Road,
1 to 8 p. m,
Phone TU-$ to ( a. m.

--

Five-roo-

FOR RENT

It

Four room

828 South Walter

$1200

ARE YOU A THINKER
so see North Fourth street

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE

Studio,

31 9

West

entrei, Aiaoquerque, N, H.
WANTF.D
Careful Kodak finishing.
Twio dally svrvlc. Remember, satis.
Send your finishing
faction guaranteed.
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
4: Hanna, Mister
Photographers.
WINDOW CLEANINd
ALT1UQUERQUB
CO. Window
floors
cleaned and
scrubbed store,
office
and houses
eleaned; reasonable rate and honest work.
poatowc box 101, phone A. Urnon. 8o3.
l

or desk room?
Address Box
car Journal.
PERSONAL
FOR RENT Attractive
office, steam
heat, light
and water
furnished,
ARB40ftrpr1vtom"e.nfhn
Wright building, opposlt
1431-potofflee.
FOR RENT Thrs very deslrabl officii STUDY FRENCH with a French teacher.
rooms, light, heat and water; will rent
class or
Instruction, ror
separately or aa a whole. A. B. Mllner, particulars oall stprivate
631 South Broadway,
Silt West Central, phon 823.
or phon 1641-HEMSTITCHING and plootlng attach
CARPENTERING
ment, work on any sewing machine;
man. easily djuatdi price 8.(0, with full Inp&mFoKDfTrTirODD'N'jon
1673-structions.
kind
Gem Novelty Co., Box 1031,
ot
work,
Any
Phon
MATtRl5s"iRErCiVAT.N3 WANTED Odd
Chrlstl, Texas.
Job carpentering, palnf Corpu
s
inTratgifii-Btyi-TyrfnraLADST
t.
1468-IIng ana roof repairing. Phon
unnoumbrd wl'ow, aa type- fur. rOR HOU8&7 6R
Hug olesnlng, furnltur
wrtier for scenario writer and library
repairing, Bad-dinJapan occupies a prominent
PAiNTliJS:
p60ir
nltur
Ervla
SEWING MACHINES
agent, en partnership bails, and with
packing. Phon 471,
flrat.elasa
place among the countries of the
work
reasonable prise
small capital; this Is a splendid opporCompany.
world in the possession of mineral syvWMT-ffinone
Brown, mm South Brosowsv
tunity for ady desirous of writing for
,11
111.,.
for
cuiniiaLiviia.
all
and auppilea
iquiuiii
claaned; pari
BUllblNd
ijii nisi
BEFORE
or
th so res n. Address In first Instance,
your
having
RENT
Miscellaneoui
)R
C il
hous repaired, call I54-exclusively in makes; all work suaranteed.
They are found
701
our figures H, Chalmers Morrison,
East Rio
I10-J
413 W. Copper. FOH ItlSNl
1
Morehead, phon
granite regions,
Oarage. Tlo West Load. ar right. No Job too large or too small. Grand street,
Paso, Texas.

to loan

'

!2,4a0.Q0.
Nice living room with plenty of
kitchen with
windows,
convenient

HO

WALL PAPER CLEANING
isiPEliT CLEANEltS

Mr. and Mr, llealthseeker,
bmoli New Moss
In Highlands,

built-i-

Cea.
irai. east apartment
DELIGHTFUL fIT.EEl-INPORCH and
bedroom, with board. In furnace-hea- t
FOR RE NT Ranches
ed
reasonable: also table board.
aaM"MefctfaVMiahieaaiie1a'fis
FuU RENT By owner, ft well Improved 1420home;
East Silver.
Phone 1422-ranch, cnniifttlng nf ivta iet of
WOIILO GIVE board, room and laundry
W. M. Flaher, one and
to
office
mlle anuthwrst nf BbvaUi bridge.
girl, high achool girl or lady
otherwise employed for a few hours'
work mornings and evenings.
Call
TYPEWRITERS
2040-fffl fiW ill f ERt All makee overhauled FOR CONVALESCENTS
On
beautiful
und repaired. Tllbbnni tor every ma
apartment, sitting room, dressing; room
E
chine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
and
lfi South Fourth. posure,large sleeping porch, southern ex
chunpfeT1 phnnc H0S-.suitable for two people; steam
heat; excellent board: graduate nurse In
FOR RENT Storeroom
attendance. Ratea SB5 ner month. 60S
West Gold, pi.on 614-RESERVATIONS mny now be had at
oatlnn, hort or InnK time lease.
Adflfnir Maihln C,
The Murohey Sanatorium. Rates; I'D
to 2B per week. Includes private room
with sleeping porch, connected with bath
LOST AND FOUND
toilet. General nursing, medical
(STliBWAHD mr pision taken from Bt. and
care, excellent meals, tray service. All
Joseph's, on Ootoher 8I no questions rooms nave steam
ld
heat, hot and
noon.
If
returned by Thursday
asked
running water Phon 49) Dr.
between
FOR SALlSJtabblts. ci
and 11 a. m., 1124V West Central.

.

SOME BUY
two ejtra
rooms,
hallway,
large porches, bath, garage, lawn
shade, close In, Highlands. This
place is an Ideal home. It Is so
arranged that it can be used for
two flats. Only $9, 60S on reason
able terms. Dopt overlook this.
Jt s sure a buy.
Six

--

'

ar

(55.00

Room apartment,
furnished

TWO DANDY ITOMES
IN UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
Extra, well built, both on largo
lots and close in.
Have built-ifeatures,
etc.
heating plants,
These must be seen to be appreciated.
Whoever buys any of these
three homes will b" a well
satisfied customer.
Let's Serve You fodayT
n

$65.00

, . .

CtMlPiOT

&

n

Rooms, furnished .
Room house, furnished
Room apartment,

LEVEKETT ZAPP

FOR

SALE

i--

I

v

FINE HOME SITE
Two beautiful
lots
Silver. Price reduoed

on East
for 0'ilck

sale, singly or together,
to see them? Call

Want

, A.
HAMMOTfD,
824 E. Silver.
Phone 1322-R- .

"A BARGAIN"
Two-roo-

Shingle Bungalow with
features; good ooal and
chicken houses; large lot; furnished complete, only $950. Terms
McDOXAT.n & WORSTTAM,
Iteal Estate, Insurance.
Phono 96B-108 9. Third.
built-i-

n

FAMILY OF SIX
Would be entirely comfortable
this modern bungalow of
five rooms, sleeping porch and
large screened front porch. Has
fire place, built-i- n features and
is located in fine section of
Fourth ward.
Very small cash payment and
balance like rent and make
appointment to see this place
after J: 00 p. m.
in

ROLLIV E. GL'TimnHSE,
Phono 1023.
814 W. Gold.

Miscellaneous

Mule.
Kxporlenoed kitchen boy. Ap-plWest Gold.
High.
WANTED
Western Union day and night
BEST IN TOWN
TRY BOHDY'S MILK.
16 years.
over
boys,
Phon tlli-Rt- .
WANTED
Tailor at once. J17 Coal aveFOH SALE
Healing stov. Gottlieb and
nue, G;.llup, New Mexico.
Beer, 108 North First.
WANTED
man t
Young
wait table.
FOR SALE Pitt eons, red and yellow Car- and carry tray. Apply 809 West Gold.
vT' A NTED
njux. UOS East Silver.
man
Young
for
truln new
f 73.
FOR BALE Threshing' machine,
service.
Apply f;ews Agency, Santa
Postoffice box 412, city.
Fe Station.
FOH SALE Water motoi
inquire at START NOW.
Young men'a ChrisTMn
Morning Journal office.
Association Auto Repair School, Lo
FOR'SALE Bicycle. Apply Herman Q. Angeles.
Chavez, 1425 South Sciond.
WANTKD
Young man st 'nolil'upher, out
of town. Apply Mcdaffay Co., Chamber
FOR SALE Reed baby'buirgy. In food
of Commerce buildings.
condition, fij. Phone 1846-Man and wife to work on
FOR SALE Ivory reed baby buggy and WANTED
ranch, near town. Apply mornings.
Incubator. HIS South Eilllh.
Call
Miss
for
Prealar, ?21 West Oold,
new.
FOR SALE Large
like
phone. 7B0-811 West Mirquette, phone 1870-I'
tile
FOR SALE Adobe to build house. SiWANTED
mon Garcia, 1202 North Arno.
Counter girl. Brauy' Cafe,
tori a.
BAHGAINS
In hlali-grail- a
Navajo rugs.
WANTED
117 Mulberry, phone 1780-Girl for general housework.
tut west central.
DENVER POST delivered
your door,
WANTED
G5o per month.
ExpeTlcpced
Phone 1949-collar girl, Ex.
eelslor Laundry.
FOr'saLE-8- 0
calibre "rifle; price right
WANTED
forLE quick sale. Phone 1428-Experienced saleswoman.
Apply at Tho Economist.
FOR-BAGood Underwood typewrit
WANTED
Cedar Tree Lunch Room.
Girl for general housework.
er, f&o.
North Fifth.
Apply 31
FOK SNOW WHITE CLOTHES and 110
cook.
Experienced
spot try the Mansano Company Bluing. WANTED
Apply
70S West Copper.
Mr.
Weinman.
FOR SALE On lnrK size Base Burner
Maid for general housework.
heater in good condition, cheap. Phone WANTED
Apply mornings at 8M West Copper.
Cabinet phonograph wilh W ANTED Four salesladies; must speak
FOK SALE
820
SpnnlMh.
North
tone,
fine
Apply American Furniture
records; cheap;
Co,2J3 South Second.
Twelfth
Cook, out of town; good
FOR SALE Banner Hot Blast heater, WANTED
833
mornApply morning. Cull for Miss
North Eleventh. Inqulr
Preslar, 231 West Gold, phone 720-ings only
Baleslaiiyi one that can spsak
SACRIFICE Man
complete evening WANTED
Apply In person.
Spanish preferred.
dress outfit new; medium alee. 1808
Qottlelh Jewelry Co., 165 North First,
North Seventh.
Room'
and"""ll0
month
FOR SALE A few choice Navajo ruga, EARN BOARD
free.
will! attending acbuol; catalogu
reasonable.
right from reservation!
Bouth
Business College, 906)
Mackay
08 South Arno.
Los Angelea.
Main,
FOR SALE Nice fresh eggs, 75o per
Competent woman for light
dosen, at Ely's Poultry Tarda, 628 South WANTED
housework and cooking; must be qualiEighth, phon 1168.
fied to act aa companion for health-seeke- r.
FOR SALE Used tractors,
and
803 East Central, after
with gang plows,
Hardware Depart- 7 p. m. Apply
Co.
ment J. Korbel
e
EXPERIENCED ladles In
and
FOR SALE Hume-mad- e
sausag
canvassing; 1 have a proposition that
fresh oountry pork, delivered to your will easily make you five to flfteon doldoor.
Phon 1916-lars a day. Act quick. Rea, 606 North
eaaon .Second
before
BUT VOUK GUN
th
10 W A N TED American
woman for gen-eropens; fifty shotguns and rifle
select from. 116 West Gold.
housework. If married have house
can live, but do
wife
In
man
and
whlclr
CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. There not
or
need man' servlcea Phon 804-I
only on plac to obtain It. Albu
80S East Grand, oily.
apply
querque Dairy Association. Phone Rfil
WANTED
Two ladles to travel In educa
OH SALE Fresh buttermilk and
tional
position permanent, with
tag cheese, also fresh milk In gallon unlimited work;
for advancement;
opportunity
IB15-lot. Swayna'a Dairy Ph'.ne
not
necessary, but must be
experience
FOR SALE Tent, 14x28, lot 48x110; well educated; give phon. Address E.
price 300; 70 oash, balance li) per. F. P., ear Journal.
Se ma north and Seventh street this
Male and Female.
WANTED

60S

ti

week.
Kelly.
FOH SALE Ivory wicker baby stroller
and white enamel baby carioie, with

maltreat, both good as new; half price.
1420 East Sliver,
F5R BALM A '
selected Navajo rug
and Germantown
topa direct
pillow
from reservation; good designs; bargains.
1001 East Cen'ral, phone 141B-SOFT
cushions
prevent fallen Instep, cure all font
F.
trouble. II. Thomas
Kelehsr, Leather
Co.. 401 Weet Central. Phone 1067-J- .
FOR SALE Quod black coat, medium
sis and hat, suitable for elderly woman; also large sis nurse's blue Berg
uniform coat. Ill North Elm. Phone
1198-J-

.

ASBESTOS
RUOIf PAINT
.
GOOD for all kind of roofs. II par
Mansano Co., 110 South
Th
.
1814-Ja
built up
Walnut, phon
Try
roor, win last as long a tn buniinq
FOR SALE
L.

Flv hundred share nf CU
Electrlo Railway, below par. Dr. A,
Hust, 14. T. Armljo building.

t'SE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT",
Roof Koter: Roof Cement. atnt,a leaks
Mobalr lop dressing; Plymouth Cottage
Palnti Valspar Enamels, for automobile
Homestssd
Floor Paint.
Satisfaction
aa.ured
Tho. F. Keleher Leather Co.,
408 West Central, phon
1067--

WANTED

Henna's,

Call In
Solicitors.
46r West Central,

WE INSURE ANYTHING
INSURABLE.
If you knew tha protection wo
can give you on your auto
policy for only $3.00 extra per
year, you would not be without it. If our salesmen do not
happen to see you ask us
about It.
Second a nil Gold.
Flione 640
Let's Serve Yon Today.

PROFESSIONAL
a
JOHN W.

peraon.

1011

,

CARDS

in

VVIIJHON,

Atlornry,
and 18, Cromwell Building.
1163-Phon
FHYBK lAr-AM) BI'KOEUNH.
UK. S. t. BURTON,
IHsesae of tn 6'omnch.
Bull.
Harnett Building.
DR. S. C. CLARKE,
Eye, Kar, Noeo ami Threat.
Barnett Building
phon 831.
Offlc Uoura
to 11
and 8 lo 8 p. m.
"
BS7liiAHOAKKf
cTfiThTRiTiiiT,
Offloe Grant HlUg., Room ID. Phon 171.
Residence 1133 East ("antral
Phon 671.
.
no.'ms 16,

17

'

HELP WANTED

1116

FOB SALE Willow baby buggy.
Buu t hA rno.
FOR SALE
Large slxe heater. 311 South

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS LOTS
ARE SELLING DAILY.
No better place for a Savings
Aocount and Investment. Get
your lot today. Only $10 cash,
and 110 per month. Let us
show you the official map of
this addition at our office
You'll be surprised to see how
very rapidly they are selling.
Our autos are at your service.

am,

DT

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.
Practice Limited tn

GENITO . UUINARY DISEASES
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN

Vtassermaa

Laboratory In
BltJjf.

iyi'DP5nk

Connection

Phone

8Hu

CHIROPRACTORS
19 and

4'itlroprnctor.
HO
Armljo llulltling.

FOR SALE
FoH SALE

,.ri

.nun, fnone

House.
brick

bouse,

ua

r4iu-it-

FOR BALE

OR TRADE
Good Inoome
y. oee uwoer, bt
west Copper.
FOR BALE lro,ir.rm TTTrz
irr.T- Tand two sleeping porches, at 633 East

reaaonaote.
UtlLH,
OUiil,
chicken house, fruit tree, 143 fist
frontage, Imiulre 1317 Norih Fifth.
t OR SALE Five-roomodern atucco
house, creend-i- n
back
leeplns
and front porches, bath, lightporch,
and gas.
II;- - owner, 8i3 South Arno.
FOR BALE Near car Una ana school,
four-roobouse, bail? and aleeplng
porch, garage.
Phone 1S08-FOR SALE By ownerTTls" Weat Coal:
large porches, newly decorated, yacant
.
jsoa-w- .
i. .iiicij.
,
'on sjluupk!.un .uui-iuuinouerit rur- nlshed cottage, on South Waiter,
liuO
.
.. .
down inri
m .i.thi.
it, A.
ijauionie. 1533-H.
Hammond. 124 Bast Bllver,
phone
FOK SALE
HIT
OWNER Five-roo- ..
.
StimcO.
- h rtl M," J"-n,1- fin....- - ,1
tiiiuUBOUUI,
large living room, atra large garage;
excellent condition.
8(i( West TIJeras
road.
FOR BALE At sacrifice, a uwn.r' Is
.
my
...
. v.modern..
OOmn
all titji
-rv esi
fn
...t,i,t,KCI
;enirai:
terma if desired.
Addrcaa M. X., car
Journal.
FOR SALE Furnished or unfurnished,
i
wall hull.
rooms,
iiugi, live
bath, two screened poruhes,
east front,
nicely arranged for two famllle, Hlgh-land- s.
Phon owner, 1888-Foil SALE Uy owner: four roomed
modern brick house with two larg
porche. garage, full lot, nice shade;
furnished or unfurnished; good location;
easy terms. 8048outh Edith.
NI'B SANTAFE HOM3
FIVD rooms, large well-oul- it
I odern,
full basoment, furnace, slneping porch,
fruit, hundred feet by 330 feet.. t!ep,
ill
E,.
ltlllul1. a.,ar....
............
aiciiu., ouuia re. Birg, ntr..,
FOR BA LK
bl.clc. fln
lnca.
corner
tlon,
lot, screened porches,
cemented cellar, large shad tree,
s,
street cars; for quick sale 14, ODD
net to owner; $1,600 cash, balance like
rent. This 1 a bargain. S2S West New

.,,

York.
FOR SALE

House,

No, Z09 Went

Atiun-tl- o

avenue; well construct sJ, five-roobrick house, modern exeep' neat. Thl
worth 34,500. Will sell mw
property
SALE
FOR
Poultry.Ejrei for 33,750. 31.000
balnea at I per
Red Hen. cent, city Realtycash,
FOH fcALS
wenty
o.. ;07 West Oold,
604 South Edith.
phone 447.
FOR S VLB Thirty-fiv- e
Leghorn hem FOR SALE By owner: new small stuu-c- o
and poilets. Thone 1510-R- .
bungalow, with basement; modern
In
every .respect; furnace,
FOR SALE Nice fat
pullet. 80o to porch,
ua Owner on premisealeeplng
each
South
38
363
each.
II.
Broadway.
day from 10 a. m. until noon. Priced
does
rab
FOR HALE
and
Burks,
frying
for quick sale. Easy terma Cor- right
bits; hen and frying chickens. 710 n,r ..E'Sbth "d Fruit.
West Lead
BY OWNER,
modern house la
FOR BALE
Sheppard strain Ancona pul.
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, firelet and year-ol- d
hens; also Incubator. place, large screened
porches, thre
11 South Edith.
light airy bed room with extra larg
WANTEW
Fifteen or twenty Plymouth elosets, front east on larg lot with
O. 1
Rock pull,
six months old.
lawn, tree, etc; everything In excellent
Williams, Olorleta, N. M.
condition; terms If desired.
Phon
1877-Rock
FOR SALE Burred
fryers, pullets
and hens, 33c per pound; ducks, 4Cc FOR SALE A real bungalow, price and
Die form tec
I'hon ' lbU-J- .
plac worth Investigating, hard wood
pound.
ond.
floor, fire place, buffet, wln.tow seat,
feature of in
While Leghorn linen closet; every bullt-l- n
FOR SALE Thirty-fiv- e
large front and rear
hens, twelva Ancona and seven Black Ideal kitchen;
porehea;
tubs,
luOO
Bouth
number
mixed.
some
extra
stationary
also
Minorca;
of windows; large lot; three large outHigh, phone 8301-J- d
suitable
gar-ag- e:
for
or
business
buildings;
A SPLENDID flock of
bronze turkeys,
can arrange terms Phone 1948-- J
breeding birds; also , oung turkey for
your Sunuay or Thanksgiving dinner.
TIME CARDS
H. B. Watklns. phone 34I8-JRED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
S. C. It. I. Reds, Rlnglett Bard Rocks,
and pen for
oockerels,
pullets, hen
Atlantic, phone
breeding. 413 West

l,

1483--

TOR SALE Ranche

MY ENTIRE stock of S. C. R. I. Reds;
"
and egckrel;
hens, pullets, cocks
WISTLIULN
Dnll.
breedln pen or (ingles; pur bred C P.
Train.
n.nn.t.
Arrlva.
Hays stock, backed by generation of No.
1
Th
flootir....
nm a. fit n
In
beat
the
In
the
show
winner
prize
No. 3 Calif. Llmlted.KiSO am 11:00 am
11. B. Welkins,
oountry.
phon 34U-J- S
i rargu raat io:o am 11:30 am
DRESSMAKING
i tn soiiTHiinitNn
navajo. . ia:aa am j:ou sip
Willlaina Jill- - Na 39 El Poo Exp
HEMsnTCHlNOTpleatlng.
10:10 pra
llnery. 100 South Broadway, ph. 107.1-No. 87 El Paso Exp
11:30 am
EABTHnrtvn
PLA1S sewing mending or darning, by
I
18A1-Na
Tha
9:10
nm
Navain..
or
ium
home.
J
Phon
work
take
day
WANTED Dressmaking, by day or at Na 4 Calif. Limited. S.00 pm 6:40 pm
s
.ao.
o.
r. tignt., 7:86 pm 8:10 pm
my home; children's aewlng a special
No, 10 The Seoul. ... 7:20 m 7:50 am
800 North Becond, phon
1U0-ty.
vrom anttTH
DRESSMAKING-Lsd- lat'
even,
tailoring;
No. S3 From El Paso a 85 pm
SPECIAL NOTICE
ing dresses, beading and embroidering. no. jo From El Pan 7:00 am
rnooe
no. u etinnecu at reln with No. 31
ana b,a for Clovls. Pecos Valie- PLEATING, accordion, aid
Clt and
aiLDE.ISLEEVVH
ELECTRIC CO,
N Cran.
mall order
North Q
Coast,
lit
ELECTRICAL supplies of ill kinds, due
,
. . Hal .a. l.k
Cf, 1 '1 annnaa
to our low overhead exp'i'e, we etn Seventh. Oan Apertmanta phon 814
flv you better prices on fixture, lamr, ORKI1NAL INDIAN designs for em- from rioels and point east and sou'.
wiring, supplies, eta We deliver. I'ho.it
broidery etencllllng; blouses, smocks
or children s elothea Phon 181-- J. 1801
1I1M. 173 West CsntraU
East Silver.

FoiT BALE

Country home, alucco house"
Seven rooma (team heated, electric
ranch i In alfalfa and
light) on ten-aorchard. Addres Postnfflc bos 877, or
pnon z'tir-rt- t.
IF LOOKING for a oomfortabl horn
ana a pleasant and profitable established business, you oan s;ur same at
a bargain; four acre, two tulles from
postofflo. en main ditch, denote I 'usj,
garage, chicken houses, tools, blooded
chlcksns and turkeys;
also furnltur;
will nil on term to responsible ..opl.
Phon 241I-J-

.a

Page Ten.

is on the way, due tomorrow, dou-

HELD

ble the number of boxes of those hand
dipped Cream Center Chocolate Bon Boris
to sell at 59c per pound box.

If

DEK
.10-11--

12

White

Our new Popcorn

is here; Snowball in

packages, also in bulk.
CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

The Armistice rodeo being planned liv the citizen of DeminC and
the residents at Fort Bayard Is
expected to surpass all other similar events ever held in the state.
The military forces will contribute
the. color and zest to the meet,
while the efforts of the civic dignitaries of Denting will help to
make the entire program a success.
One of the greatest features will
he the parade on Armistice day,
when the head of the column will
be formed by the Twenty-fourtinfantry and Its hand, followed by
national
Troop C, New Mexico
guard. Then will como several
other uniformed
bodies, followed
by the civilians who will take part
In the parade.
for entry to the
Applications
rodeo have come to the committee
In charge from such distant stales
as Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas.
but in an effort to keep the events
in the meet strictly amateur, the
committee will restrict the entries
to the immediate southwest.
Other events of interest on the
program are races of various na
motures, including a
tor race to Cambrny and back,
comboxing matrhes, a three-ac- t
edy enacted by a Fort Bayard cluh
and a grand barbecue which will
be held the
closing day of the
rodeo.

ROBERT JONES

.........

Coal and Sontb Walter
Phone
S76

11B Marble Avenue

phones

The Highest GracU Macaroni
Egg Noodle, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Product

IWe

ISell

PJIYIIII

T0DAY

Life Is not what It seems It's but a thine made out of
dreams and it's droims of rcnl life tliut

D. W.

Griffith

Portrays in Ills Masterly Production

STREET"

"DREAM

"SCREEN

Also SOMETHING NEW

of

free-for-a- ll

See your

SNAPSHOTS"

Favorite Stars nt the Studio.
ADMISSION:

Adults .
Children

Matinee.
C

Night.
25c

10c

13C

.

LOCAL ITEMS
and 5.
regular meeting
of Adah chapter, number 5, Order
of the Eastern Star, this evening t
7:30 o'clock In the Masonic Temple.
Past Matrons will take charge of
initiation of candidates. A program
will follow.
Rev. T. F. Harvey, pastor of the
First Baptist church, will return
evenfrom Atlanta, Ga., Saturday
at
ing and will preach the sermon
the church Sunday morning. loai.
Four dollars, ruh wagon
limited amount
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Mrs. Georgo Wyatt left last night
for Santa Fe, where she will visit
her sister, Mrs. Laura Sandoval,
whose son is seriously ill with typhoid fever.
Jesse Grigsby, who has been ill
since Saturday with pneumonia, is
believed to be out of danger.
J G Spencer, of San Francisco,
Pacific
secretary ofisthe
in the city inspecting
league,
reports
the local branch store. in He
the souththat all of theareBtores
condl- in
splendid
west district
tl0?ay Poll Tax at High School.
ti,o Auinmnhllfi Dealers' associ
ation of the city will . meet in Taft
hall at 6:30 o'clock this evening
important
for the discussion of
matters. All dealers are expected
to be present.
reMrs. F. J. Vandersypt has she
turned from Chicago, where
was called by the death of her
brother.
of the
services
Evangellstio
will beBroadway Christian church at t iu
evening
gin on Sunday will
be conducted
o'clock. Services
each evening of the week at that
hour by the Rev. W. A. Guy, pastor
Coal Supply Co.
There will be a

Phone

KLY

8

HOW

$85

Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician. Woolworth Bldg. Phone ,b44W
at
Born, to Mrs. Alva Wrightley,..
Madrid, a son, on November
B C. Nicholson, nurse of tne
Country camp, left yesat
Tor El Paso
He will stop
to visit
Bayard for a few days
Ewart Durno.
at
Charles H. Byrne has been ill
days
his home for the past few
Mrs. C. I. Warnock, of Tijeras,
was in Albuquerque
she took with he,
Upon her return,mother
of the as
Mrs. Beckwith,
sistant ranger nt Tijeras.

Easy Payments If Ton Wish.
No Interest Charged.

ROTHMAN'S
Music and Jewelry Store
First

DEATHS

St.

AND

Phone

917-.-

I

FUNERALS

JENKINS
Henry E. Jenkins,
age 73, died at his home in Old Albuquerque yesterday afternoon. He
came here from Grafton, W. Va.,
eight years ago. He is survived by
his wife, a daughter, Mrs. C. L.
lagans of this city, a sister and
two brothers. Services will be held
this afternoon at 1 o'clock at the
French parlors. The body will be
shipped to Grafton on No. i today, accompanlea by the wife and
daughter.
1

FOX TO TALK
ON SCOUT MOVEMENT
AT ASSEMBLY T0DA

of the:
Lynn H. Fox, secretary
Un

TIT
V
1. 11. V.

k

J.,

...ill
Will

LUC

i

"

FtL'

Lee Twe Lee, age 70,
his home on West Tijeras avenue
He ran a laundry at
yesterday.
Second and Silver for a number of
years. C. T. French is in charge
of arrangements, which will be announced later.

Rafael
Olguln,
of
sheepgrower
Sandoval, was
found dead in his bed nt his home
He had enyesterday morning.
joyed robust health un to within
a few days of his death. Mr. 01-- 1
guin Is survived by six sons and
four daughters.
He was born at Pena Blanca and
has resided in Sandoval for many
years, engaging In the sheep and
cattle business. Funeral arrangements will be announced by Crol-lot- t,
who Is in charge.

A.
Mrs.
BERGMAN
Mary
Bergman, aged 32. died at her
home on South High street last
night. She is survived by her husband, four children and one sister,
all of whom were here with her.
The body will be shipped to her
former home at F.dina, Mo., Saturday night. The body will lie in
state at Strong Brothers' chapel all J. W. BRASFIKt.D, the Watch Maker.
American, Swiss and ncllsh Make.
day Saturday.

Work Guaranteed.
South First.
Phone
AM

117
HARBOUR
E. H. Harbour,
017-aged 38, died at a local hospttal
nro
to
last night. The body was taken
Patrons
requested o place
Strong Brothers' mortuary pend- orders for shelled ninnn nuts well
In
In
advance
instructions
from
relatives
to lie promptly
at
order
ing
TWO INDIAN SCHOOL
vrved. Fannie S. Spitz, 323 North
Hathburn. Iowa.
IN
PLAY
Tenth St. Tel. 802. Mall orders
ELEVENS TO
PEREA Irlneo Perea died last given careful attention.
SANTA FE SATURDAY night at his residence on North
Arno street. The body v. is taken 158 Taxi & Baggage
158
FuTwo elevens from the Indian to Crollott's funeral parlors.
to
neral
are
a
crrr f.i.f,ctkio shoe shop
arrangements
pending.
pilgrimage
school are to make
rhone B67-213 Boulh Second.
Santa Fe on Saturday morning to
Free Call and Delivery,
battle with the teams from the
The Royal Cleaners, 420 West
Santa Fe high school. Both games
We deliver any size any
are to be played on Saturday after- Gold, will be closed today on acnoon on the grounds of St. Michaels count of the death of my father, where.
Henry Transfer Co.,
II. E. Jenkins.
college.
Phone 939.
The Indians are to start their
m;:h. l. h. hagans.
first string men against the Santa
HOME-MADFe high school and should have an
PIES AND SAND
RAZOR BLADES.
WICHES. COLLEGE INN.
easy time.
Send or bring your dull blades for

Tlio Watch Muker.
cleaning
jewels,
Mainsprings,
staffs, $1.50 each.
American Swiss or English
Makes.
117 Sonth First.
Phone 917--

Cactus Butter, lb

OUR

Nut-ol- a,

50c
28c
52c
52c

lb

Swifts's Bacon, pkg
Armour's Bacon, pkg

Picnic Hams, lb
J9c
Bacon Square, lb
YIc
Chase and Sanborn's Seal Brand
:

Coffee, lb

44c

We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE
Twenty-si- x
years of high quality and low prices.

your razor honed and set by
experts. Work Guaranteed.
KOBZA BROTHERS,
At Ruppe'a Drug Store.

Have

Given

DANCE

by National Councils of
Catholic Men and Women Friday, November 4th. St. Mary's
Hall. Music by Step Lively
Admission $1.10.

WE STORE YOUR PIANO
FREE

WANTED

J. A. Skinner

Because It's Rich and Mellow
We

Sell

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE
We

Sell

Skinners

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodle, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Product

MAVAJ0

RUGS1

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry. Gems, Laces.

Let Us Send a Man

Post-iffle-

We Are on the Job
Tour Trunk Hauled for

25 Cents

.

Albuquerque Transfer Co
Phono 542.

CHOCOLATE

Brown Water

CREAM COFFEE
Sold At This Store.

Spaniel

e.

we seii

Skinners

the highest grade Macaroni,

Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

About 8 miles south of
town, o n west side of
river, yesterday morning.
Has name Baldridge on
collar.
Phone 402, or call at
423 South First St.

FOR SALE

Constance Binney
in "ROOM AND BOARD"
n
The story of a girl who inherited a
castle, blue
blood, and an imposing mortgage. Being Irish
she changed the castle into an asset, the mortgage into a memory, and herself into the happiest bride
in Erin. .
run-dow-

and,-pluck-

ADDED ATTRACTION:

"CIRCUS
A

PIERCE ARROW BICYCLE
Only used three weeks
A Bargain
Apply 322 South Fifth Street

Two-pa-

ANY ARTICLE

"Percy & Ferdy" Comedy

Brilliant

Swastika

Sugarite

rt

HEROES"

REGULAR PRICES

GUARANTEED COAL
Gallup

AND BOARD

REALART PICTURES PRESENTS

Reward

other Macaroni Product.

Direct from the cars or from
weatherproof bins.

our store can be bought
on easy payments.
Wiseman's Watch Shop
215 South Second

LYRIC THEATER

NEW STATE COAL CO.
Phone 35
Our Coal Makes Good, or We Do.

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

FROM

1

TO

II P.

M.)

TODAY AND TOMORROW

FOR SALE BY OWNER
lust finished
modern
nre3s brlok und new
modern except heat. Both in
mod
High Eric's. Also
ern house on West Gold, just
ompletlng. Call at
821 W. Sllvfr.
Phono 1I149.M
five-roo-

We have extended the time
during which we will
clean 9x12 rugs for

STAGE

IMPERIAL

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

PHONES

Albuquerque.. .10-4-7:45 am
in Santa Fe. .
am

Herine

$2

for TWO MORE WEEKS

Phone

"STRANGER
THAN FIC1ION"

LAUNDRY

118 AND 440.

She's a butterfly. She's Carmen. She's a gangs-tresShe's a stunt-flyeFour roles in one for
Katherine MacDonald, the American Beauty, in
"Stranger Than Fiction."
s.

600

CERRILLOS

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Singer Cigar Store,
210 West Central

FRESH

r.

COAL

LUMP AND EGG
Burns Longer Produces More Heat
Uses Less Coal Hence Less Bill

HAHN

FISH

Assisted by Wesley Barry

COAL COMPANY
PHONE 01.

TODAY

Service
Always.

Qunlity

First.

in

HALIBUT
BARRACUDA

CATFISH
SALMON
SAND DOBS

206 East Central Ave.
60 lbs.

ENGLISH SOLE
SMELTZ
LOBSTERS
OYSTERS
Fruits & Vegetables
Meat & Groceries

24 lbs.
100
4
1

lbs.

Flour Best hard wheat
Flour Best hard wheat
Spuds

We

CHOCOLATE

Postoffice.

Sold at this Store.

we seii

Skinner's

the highest grd Macaroni,

Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

other Macaroni Product.

"

.

lbs. good Cooking Apples
package Instant Swansdown

Best grade Cured Hams..
box Bacon
Bacon (side), lb, 30c, 35c
Picnic Hams, lb
Tork Roast, lb.
Pork Chops, lb
Pure Home Made Pork
Sausage, lb
Extra good Pot Roast, lb.,
Pure Beef Hamburger, lb.,
Boiling Beef, lb

199

Yonr Order
Will do me Rest.

ATTRACTION:

TOM

SAHTSCHI

30c
50c
44c
21c
22e
30c
25c
15c
20c

"THE TEMPEST"
West

REGULAR PRICES
B7

.

$1.10

--

v.:

$2.50.

25c
Cake Flour

24c

Lamb, Veal, Poultry, Oysters
25c
Arbuckle Coffee, lb
48c
Butter, lb.
16 lbs. Sugar
..$1.00
.22e
1 package
Dates.
20c
1 , lb. Prunes, large
1 lb. Peaches,
fancy.... 20c
.25t
2 large
Pet Milk.
2 Bread
.....17c
22c
1
Eaglo Milk

......

......
.....

10c

These Prices and Delivery Small Orders Without Charge
Mudo X a Buy Store. ,

Because

.

$2.00

t

(Colorado)

;

V

ADDED

A Drama of the Romantic

DAILY'S HASH AND KARRY

Phone

McDonald
In

Santa Fe
4:80 pm
In Albuquerque 7:30 pm

--

MEDICATED AND SILPULR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and' masseuse
m attendance Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty
Call for appointment.
MRS. TERRY DEAMER, Prop,
'hone 6H3-50H'j W. Central

LOST

Avenue.

116 West Gold

Expert Watch. Clock and Jewelry
Also Engraving.
All
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
122 S. 4th St.
Phono 90.1--

Call

rHOnK

8r

Trading Post.
WRIGHT'S 'Indian
CREAM COFFEE
Building
Opposite

624

FOGG, The Jeweler FRANK TROTTER

Phone

205 South First Street

:j V

'j-G-

20J North First Street.

K

at

10-l-

It good. care; no small
children.
Will store in our
home for its use.
Coffman,
1224
North
Second. Phone

OS

'

X.

'

Give

CUR

At
-

.7 1

1727--

WILLY-NILL- Y

i

1
,

NEW CITRON. ORANGE AND
High School Auditorium
Must Meet the Rigid Requirements LEMON PEELS AND GLAZED
.HST
RECEIVED.
of the Santa i'e Time Service CHERRIES
Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1921,
N EW
DRIED I'Rl'N E S,
Department.
8:30 P. M.
10c
lb
VANN
Watch Inspector, Santa Fe R'y BILK FLAKE HOMINY, 2."c Second concert of the series
13o offered
Premium Soda Crackers
by the Fortnightly
20c Music
Bulk Peanut Butter, lb
Club
for the season of
Pure Sorghum Molasses, in
1921-192- 2
b
cans.
3 and
2$,
30c
Must Comb Honey
Saleslady.
Experienced
Season Tickets, $4.00
$1.75
Honey
speak Spanish. Apply In per00c
son.
Honey
Single Tickets, $2.00
10 bars Borax Naphtha Sonp. 50c
Julian Dreyfuss Co.
50rl All tickets exchanged for
Lima Beans
113 North First
1
30c
gal. Cider Vinegar
reservations at Matson's.
1 lb. Royal
50c
Cocoa....,
8.V
Sack nf Men!
Records may be heard at
25c
Pig Bacon
EAT AT
Albuquerque Music Store
25r
Pig nam
Horscshoo
and
Tobacco..
Star
45c
Eggs, dozen
JEST IN 1021 Holland Milkers
Herrings.
To repine that broken window
Open from 7 a. m. to 8 p. m.
THE ONLY CASn AND DELIVCorner Fourth and Central.
Albuquerque Lumber Co..
ERY STORE IN THE C1TV I glass.
423 North First
Phone 421.

3,,e
25e

(Per Dozen)

4 mV

TODAY RICHARD BONELLI
WE SELL FOR CASn
Brunswick Artist
DELIVERED
ALL GOODS
FILL LINE OF FRESH DRIED
Baritone
'ST RECEIVED
FRIITS
PHONE

WATCH REPAIRING

:,

PIES AND SANDCOLLEGE INN.

E

WICHES.

J.

E

Double Edge
Single Edge.

V''

1

1

HOME-MAD-

'

notice!

-

a

"

She had already had to report the chauffeur to him"!
This life of domestic service wasn't being quite so easy
as she had thought it would be. All the men kept offer"
ing kisses for tips.

'1

to-

Car due today. We can spare
a few tons for Immediate delivery.
Albuquerque
Store
206 West Silver
Phone 217

J. W. BRASFIELD

speaker at the university assembly
this morning in Rodey hall. His
subject will be "The Boy Scout
Movement in America."
Mr. Fox has been a leader In Boy
Scout work for many years and In
has been largely instrumental in
forming the scout troops in Albuquerque. The meeting will be open
to the public.

RANCHER DIES AT
AGE
died at
0FJ09 YEARS

COAL $11.50

DESIGNERS AND BUILREKF
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Phone 943. 211 West Gold.

'

57

"I'LL REPORT YE TO YER CHAUFFEUR!"

First

109 South

CAFETERIA

a local sanatorium yesterday. They
told her they wanted nid In making compensation claims.
When Miss Childera arrived they
Informed her simply that they
wanted cigarettes. The compensation claims could wait, could she
supply cigarettes?
The secretary couldn't, hut she
promised to see what could be
done.
She Is wondering if
want to send the
smokes to the boys.
Cigarettes left at the home service office in the postoffice building
will be promptly delivered to the
veterans.
LYNN

PERSHING CAF

BRACY'S

Miss Edith Childerfl, home
Rpprptnrv nf the Tied f?rnss. re
ceived a call from sick soldiers In

4

117 b.

SICK VETERANS
IN SANATORIUM
ASK FOR 'FAGS'

TODAY AND TOMORROW
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

at the

Rossiter McConnell

h

LET'S GO

NEAR BEER
ON DRAUGHT

Boston
to
terrier, female, answers
name of "Mickey." Return to
Sturges Hotel, lleward.

Plans Are Made to Hold
Rodeo and Armistice Day
Celebration Jointly; Fort
Bayard to Assist.

R THEATRE

with a good glass of

LOST
face, bat car

.

yclt

njoy

V,

1

iliiWiyiliiiiVy

Nice Roasted Pinons
loc per pound
ROBERT MACPHERSON
1114 West Central

BE

RODEO

There

November 4, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING

Have a home where things grow
Anderson

Addition

No.

2, on North
street
Eighth
Large lots, rich soil, alfalfa, ditch water.
Anderson Addition, North Fourth street,
near the school, paved street. Close in.
$20 Down, $10 a Month.

FRANKLIN & CO.
Third and Gold Realtors
Phone 657

Has

It's Rich and Mellow

CALL

4 or 5

For Service and Qunlity In

We Sell
CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE
Highest Grade Macaroni
Noodles, Spaghetti and

er Macaroni Products

Fuel
Gallup, Dawson, Canon City, Coke, Wood all kinds

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

Let Our

Trucks Bring Comfort lo Your Homo,

